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ABSTRACT

People proceed in their conversations through a series of dialogue acts to yield some specific communicative intention. In this paper, we study the task of automatic labeling dialogues with the proper dialogue acts, relying on empirical methods and simply exploiting lexical semantics of the utterances. In particular, we present some experiments in both a supervised and an unsupervised framework on an English and an Italian corpus of dialogue transcriptions. In the experiments we consider the settings of dealing with or without additional information from the dialogue structure. The evaluation displays good results, regardless of the used language. We conclude the paper exploring the relation between the communicative goal of an utterance and its affective content.

1 INTRODUCTION

When engaged in dialogues, people ask for information, agree with their partner, state some facts and express opinions. They proceed in their conversations through a series of dialogue acts to yield some particular communicative intention.

Dialogue Acts (DA) have been well studied in linguistics [1,2] and attracted computational linguistics research for a long time [3-4]. There is a large number of application domains that can benefit from the automatic extraction of the underlying structure of dialogues: dialogue systems for human-computer interaction, conversational agents for monitoring and supporting human-human conversations forums and chat logs analysis.
for opinion mining, affective state recognition by mean of dialogue pattern analysis, automatic meeting summarization and so on. This kind of applications requires a deep understanding of the conversational structure and dynamic evolution of the dialogue: at every step of the interaction the system should be able to understand who is telling what to whom. With the advent of the Web, a large amount of material about natural language interactions (e.g. blogs, chats, conversation transcripts) has become available, raising the attractiveness of empirical methods of analyses on this field.

In this paper, we study the task of automatic labeling dialogues with the proper speech acts. We define a method for DA recognition by relying on empirical methods that simply exploit lexical semantics of the sentences. Even if prosody and intonation surely play a role (e.g. [5,6]), nonetheless language and words are what the speaker uses to convey the communicative message and are just what we have at disposal when we consider texts found on the Web.

We present some experiments in a supervised and unsupervised framework on both an English and an Italian corpus of dialogue transcriptions. In particular we consider the classification of dialogue acts with and without taking into account dialogue contextual features. We achieved good results in all settings, independently from the used language. Finally, we explore the relation between the communicative goal of an utterance and its affective content, using a technique [7] for checking the emotional load in a text.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a brief sketch of the NLP background on Dialogue Act recognition. In Section 3 we introduce the English and Italian corpora of dialogues, their characteristics, DA labeling and preprocessing. Then, Section 4 explains the supervised and unsupervised settings, showing the experimental results obtained on the two corpora and providing detailed results and error analysis. In Section 5 we presents the results considering also dialogue contextual features. Section 6 describes the preliminary results of a qualitative study about the relation between the dialogue acts and their affective load. Finally, in Section 7 we conclude the paper with a brief discussion and some directions for future work.

2 Background

A DA can be identified with the communicative goal of a given utterance [1]. Researchers use different labels and definitions to address the com-
Table 1. An excerpt from the Switchboard corpus

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Dialogue Act</th>
<th>Utterance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>OPENING</td>
<td>Hello Ann.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>OPENING</td>
<td>Hello Chuck.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>STATEMENT</td>
<td>Uh, the other day, I attended a conference here at Utah State University on recycling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>STATEMENT</td>
<td>and, uh, I was kind of interested to hear cause they had some people from the EPA and lots of different places, and, uh, there is going to be a real problem on solid waste.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>OPINION</td>
<td>Uh, I didn’t think that was a new revelation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>AGREE /ACCEPT</td>
<td>Well, it’s not too new.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>INFO-REQUEST</td>
<td>So what is the EPA recommending now?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Traditionally, the NLP community has employed DA definitions with the drawback of being domain or application oriented. In the recent years some efforts have been made towards unifying the DA annotation [4]. In the present study we refer to a domain-independent framework for DA annotation, the DAMSL architecture (Dialogue Act Markup in Several Layers) by Core and Allen [3].

Recently, the problem of DA recognition has been addressed with promising results. Stolcke et al. [5] achieve an accuracy of around 70% and 65% respectively on transcribed and recognized words by combining a discourse grammar, formalized in terms of Hidden Markov Models, with evidences about lexicon and prosody. Reithinger and Klesen’s approach [12] employs a bayesian approach achieving 74.7% of correctly classified labels. A partially supervised framework by Venkataraman et al. [13] has also been explored, using five broad classes of DA and obtaining an accuracy of about 79%. Regardless of the model they use (discourse grammars, models based on word sequences or on the acoustic features or a combination of all these) the mentioned studies are developed in a supervised framework. Rather than improving the performance
of supervised frameworks, our main goal is to explore the use of an un-
supervised methodology.

3 Data Sets

Table 2. The set of labels employed for Dialogue Act

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Label</th>
<th>Description and Examples</th>
<th>Italian</th>
<th>English</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INFO-REQUEST</td>
<td>Utterances that are pragmatically, semantically, and syntactically questions - ‘What did you do when your kids were growing up?’</td>
<td>34%</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STATEMENT</td>
<td>Descriptive, narrative, personal statements - ‘I usually eat a lot of fruit’</td>
<td>37%</td>
<td>57%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-OPINION</td>
<td>Directed opinion statements - ‘I think he deserves it.’</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGREE-ACCEPT</td>
<td>Acceptance of a proposal, plan or opinion - ‘That’s right’</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REJECT</td>
<td>Disagreement with a proposal, plan, or opinion - ‘I’m sorry no’</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPENING</td>
<td>Dialogue opening or self-introduction - ‘Hello, my name is Imma’</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLOSING</td>
<td>Dialogue closing (e.g. farewell and wishes) - ‘It’s been nice talking to you.’</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KIND-ATT</td>
<td>Kind attitude (e.g. thanking and apology) - ‘Thank you.’</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEN-ANS</td>
<td>Generic answers to an Info-Request - ‘Yes’, ‘No’, ‘I don’t know’</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the experiments described in this paper we exploit two corpora, both annotated with Dialogue Acts labels. We aim at developing a recognition methodology as much general as possible, so we selected corpora that differ in the content and in the used language: the Switchboard corpus [14] of English telephone conversations about general interest topics, and an Italian corpus of dialogues in the healthy-eating domain [15].

The Switchboard corpus is a collection of transcripts of English human-human telephone conversations [14] involving couples of randomly se-
lected strangers: they were asked to select one general interest topic and to talk informally about it. Full transcripts of these dialogues are distributed by the Linguistic Data Consortium. A part of this corpus is annotated with DA labels (overall 1155 conversations, for a total of 205,000 utterances and 1.4 million words). Tables 1 shows a short sample fragment of dialogue from this corpus.

The Italian corpus had been collected in the scope of some previous research about Human-ECA (Embodied Conversational Agent) interaction: to collect these data a Wizard of Oz tool was employed in which the application domain and the ECA’s appearance may be settled at the beginning of simulation. During the interaction, the ECA played the role of an artificial therapist and the users were free to interact with it in natural language, without any particular constraint. This corpus is about healthy eating and contains overall 60 dialogues, 1448 users’ utterances and 15,500 words.

Labelling. The two corpora are annotated in order to capture the communicative intention of each dialogue move. Defining a DA markup language is out of the scope of the present study, hence we employed the original annotation of the two corpora, which is consistent, in both cases, with the Dialogue Act Markup in Several Layers (DAMSL) scheme. In particular the Switchboard corpus employs the SWBD-DAMSL revision.

Table 2 shows the set of labels employed for the purpose of this study, with definitions and examples: it maintains the DAMSL main characteristic of being domain-independent and it is also consistent with the original semantics of the SWBD-DAMSL markup language employed in the Switchboard annotation. As shown in Table 3, the SWBD-DAMSL had been automatically converted into the categories included in our markup language. Also we did not consider the utterances formed only by non-verbal material (e.g. laughter). The DA label distribution and the total number of cases (utterances) considered in the two data sets are reported in Table 2.

3 ftp.ldc.upenn.edu/pub/ldc/public_data/swb1/dialact. annot.tar.gz
4 The SWBD-DAMSL modifies the original DAMSL framework by further specifying some categories or by adding extra (mainly prosodic) features, which were not originally included in the scheme.
Table 3. The Dialogue Act set of labels with their mapping with the SWBD-DAMSL correspondent categories

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Label</th>
<th>SWBD-DAMSL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INFO-REQ</td>
<td>Yes-No question (qy), Wh-Question (qw), Declarative Yes-No-Question (qy’d), Declarative Wh-Question (qw’d), Alternative (‘or’) question (qr) and OR-clause (qrr) , Open-Question (qo), Declarative (’d) and Tag questions (’g)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STATEMENT</td>
<td>Statement-non-opinion (sd)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-OPINION</td>
<td>Statement-opinion (sv)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGREE-ACC</td>
<td>Agreement /accept (aa)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REJECT</td>
<td>Agreement /reject (ar)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPENING</td>
<td>Conventional-opening (fp)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLOSING</td>
<td>Conventional-closing (fc)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KIND-ATT</td>
<td>Thanking (ft) and Apology (fa)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEN-ANS</td>
<td>Yes answers (ny), No answers (nn), Affirmative non-yes answers (na) Negative non-no answers (ng)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data preprocessing. To reduce the data sparseness, we used a POS-tagger and morphological analyzer [18] for preprocessing the corpora and we used lemmata instead of tokens. No feature selection was performed, keeping also stopwords. In addition, we augment the features of each sentence with a set of linguistic markers, defined according to the semantics of the DA categories. We hypothesize, in fact, these features could play an important role in defining the linguistic profile of each DA. The addition of these markers is performed automatically, by just exploiting the output of the POS-tagger and of the morphological analyzer, according to the following rules:

- **WH-QTN**, used whenever an interrogative determiner is found, according to the output of the POS-tagger (e.g. ‘when’ does not play an interrogative role when tagged as conjunction);
- **ASK-IF**, used whenever an utterance presents some cues of the pattern ‘Yes/No’ question. ASK-IF and WH-QTN markers are supposed to be relevant for the recognition of the INFO-REQUEST category;
- **I-PERS**, used for all declarative utterance whenever a verb is in the first person form, singular or plural (relevant for the STATEMENT);
- **COND**, used when a conditional form is detected.
- **SUPER**, used for superlative adjectives;
– **AGR-EX**, used whenever an agreement expression (e.g. ‘You are right’, ‘I agree’) is detected (relevant for AGREE-ACCEPT);
– **NAME**, used whenever a proper name follows a self-introduction expression (e.g. ‘My name is’) (relevant for the OPENING);
– **OR-CLAUSE**, used when the utterance is an or-clause, i.e. it starts with the conjunction ‘or’ (should be helpful for the characterization of the INFO-REQUEST);
– **VB**, used only for the Italian, it is when a dialectal form of agreement is detected.

4 **Minimally Supervised Dialogue Act Recognition**

It is not always easy to have large training material at disposal, partly because of manual labeling effort and moreover because often it is not possible to find it. Schematically, our unsupervised methodology consists of the following steps: (i) building a semantic similarity space in which words, set of words, text fragments can be represented homogeneously, (ii) finding seeds that properly represent dialogue acts and considering their representations in the similarity space, and (iii) checking the similarity of the utterances.

To get a similarity space with the required characteristics, we used Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA). LSA is a corpus-based measure of semantic similarity proposed by Landauer [19]. In LSA, term co-occurrences in a corpus are captured by means of a dimensionality reduction operated by a singular value decomposition (SVD) on the term-by-document matrix $T$ representing the corpus.

SVD is a well-known operation in linear algebra, which can be applied to any rectangular matrix in order to find correlations among its rows and columns. In our case, SVD decomposes the term-by-document matrix $T$ into three matrices $T = U\Sigma_k V^T$ where $\Sigma_k$ is the diagonal $k \times k$ matrix containing the $k$ singular values of $T$, $\sigma_1 \geq \sigma_2 \geq \ldots \geq \sigma_k$, and $U$ and $V$ are column-orthogonal matrices. When the three matrices are multiplied together the original term-by-document matrix is re-composed. Typically we can choose $k' \ll k$ obtaining the approximation $T \simeq U\Sigma_{k'} V^T$.

LSA can be viewed as a way to overcome some of the drawbacks of the standard vector space model (sparseness and high dimensionality). In fact, the LSA similarity is computed in a lower dimensional space, in which second-order relations among terms and texts are exploited. The
similarity in the resulting vector space is then measured with the standard cosine similarity. Note also that LSA yields a vector space model that allows for a homogeneous representation (and hence comparison) of words, sentences, and texts. For representing a word set or a sentence in the LSA space we use the pseudo-document representation technique, as described by Berry [20]. In practice, each text segment is represented in the LSA space by summing up the normalized LSA vectors of all the constituent words, using also a *tf.idf* weighting scheme [21].

Table 4. The complete sets of seeds for the unsupervised experiment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Label</th>
<th>Seeds</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INFO-REQ</td>
<td>WH-QTN, ‘?’, ASK-IF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STATEMENT</td>
<td>I-PERS, I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-OPINION</td>
<td>Verbs which directly express opinion or evaluation (guess, think, suppose)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGREE-ACC</td>
<td>AGR-EX, yep, yeah, absolutely, correct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REJECT</td>
<td>Verbs which directly express disagreement (disagree, refute)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPENING</td>
<td>Expressions of greetings (hi, hello), words and markers related to self-introduction formula (name, NAME)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLOSING</td>
<td>Interjections/exclamations ending discourse (alright, okey, ‘!’), Expressions of thanking (thank) and farewell (bye, bye-bye, goodnight)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KIND-ATT</td>
<td>Lexicon which directly expresses wishes (wish), apologies (apologize), thanking (thank) and sorry-for (sorry, excuse)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEN-ANS</td>
<td>no, yes, uh-huh, nope</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The methodology is unsupervised as we do not exploit any 'labeled' training material. For the experiments reported in this paper, we run the SVD using 400 dimensions (i.e. $k'$) respectively on the English and Italian corpus, without any DA label information. Starting from a set of seeds (words) representing the communicative acts, we build the corresponding vectors in the LSA space and then we compare the utterances to find the communicative act with the highest similarity.

---

5 Or minimally supervised, since providing hand-specified seeds can be regarded as a minimal sort of supervision.
Table 5. Evaluation of the supervised and unsupervised methods on the two corpora

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Label</th>
<th>Italian SVM prec</th>
<th>rec</th>
<th>F1</th>
<th>Italian LSA prec</th>
<th>rec</th>
<th>F1</th>
<th>English SVM prec</th>
<th>rec</th>
<th>F1</th>
<th>English LSA prec</th>
<th>rec</th>
<th>F1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INFO-REQ</td>
<td>.92 .99 .95</td>
<td></td>
<td>.96 .88 .92</td>
<td>.92 .84 .88</td>
<td></td>
<td>.93 .70 .80</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STATEMENT</td>
<td>.85 .68 .69</td>
<td>.76</td>
<td>.66 .71</td>
<td>.79 .92 .85</td>
<td>.70</td>
<td>.95 .81</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-OPINION</td>
<td>.28 .42 .33</td>
<td>.24</td>
<td>.42 .30</td>
<td>.66 .44 .53</td>
<td>.41</td>
<td>.07 .12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGREE-ACC</td>
<td>.50 .80 .62</td>
<td>.56</td>
<td>.50 .53</td>
<td>.69 .74 .71</td>
<td>.68</td>
<td>.63 .65</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REJECT</td>
<td>- - -</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- - -</td>
<td>.01 .01 .01</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPENING</td>
<td>.60 1.00 .75</td>
<td>.55</td>
<td>1.00 .71</td>
<td>.96 .55 .70</td>
<td>.20</td>
<td>.43 .27</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLOSING</td>
<td>.67 .40 .50</td>
<td>.25</td>
<td>.40 .31</td>
<td>.83 .59 .69</td>
<td>.76</td>
<td>.34 .47</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KIND-ATT</td>
<td>.82 .53 .64</td>
<td>.43</td>
<td>.18 .25</td>
<td>.85 .34 .49</td>
<td>.09</td>
<td>.47 .15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEN-ANS</td>
<td>.20 .63 .30</td>
<td>.27</td>
<td>.38 .32</td>
<td>.56 .25 .35</td>
<td>.54</td>
<td>.33 .41</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>micro</td>
<td>.71 .71 .71</td>
<td>.66</td>
<td>.66 .66</td>
<td>.77 .77 .77</td>
<td>.68</td>
<td>.68 .68</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4 shows the complete sets of seeds used for building the vector of each DA. We defined seeds by only considering the communicative goal and the specific semantics of every single DA, just avoiding the overlapping between seed groups as much as possible. We wanted to design an approach which is as general as possible, so we did not consider domain words that would have made easier the classification in the specific corpora. The seeds are the same for both languages, which is coherent with our goal of defining a language-independent method. There are only a few exceptions: in Italian it is not necessary to specify the pronoun when formulating a sentence so we did not include the ‘I’ equivalent pronoun in the seeds for the STATEMENT label; the VB linguistic marker is used only for the Italian and is included in the seeds for the S-OPINION vector.

An upper-bound performance is provided by running experiment in a supervised framework. We used Support Vector Machines [22], in particular SVM-light package [23] under its standard configuration. We randomly split the two corpora into 80/20 training/test partitions. SVMs have been used in a large range of problems, including text classification, image recognition tasks, bioinformatics and medical applications, and they are regarded as the state-of-the-art in supervised learning. To allow comparison, the performance is measured on the same test set partition for both the unsupervised and supervised experiments.
4.1 Experimental Results and Discussion

We evaluated the performance of our method in terms of precision, recall and F1-measure (see Table 5) according to the DA labels given by annotators in the datasets. As baselines we can consider (i) most-frequent label assignment (respectively 37% for Italian, 57% for English) for the supervised setting, and (ii) random DA selection (11%) for the unsupervised one.

We got .71 and .77 of F1 respectively for the Italian and the English corpus in the supervised condition, and .66 and .68 respectively in the unsupervised one. The performance is quite satisfying and is comparable to the state of the art in the domain. In particular, the unsupervised technique is significantly above the baseline, for both the Italian and the English corpus experiments. We note that the methodology is independent from the language and the domain: the Italian corpus is a collection of dialogue about a very restricted domain (advice-giving dialogue about healthy-eating) while in the Switchboard corpus the conversations revolve around general topics chosen by the two interlocutors. Moreover, in the unsupervised setting we use the same seed definitions. Secondly, it is independent on the differences in the linguistic style due to the specific interaction scenario and input modality. Finally, the performance is not affected by the difference in size of the two data sets.

Error analysis. After conducting an error analysis, we noted that many utterances are misclassified as STATEMENT. One possible reason is that statements usually are quite long and there is a high chance that some linguistic markers that characterize other dialogue acts are present in those sentences too. On the other hand, looking at the corpora we observed that many utterances that appear to be linguistically consistent with the typical structure of statements have been annotated differently, according to the actual communicative role they play. The following is an example of a statement-like utterance (by speaker B) that has been annotated differently because of its context (speaker A’s move):

A: ‘In fact, it’s easier for me to say, uh, the types of music that I don’t like are opera and, uh, screaming heavy metal.’ STATEMENT
B: ‘The opera, yeah, it’s right on track.’ AGREE-ACCEPT

For similar reasons, we observed some misclassification of S-OPINION as STATEMENT. The only significative difference between the two labels seems to be the wider usage of ‘slanted’ and affectively loaded lexicon
when conveying an opinion. Another source of confounding is the misclassification of the OPENING as INFO-REQUEST. The reason is not clear yet, since the misclassified openings are not question-like. Eventually, there is some confusion among the backchannel labels (GEN-ANS, AGREE-ACC and REJECT) due to the inherent ambiguity of common words like yes, no, yeah, ok.

Recognition of such cases could be improved (i) by enabling the classifiers to consider not only the lexical semantics of the given utterance but also the knowledge about a wider context window (e.g. the previous $n$ utterances), (ii) by enriching the data preprocessing (e.g. by exploiting information about lexicon polarity and subjectivity parameters).

5 Exploiting Contextual Features

The findings in Section 4.1 highlight the role played by the context in determining the actual communicative goal of a given dialogue turn: manual annotation of utterances is shown to depend not only on the linguistic realization itself. On the contrary, the knowledge about the dialogue history constitutes a bias for human annotators.

This is consistent with Levinson’s theory of conversational analysis. Both local and global contextual information contribute in defining the communicative intention of a dialogue turn [24]. In this perspective, top-down expectation about the next likely dialogue act and bottom-up information (i.e. the actual words used in the utterance or its acoustic and prosodic parameters) should be combined to achieve better performance in automatic DA prediction.


In this section we present some experiments that exploit knowledge about dialogue history. In our approach, each utterance is enriched with contextual information (i.e. the preceding DA labels) in form of either ‘bag_of_words’ or ‘n-grams’. We explore the supervised learning framework, using SVM, under five different experimental settings. Then, we propose a bootstrap approach for the unsupervised setting. In order to al-
low comparison with the results in Section 4, we refer, for both languages, to the same train/test partitions employed in our previous experiments.

**Supervised.** We have tested the role played by the context in DA recognition, experimenting with: (i) the number of turn (one vs. two turns) considered in extracting contextual features (i.e. DA labels) based on the dialogue history of a given turn and (ii) the approach used for representing the knowledge about the context, i.e. Bag of Words style (BoW) vs. n-grams.

Data preprocessing involves enriching both, the train and test sets, with contextual information, as shown in Table 6. When building the context for a given utterance we only consider the label included in our DA annotation language (see Table 2). In fact, our markup language does not allow mapping of SWBD-DAMSL labels such as ‘non verbal turn’ or ‘abandoned turn’. According to our goal of defining a method which simply exploits textual information, we consider all cases originally annotated with such labels as a lack of knowledge about the context.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>natural language input:</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a1) STATEMENT ‘I don’t feel comfortable about leaving my kids in a big day care center’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b1) INFO-REQ ‘Worried that they’re not going to get enough attention?’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(a2) GEN-ANS ‘Yeah’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7 (a) shows the results in terms of precision, recall and F1-measure. As comparison, we also report the global performance when no context features are used in the supervised setting. For both the Italian and English corpora, bigrams seem to best capture the dialogue structure. In particular, using a BoW style seems to even lower the performance with respect to the setting in which no information about the context is exploited. Neither combining bigrams with Bag of Words nor using higher-order n-gram improve the performance.

Table 6. Enriching the data set with contextual features

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>correspondent dataset item for the utterance a2:</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BoW STATEMENT:1 INFO-REQUEST:1 yeah:1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bigram STATEMENT&amp;INFO-REQUEST:1 yeah:1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 7. Overall performance of the different approaches for exploiting contextual information in the supervised setting (a) and bootstrap on the unsupervised method (b)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experimental Setting</th>
<th>prec</th>
<th>rec</th>
<th>F1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>no context</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 turn of context</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BoW (2 turns)</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bigrams (2 turns)</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BoW + Bigrams (2 turns)</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a)

Unsupervised. According to the results in the previous section, we decided to investigate the use of bigrams in the unsupervised learning condition using a bootstrap approach. Our bootstrap procedure is composed by the following steps: (i) annotating the English and Italian corpora using the unsupervised approach described in Section 4; (ii) using the result of this unsupervised annotation for extracting knowledge about contextual information for each utterance: each item in the data sets is then enriched with the appropriate bigram, as shown in Table 6; (iii) training an SVM classifier on the bootstrap data enriched with bigrams. Then performance is evaluated on the test sets (see Table 7 (b)) according to the actual label given by human annotators.

6 AFFECTIVE LOAD OF DIALOGUE ACTS

Sensing emotions from text is a particularly appealing task of natural language processing [26,27]: the automatic recognition of affective states is becoming a fundamental issue in several domains such as human-computer interaction or sentiment analysis for opinion mining. Recently there have been several attempts to integrate emotional intelligence into user interfaces [28-29,15]. A first attempt to exploit affective information in dialogue act disambiguation has been made by Bosma and André [30], with promising results. In their study, the recognition of emotions is based on sensory inputs which evaluate physiological user input.
In this section we present some preliminary results of a qualitative study aimed at investigating the affective load of DAs. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt to study the relation between the communicative act of an utterance and its affective load by applying lexical similarity techniques to textual input.

We calculate the affective load of each DA label using the methodology described in [7]. The idea underlying the method is the distinction between direct and indirect affective words. For direct affective words, authors refer to the WordNet Affect [31] lexicon, an extension of the WordNet database [32] which employs six basic emotion labels (anger, disgust, fear, joy, sadness, surprise) to annotate WordNet synsets. LSA is then used to learn, in an unsupervised setting, a vector space from the British National Corpus. As said before, LSA has the advantage of allowing homogeneous representation and comparison of words, text fragments or entire documents, using the pseudo-document technique exploited in Section 4. In the LSA space, each emotion label can be represented in various way. In particular, we employ the ‘LSA Emotion Synset’ setting, in which the synsets of direct emotion words are considered. The affective load of a given utterance is calculated in terms its lexical similarity with one of the six emotion labels. The overall affective load of a sentence is then calculated as the average of its similarity with each emotion label.

Results are shown in Table 8(a) and confirm our preliminary hypothesis (see error analysis in Section 4.1) about the use of slanted lexicon in opinions. In fact, S-OPINION is the DA category with the highest affective load. Opinions are immediately followed by KIND-ATT due to the high frequency of politeness formulas in such utterances (see Table 8(b)).

7 Conclusions and Future Work

The long-term goal of our research is to define an unsupervised method for Dialogue Acts recognition. The techniques employed have to be independent from some important features of the corpus used such as domain, language, size, interaction scenario.

In this study we propose a method that simply exploits the lexical semantics of dialogue turns. In particular we consider DA classification with and without considering contextual features. The methodology starts

http://www.hcu.ox.ac.uk/bnc/
Table 8. Affective load of DA labels (a) and examples of slanted lexicon (b)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Label</th>
<th>Affective Load</th>
<th>S-OPINION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S-OPINION</td>
<td>.1439</td>
<td>Gosh uh, it’s getting pathetic now, absolutely pathetic.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KIND-ATT</td>
<td>.1411</td>
<td>They’re just horrid, you’ll have nightmares, you know.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STATEMENT</td>
<td>.1300</td>
<td>That’s no way to make a decision on some terrible problem.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INFO-REQ</td>
<td>.1142</td>
<td>They are just gems of shows. Really, fabulous in every way.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLOSING</td>
<td>.0671</td>
<td>And, oh, that is so good. Delicious.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REJECT</td>
<td>.0644</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPENING</td>
<td>.0439</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGREE-ACC</td>
<td>.0408</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEN-ANS</td>
<td>.0331</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a)

(b)

with automatically enriching the corpus with additional features (linguistic markers). Then the unsupervised case consists of defining a very simple and intuitive set of seeds that profiles the specific dialogue acts, and subsequently performing a similarity analysis in a latent semantic space. The performance of the unsupervised experiment has been compared with a supervised state-of-art technique such as Support Vector Machines.

Results are quite encouraging and show that lexical knowledge plays a fundamental role in distinguishing among DA labels. Though, the analysis of misclassified cases suggested us to (i) include the consideration of knowledge about context (e.g. the previous \( n \) utterances) and (ii) to check the possibility of enriching the preprocessing techniques by introducing new linguistic markers (e.g. features related to the use of slanted lexicon, which seems to be relevant in distinguishing between objective statements and expressions of opinion).

Regarding the consideration of knowledge about the dialogue history, we have tested first of all the role played by contextual features in different experimental settings, achieving promising results. In particular bi-grams are shown to cause a significant improvement in the DA recognition performance especially in the supervised framework. The improve-
ment is less significant in the unsupervised learning condition, in which a bootstrap based approach is implemented. Improving the bootstrap approach for including contextual information in our unsupervised framework will be object of further investigation in our future research.

We also performed a qualitative study about the affective load of utterances. The experimental results are preliminary but show that a relation exists between the affective load and the DA of a given utterance. According to these experimental evidences, we decided to further investigate, in the next future, the possibility of considering the affective load of utterances in disambiguating DA recognition. In particular, it would be interesting to exploit the role of slanted or affective-loaded lexicon to deal with the misclassification of opinions as statements. Along this perspective, DA recognition could serve also as a basis for conversational analysis aimed at improving a fine-grained opinion mining in dialogues.
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ABSTRACT

In this paper we present a multilingual algorithm for automatic extension of an event extraction grammar by unsupervised learning of semantic clusters of terms. In particular, we tested our algorithm to learn terms which are relevant for detection of displacement and evacuation events. Such events constitute an important part in the process of development of humanitarian crises, conflicts and natural and man made disasters. Apart from the grammar extension we consider our learning algorithm and the obtained semantic classes as a first step towards the semi-automatic building of a domain-specific ontology of disaster events. We carried out experiments both for English and Spanish languages and obtained promising results.

1 INTRODUCTION

Automatic event extraction is a relatively new sub-branch of information extraction, whose ultimate goal is the automatic extraction of structured information about events described in text sources, such as news. We look at the events as complex processes including interactions among several entities. Each of these participating entities has an event-specific semantic role, which defines the way in which the entity participates in the event and interacts with the other entities. The event-specific semantic roles are related to the nature of the entities to which they are assigned, however this relation is not straightforward. For example, in the context of evacuation events, an entity which belongs to the category buildings...
can be assigned the event-specific role \textit{evacuated-place}, \textit{target-place-of-evacuation} (a place where people are evacuated) or it can be related only loosely to the dynamics of the event.

In the context of our preceding and current work, this relation is modeled through event extraction grammars which connect linguistic expressions, such as “were evacuated” with semantic classes, such as \textit{person-group}, \textit{facility}, etc. and event-specific semantic roles, such as \textit{evacuated-people, evacuated-place}, etc. For example, the following sample rule detects evacuation events and extracts descriptions of evacuated people and evacuated places:

\texttt{person-group:evacuated-people \textit{were evacuated from NP(head-noun: place)}: evacuated-place}

This rule will match a text like: “Five women were evacuated from a hotel,” and will extract “five women” as \textit{evacuated-people} and “a hotel” as \textit{evacuated-place}.

In order to automatize partially the process of creation of such rules, we propose a semi-automatic approach for extending event extraction grammars. The core of our approach is an unsupervised algorithm for learning of semantically consistent term clusters. In particular, we tested our algorithm to acquire terms, which are relevant for detection of displacement and evacuation events. Such events constitute an important part in the process of evolution over time of humanitarian crises, conflicts and natural and man made disasters. Apart from the grammar extension, we consider our learning algorithm and the obtained semantic clusters as a first step towards the semi-automatic building of domain-specific ontology of disaster events.

The starting point for us is an existing event extraction grammar for detection of evacuations and displacements from online news reports. The grammar is an integral part of NEXUS [1], an automatic system for event extraction from online news, which is profiled in the domain of security and crises-management. NEXUS makes use of over 90 event-specific patterns and a noun-phrase recognition grammar to detect boundaries of phrases which refer to groups of people. Using these two resources the system can identify text fragments such as “about 200000 people have abandoned their homes”, where the phrase “about 200000 people” will be labeled with the event-specific semantic category \textit{displaced people}. 
Similarly, NEXUS can identify phrases about evacuations, such as “five women were evacuated”, where “five women” will be labeled as evacuated people.

However, further, crucial information about these event scenarios is often encoded by the subcategorization frames in which the main verb phrases of the patterns may occur or by some verb adjuncts. In both cases, they consist of highly productive prepositional phrases (with selectional restrictions), where the noun-phrase head typically belongs to a specific semantic category. For example, in the text fragment “more than 1000 people were evacuated after a chemical leak” the prepositional phrase contains the crucial information about the event which caused the evacuation. In a similar way, the phrase “20000 people displaced to Beddawi camp” reports both the number of displaced people as well as the place where they were moved.

We developed an algorithm which expands automatically the event extraction grammar by learning a subset of the scenario-related subcategorization frames of verb phrases from unannotated news corpus.

The main part of our learning algorithm is an unsupervised term extraction and clustering approach which is a new way of combining several state-of-the-art term acquisition and classification techniques.

Clearly, there is far more structure within the subcategorization frames of the domain-specific verbs than standard surface level patterns of NEXUS can detect. Consequently, more work will be necessary to obtain a better picture about the different syntactic positions in which the semantic clusters can be introduced with respect to the main verbs. At this stage, we regard our experiments just as a first step towards automatic or semi-automatic learning of syntactico-semantic rules.

The rest of the paper proceeds as follows: Section 2 makes a review of the related work. Section 3 introduces the event extraction grammar, currently exploited by NEXUS. Section 4 explains our approach for learning of semantic classes and extending the event extraction grammar. Section 5 describes our experiments and the evaluation we did. Finally, section 6 presents our conclusions and discusses future research directions.

2 RELATED WORK

Relevant to our work are approaches for learning of verb subcategorization frames. In particular the work of [2] share similarities with our method, as far as it is based on automatic term clustering to acquire semantic clusters in unsupervised manner. However, they rely on manual
attachment of the obtained semantic clusters to the prepositions. Moreover, their semantic clusters are of limited size and contain only nouns which appear with specific predicates. Apart from application on very specific domains, such an approach will require a large training corpus to compensate for potential data-sparseness problems.

Another group of approaches in this field were introduced by the work of [3]: They use thesauri or taxonomies, such as WordNet to find the right level of semantic generalization in the subcategorization frames. The problem is that these methods are hardly applicable for languages other than English, due to the extensive use of semantic resources.

Clustering and classification of words based on the distributional similarity of their contexts is not new: [4] proposed this approach for automatically clustering of nouns. Later, [5] used different syntactic features to cluster semantically similar words. Recently, the interest to distributional-similarity approaches was revived in the context of Ontology Learning and Population - [6] introduced unsupervised approach for ontology population, based on context distributional similarity between named entities, such as “Trento” and semantic categories, such as “city”; based on this work, [7] introduced some limited-scale supervision in the form of semi-automatically acquired seed sets of named entities thus improving the performance. The approach, presented by [8] uses contextual based similarity to cluster words into concept clusters; a particular feature of this work is that it explores deeper the usage of concept attributes such as contextual features. The problem with these approaches is that they begin with a predefined set of terms, taken from ontologies or other sources, which are next clustered or classified. It is not clear what will be the performance when combined with term extraction from free texts.

Another type of approaches for semantic classification follow the pioneering work of Marti Hearst [9]. It puts forward a small set of hyponym-hyponym extraction patterns, which relate a concept word, such as “city” with its possible hyponyms, e.g. “place”. A similar pattern-based approach was used by [8] to extract concept attributes. However, such pattern-based approaches are strongly affected by the data sparseness problem (see [7]), some authors promote the use of the Web [10] via a search engine, which however brings under consideration problems such as efficiency, maximal number of allowed queries, access policies of the search engines, etc.
3 Event Extraction Grammar

The grammar currently used by NEXUS is a finite state cascade grammar. The first grammar level recognizes references to groups of people, such as “100 women”, “fifty Chinese workers”, etc. The first level works on the top of a tokenizer and a dictionary with person referring nouns, such as “women”, “workers”, etc., nations, such as “Chinese”, “Russian”, etc. As an example, consider the following grammar rule which can parse phrases like “5 Canadian soldiers”:

\[
\text{[person-group]} \rightarrow (\text{digit-number} \mid \text{word-number}+) \text{ nation? person-noun-plural}
\]

The second grammar cascade combines the recognized person phrases from the first level with the linear patterns, listed in a dictionary. As an example consider the following patterns for recognition of displacement events:

\[
\text{[person-group]} \text{ were forced out of their homes}
\]

\[
\text{[person-group]} \text{ were displaced}
\]

\[
\text{[person-group]} \text{ were uprooted}
\]

These patterns and others of their type are encoded at the second grammar level through one rule:

\[
\text{[person-group] right-context-displacement-pattern}
\]

In this rule \text{right-context-displacement-pattern} refers to a class of string patterns, listed in the pattern dictionary, such as “were displaced”, “were uprooted”, etc. These strings, when appearing on the right from a description of a person group, designate a description of displacement event, in which the person group phrase refers to the displaced people in this event.

4 Extending the Grammar

The goal of the grammar expanding algorithm is the learning of syntactic adjuncts which are introduced in the description of the events usually
through prepositional phrases. More concretely, we would like to recognize phrases like “many people were evacuated to temporary shelters”. In order to do this, our system has to recognize patterns like

\[\text{[person-group]} \text{were displaced to NP(facility)}\]

where \(NP(facility)\) refers to a noun phrase whose head noun belongs to the category \(facility\), which should be described through a list of nouns. The grammar should also assign the event-specific semantic label \(place-of-displacement\) to this noun phrase. In the context of our experiments, we learn grammar extensions in the form of triples \((preposition, semantic \ cluster, event-specific \ role)\). For example, \((to; F; \text{place-of-displacement})\), where \(F\) is a cluster of words, which can be considered as belonging to the category \(facility\) in our event specific context.

We do not specify which triple to which pattern can be attached. This was not done, since many patterns are based on the same verbs or at least on verbs which share the same or similar sub-categorization frames. Therefore, the sample triple, \((to; F; \text{place-of-displacement})\) will be encoded in the extended grammar as

\[\text{[person-group]} \text{right-context-displacement-pattern to} (NP(F)):\text{place-of-displacement}\]

\[\text{left-context-displacement-pattern [person-group] to} (NP(F)):\text{place-of-displacement}\]

where \(F\) refers to a cluster, represented via dictionary which contains words which are likely to be \(facilities\), e.g. “school”, “hospital”, “refugee camp”, etc. Such rules can recognize text fragments, such as “1000 people were displaced to government shelters”, provided that “shelters” is a member of the cluster \(F\). Moreover, “government shelters” will be tagged with the event-specific semantic labels \(place-of-displacement\).

4.1 Algorithm overview

In order to learn such grammar extensions, we propose the following multilingual machine learning algorithm, on which we elaborate in the following subsections:

1. Create a superficial seed terminology extraction grammar which recognizes preposition phrases which appear after displacement/evacuation patterns. We obtained this grammar via extending the multilingual
event extraction grammar of NEXUS. Note, that this is NOT the final extended grammar which was discussed in the beginning of this section, although its structure is very similar. It is rather a grammar for extraction of seed terminology.

2. We run the term extraction grammar on a news corpus and we extract all the pairs of a preposition and a head noun which appear after the event extraction templates. These pairs are grouped by preposition. In such a way, we obtain for each preposition a list of nouns which appear after it.

3. For each preposition, we cluster the corresponding nouns, using distributional similarity of their contexts.

4. We extend the clusters, using a multilingual term extraction based on context distribution similarity.

5. Clusters are cleaned using Hearst hyponym-hypernym templates applied on the Web.

6. Manually, we link each learned pair of a preposition and a semantic cluster to an event-specific semantic role, such as cause-of-displacement.

7. Extend the event extraction grammar by adding the learned adjuncts

4.2 Seed terminology extraction grammar

We construct the term extraction grammar by extending the second level event extraction grammar, described in the previous section. We created simple noun phrase recognition rules which utilize the output of a morphological processor. These rules constitute an intermediate grammar level between the first and the second one. The output of this level is the structure $NP(head : N)$, which denotes a noun phrase with head $N$. The second level rules for displacement and evacuation are modified by adding an adjunct introduced by a preposition. For example,

\[ [\text{person-group}] \text{right-context-displacement-pattern} \]

will become

\[ [\text{person-group}] \text{right-context-displacement-pattern \ prep NP} \]

where $Prep$ can match any preposition and $NP$ matches any noun phrase. Similarly, the preposition and the $NP$ are attached to left context rules and the same we do for evacuation patterns. This grammar is used during the learning phase to extract a list of terms which are next used to form seed semantic classes.
4.3 Learning semantic classes

We run the term extraction grammar on a news corpus and we extract all the pairs of a preposition and a head noun which matches the construction Prep NP(head-noun:n). If the NP has a main noun modified by another noun, e.g. “rain fall”, then the whole bi-gram is taken as a head noun. As an example, from the text “five people were evacuated from a burning hotel”, the term extraction grammar will extract the pair (“from”, “hotel”)

All the extracted pairs are grouped together with respect to the preposition. For each preposition, we keep only these nouns which appear with it at least a certain number of times. In such a way we obtain a list of prepositions, and for each preposition we have a list of associated nouns (or noun bi-grams, as explained before). For example, let’s assume that for the preposition “after” we obtain the list: “day”, “fire”, “forest fire”, “dam break”, “flood”, “rainstorm”. Then, the following cluster learning algorithm is applied:

1. For each word in a cluster we obtain a list of contextual features. They are uni-grams, bi-grams and tri-grams which co-occur with the word in a news corpus. Weighting is carried out using an algorithm similar to the one described in [7], however we use superficial features, similar to the ones used by [11]. The feature weighting is described in more details in the next subsection.

2. The nouns corresponding to one preposition are clustered based on their contextual features extracted in the previous step. This step is necessary, since the same preposition can be followed by nouns from different semantic classes, which introduce different event-specific semantic roles. For example, the nouns occurring after the preposition “after” are clustered in three seed clusters:
   - day
   - fire, forest fire
   - dam break, flood, rainstorm

3. We ignore seed clusters with less than 3 elements as unreliable, therefore only the third cluster will remain in the previous example. Since clusters are formed based on contextual features, then words in a cluster will tend to appear in similar contexts. According to Harris’ distributional hypothesis words which appear in similar contexts have similar semantics.

4. We use each seed cluster as a seed set to learn new terms which have similar contextual features and therefore are semantically similar. We used our in-house term extraction system, opulis, to perform this task. The system is based on a weakly supervised ontology
population approach introduced in [7] and modified for the use with superficial features. From an initial seed set of terms, Ontopopulis learns a list of terms with similar contextual distribution. The list is ordered by similarity with the seed set. We use the first 300 most similar elements from it to form our extended cluster. As an example, consider the highest scored members of the extended cluster obtained from the seed cluster “dam break”, “flood”, “rainstorm”; the top-scored members of the extended cluster, obtained from it, are: “flood”, “quake”, “floods”, “fire”, “tsunami”, “disaster”, “flooding”, “earthquake”, “storm”, “cyclone”, “hurricane”, etc.

5. The extended cluster generated by the top 300 elements returned by Ontopopulis have significant amount of noise due to the big number of accepted terms. On the other hand, we found that some correct terms can have low similarity score due to data sparseness, semantic ambiguity, etc. Therefore, reducing the number of the accepted terms would result in low coverage. In order to improve the semantic consistency of our clusters without discarding many appropriate terms, we propose a semantic validation approach, based on superficial hypernym-hyponym patterns, similar to the ones introduced by Marti Hearst in [9]; we used the Web as a corpus. The approach has three main steps:

- First, for the seed cluster, for example (“dam break”, “flood”, “rainstorm”), it forms the plural forms of the words: “dam breaks”, “floods”, “rainstorms” and queries the Web, using Yahoo API, with the pattern “such * as W”, where W is substituted with the plural form of each word in the seed cluster, e.g. “such * as dam breaks”. For Spanish we used the pattern “W y otros * ”. The assumption is that what appears at the position of the asterisk will be mostly a word X, such that there is an is-a relation between the word W and X. That is, X can be considered a hypernym of the word, at least in certain contexts.

- Next, we learn one hypernym word H which co-occurs with most of the words from the seed cluster. (We use a simple co-occurrence measure based on frequencies). For the example seed cluster we obtain the hypernym word: “disasters”

- For each word W from the extended cluster the algorithm forms its plural form WP and queries Yahoo API with the check pattern “H such as WP” (for Spanish it becomes “WP y otros H”), e.g. “disasters such as hurricanes”. If seven or more pages are found on the Web which contain the pattern, then the word W
is accepted, otherwise it is filtered out from the extended cluster. In such a way we leave in the clusters mostly words which are likely to have an is a relation with one and the same concept. This improves semantic consistency of the final cluster. Note, that for English the check pattern is a slightly modified version of the Hearst pattern used to learn a hypernym in the previous step; the motivation for using two patterns is empirical - the first one is more precise and therefore better for learning of hypernyms, however we found it to be too restrictive as a check pattern.

At the end, we link each semantic cluster with the prepositions from which its seed cluster co-occurs. Therefore, at the end of this learning phase we have a list of word clusters $C_1, C_2, ..., C_n$, which are mostly semantically consistent and a list of pairs $(\text{Prep}, C_i)$, where $\text{Prep}$ denotes a preposition and $C_i$ denotes a cluster.

**Contextual features** The basis of the semantic cluster learning are the contextual features. In our work a contextual feature of a word $w$ is defined to be any lowercase word, bi-gram or a tri-gram which co-occurs in a corpus immediately on the left or on the right from $w$, it is not a stop-word, and co-occurs at least certain number of times. The co-occurrence feature specifies also the position of the n-gram (left or right) with respect to the words. For example, the word “hurricane” has a feature “X destroyed”, where $X$ shows the position of the word (in this case “hurricane”) with respect to the feature. Every contextual feature is weighted, based on its co-occurrence with the word. Co-occurrence is measured using the Pointwise Mutual Information. These contextual features were used both for initial word clustering for obtaining the seed clusters, as well as for their expansion with Ontopopulis. When measuring the contextual similarity of two words, the dot product of their feature vectors is calculated.

4.4 *Extending the event-extraction grammar*

As it was pointed out before, at the end of the previous step we obtain a list of semantic clusters $C_1, C_2, ..., C_n$ and a list of pairs $(\text{Prep}, C_i)$, where $\text{Prep}$ denotes a preposition and $C_i$ denotes a cluster. We manually link each pair to an event-specific semantic role, such as cause-for-displacement (e.g. "forest fire"), target-place-of-displacement, means-of-evacuation, psychological-state-of-evacuated (e.g., “left the building in
panic”), evacuated-place (e.g. “were evacuated from a skyscraper”), etc. In such a way, we transform each pair (Prep, Ci) into a triple (Prep, Ci, event-role), where event-role is a manually-assigned event-specific semantic role, such as cause-for-displacement. Each triple (Prep, Ci, event-role) is used to transform each domain specific rule, such as:

\[
\text{[person-group]} \text{ right-context-displacement-pattern}
\]

into

\[
\text{[person-group]} \text{ right-context-displacement-pattern Token? Token? Token? Prep NP(head-noun:Ci): event-role}
\]

The term \( NP(head − noun : C_i) \) will match each noun phrase, whose head noun belongs to the cluster \( C_i \). (We used the noun-phrase extraction grammar layer, described in the second subsection.) In order to augment the coverage of the extended rules, we allow for several optional tokens to appear between the original pattern and the prepositional phrase. The event-role shows what event specific role will be assigned to the noun phrase, which matches \( NP(head − noun : C_i) \). After several experiments with this grammar we reached the conclusion that some semantic clusters nearly always introduce the same event specific role, when appearing closely to the pattern, and this does not depend on the preposition. For example, the cluster with disasters always shows the reason of displacement. In such cases we omit from the rules the specification of the preposition and allow for more optional tokens, which can appear between the pattern and the noun phrase matched by \( NP(head − noun : C_i) \). In such a way we increased the generality of our rules and obtained higher coverage for the extended grammar.

5 Experiments and Evaluation

We applied our algorithm on English language online news, we obtained several semantic clusters, which we used to extend our event extraction grammar and extract three new types of event-specific roles, namely cause for displacement/evacuation, evacuated place and target place of the evacuation. We carried out also experiments with Spanish-language online news. Since we did not have enough time, we did not run the whole learning algorithm for the Spanish. We learned two semantic clusters for
this language and added one new semantic role to the Spanish event extraction grammar, namely \textit{cause for displacement/evacuation}.

5.1 Experiments for English

We extended the English language grammar to obtain a term extraction grammar, as explained in section 4.2. The grammar uses 103 patterns for displacement and evacuation events.

Then, we run the algorithm for learning of the semantic classes, described in section 4.3: We run the event extraction grammar on a 6GB corpus of news articles excerpts and extracted 11 prepositions which tend to appear after patterns for evacuation and displacement. For each preposition the event extraction grammar extracted also a list of nouns which tend to appear frequently after it. For our experiments we chose 5 of them for which there were sufficient number of nouns. These were the prepositions: “after”, “to”, “into”, “from” and “in”. For each of them we took the list of nouns and performed agglomerative clustering, based on contextual features, which were extracted from a news corpus. We chose in random a couple of clusters from each preposition; we expanded and cleaned them using the learning algorithm described in section 4.3. In such a way, we obtained 8 semantic clusters. We manually labeled with events-specific semantic roles all, but one of the combinations of preposition-cluster pairs. We used three types of event-specific semantic roles: \textit{cause for displacement/evaluation}, \textit{source (evacuated place)} and \textit{target place of evacuation/displacement}. Then, we expanded the event extraction grammar, as described in section 4.4. In table 1 we list the clusters together with the main general and specific semantic category which they mostly represent, the corresponding prepositions with which these clusters were obtained and the event-specific semantic role, they were assigned.

5.2 Experiments for Spanish

For the Spanish language, we applied partially the learning algorithm described in section 4.3. We did not have time to collect necessary data for running the entire procedure. Instead of applying the whole algorithm, we translated two English-languages seed clusters into Spanish. More concretely, the first cluster contained four words, all designating different types of buildings and the second one consisted of three words, all designating disasters. Then, we applied the learning algorithm from step 4. That is, we performed cluster expansion using Ontopopulis and cluster
Table 1. Evaluation of the semantic consistency of the clusters (SF stands for Settlement and facility)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English</th>
<th>Cause</th>
<th>Target place</th>
<th>Source (evacuated place)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>86%</td>
<td>58%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spanish</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

cleaning using Hearst patterns on the Web. In such a way, we obtained two extended semantic clusters for Spanish. In our experiments we used the extended cluster with the disasters to expand the Spanish event extraction grammar with one additional semantic role, namely cause for displacement/evaluation. We did not use the first stage of our algorithm which extracts seed terms (instead, the seed set was obtained as a translation of the English seed sets), therefore the clusters were not attached to specific prepositions. Regarding cluster c10, we did not include it in our grammar and therefore, we did not attach to it an event-specific role, however it can be used to find target or source places of evacuation and displacement events.

5.3 Evaluation

We carried out two types of evaluation: First, we evaluate the semantic consistency of each cluster and second, we run the extended event extraction grammar on a corpus of online news and extracted the entities,
which were assigned the newly added semantic roles; then we calculated the accuracy of assigning event-specific roles.

Semantic consistency was calculated by asking one English-speaking and one Spanish-speaking judge to define which is the semantic category which is predominant in each cluster. At first, the judge suggested quite generic categories, then they were asked to choose one more specific sub-category and to mark the cluster members which belong to the general category and to the more specific sub-category. Then, we calculated the purity of the cluster with respect to the generic and to the more specific categories as a ratio of the words which belong to the category and the cluster size. Results are presented in table 1.

The average purity of the English-language clusters with respect to the general category is 77%; it is 58% with respect to the more specific category. The corresponding purity values for the Spanish clusters is 65% and 60%. The purity of the Spanish-language clusters is comparable to the English ones. This is a good indicator for the multilingual nature of our algorithm. It is also important that cluster members, which we considered irrelevant for our evaluation, can still be considered relevant for the domain of displacements and evacuations: For example, our system learned words referring to vehicles and people, but they were mixed with other categories in the same cluster.

Regarding the extraction of event specific semantic roles, we run the extended grammar on an English and Spanish online news corpora, consisting of news clusters (each news cluster is a set of news articles, which refer to the same topic). For English we used a corpus of about 22,000 clusters and for Spanish we used a corpus of about 33,500 clusters. We calculated the accuracy of extraction for each of the event-specific semantic roles. We did not calculate recall, since at this stage our extended grammar was created mostly for experimental purposes and did not encode all the possible syntactic variations via which adjuncts can be connected to the event describing phrase. The results are presented in table 2.

The tangible result of our experiments was that new event specific roles were added to the event extraction grammar. In particular, the new slot \textit{Cause} was important, since it captured the events which lead to the displacement events.

The importance of detecting new semantic roles goes beyond extracting additional information. Detecting a semantic role, such \textit{Cause} together with some event-specific predicate, such as “flee” can be used to detect reliably an event of interest. For example, our grammar correctly
extracts “conflict” as a cause for displacement from the text: “…tens of thousands of civilians trying to flee the conflict”. Extracting such information allows us to detect reliably a report about a displacement event.

On the other hand, a word, such as “flee” alone does not provide enough evidence that an event of interest took place. For example, in the following text “Meanwhile, the leopard injured several persons while making repeated attempts to flee.”, no displacement event is described, still the word “flee” appears.

Most of the errors in our experiments were due to poorly clustered frequent words. For example, for Spanish we had the frequent words “pais” (country) wrongly clustered together with disasters. Similarly, the English word “killing” was clustered together with disasters and calamities, which lead to incorrect detection of a displacement event. With a little bit of manual cleaning, the accuracy of the obtained grammars could significantly be improved. Interestingly, some not very well classified words lead to grammar performance, which we considered correct. For example, the word “bomb” was clustered together with “war”, “conflict” and other disastrous events. However, “bomb” is not an event. Nevertheless, the system extracts “bomb” as a cause for evacuation from the text: “Thousands of residents fled bomb-blasted parts of northern Mogadishu on Tuesday”. This can be considered as a nearly correct match which lead to correct detection of an evacuation event, although strictly speaking the cause for evacuation was bombing and not “bomb”. Similarly, “volcano” was clustered as a disaser and subsequently was extracted as cause for evacuation from the following text: “Thousands of people have been evacuated after a volcano erupted” Such examples show that semantic similarities between words which belong to different categories (e.g. between “bomb” and “conflict”) can be useful for practical purposes. Such kind of similarities cannot be found in semantic dictionaries, such as WordNet, however distributional word clustering successfully finds them. Clearly, distributional clustering is never 100% correct, however we think it is much easier to clean the errors from an already acquired dictionary, rather than creating one from scratch.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we presented a multilingual algorithm for extending event extraction grammars by unsupervised learning of semantic classes. Although the results can be improved further, they show the viability of our approach.
The method we presented here can be used to automatize partially building of domain-specific grammars, which is quite a laborious task. As we demonstrated, the method can easily be adapted between languages.

Since our approach obtains word clusters, which model semantic concepts, it can also be used in the process of ontology building.
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ABSTRACT

Together with the growth of the Web 2.0, people have started more and more to communicate, share ideas and comment in blogs, social networks, forums and review sites. Within this context, new and suitable techniques must be developed for the automatic treatment of the large volume of subjective data, to appropriately summarize the arguments presented therein (e.g. as “in favor” and “against”). This article assesses the impact of exploiting higher-level semantic information such as named entities and IS-A relationships for the automatic summarization of positive and negative opinions in blog threads. We first run a sentiment analyzer (with and without topic detection) and subsequently a summarizer based on a framework drawing on Latent Semantic Analysis. Further on, we employ an annotated corpus and the standard ROUGE scorer to automatically evaluate our approach. We compare the results obtained using different system configurations and discuss the issues involved, proposing a suitable method for tackling this scenario.

Keywords: opinion mining, sentiment analysis, text summarization, social media.
1 INTRODUCTION

The recent growth in access to technology and the Internet, together with the development of the Web 2.0 (Social Web), has led to the birth of new and interesting social phenomena. On the one hand, the possibility to express opinion “by anyone, anywhere, on anything”, in blogs, forums, review sites has made it possible for people all around the world to take better and more informed decisions at the time of buying products and contracting services. On the other hand, the companies and public persons are more informed on the impact they have on people, because the large amount of opinions expressed on them offers a direct and unbiased, global feedback. Moreover, people all over the world can express their opinion on the issues that affect their lives – events in politics, economics, the social sphere – or simply discuss on their hobbies and everyday lives. Thus, the past few years, due to the growing access to the Internet and the development of such Web 2.0 phenomena, have lead to the creation on the web of extensive quantities of subjective and opinionated data. Such information cannot be manually processed, although their analysis (discovery of opinions, their classification into positive and negative), could be useful to a high diversity of entities (potential customers, companies, public figures and institutions etc.), for a large variety of tasks (opinion analysis for marketing, sociological or political studies, decision support etc.). Therefore, automatic systems must be built, with the aim of processing the subjective data available and extracting the information that is relevant to the users.

For example, when a potential customer is interested in buying a new digital camera, they would like to know what others think about the features of the different models available on the market, within a price range, and whether others recommend the product or not. An automatic system assisting such a user would have to retrieve all the opinionated texts on the customer’s products of interest, extract the product features and the opinions expressed on them, classify the opinions as positive or negative and present the user with percentages of positive and negative opinions on each of the product features. One step further could be that of summarizing the positive and negative opinions, so that the users can read for themselves the reasons for liking or disliking the product.

Another example involving the treatment of subjective data is that of a public person constantly monitoring his/her public image. Such a person would require the daily or weekly analysis of all the opinions expressed on them and their actions. An automatic system
implementing this task would have to gather all the opinions expressed on the person every day, analyze them to determine whether they are positive or negative and present the user with an overview of the general opinion (in percentages, organized depending on the opinion source, or in the form of an extractive summary).

Finally, an example of a system analyzing subjective data to respond to the needs of different users is one that is capable of extracting, from discussion threads, such as those present in blogs, the arguments “in favor” and “against” a topic, be it the economic crisis or cooking recipes. Such a system can extract the relevant opinions expressed on the topic and eliminating the redundant information, presenting the user with a clear list of arguments explaining the general view on the matter.

This article presents and compares different methods implemented with the aim of creating a system of the latter type. We show how the subjective content can be analyzed from the pure opinion and combined topic-opinion point of view and how the relevant parts can subsequently be summarized, based on the polarity of the opinions expressed. In what follows, Section 2 presents the related work and previous experiments in related tasks. Further on, Section 3 motivates the approaches proposed and indicates the contribution of this article to the task. In Section 4, we present the data we employ in our experiments and in Section 5, we depict the preliminary experiments conducted on it. Section 6 presents an in-depth description of the experiments performed and the results of the different evaluations. Finally, we conclude in Section 7, by discussing our findings and proposing the lines for future work.

2 RELATED WORK

While the task of summarization has been tackled for a longer period of time within the field of Natural Language Processing (NLP), literature in sentiment analysis has only flourished in the past few years, due to the massive growth in the quantity of subjective data available on the web. Thus, whilst there is abundant literature on text summarization [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] and sentiment analysis [6, 7, 8, 9, 10], there is still limited work at the intersection of these two areas [11, 12, 13]. This is easily explainable by: a) the fact that both systems performing opinion mining, as well as those automatically summarizing must have a certain level of maturity, so that errors do not propagate along the processing
pipeline; b) the task of summarization within the opinion context may be different from the traditional view on text summarization [14].

The 2008 edition of the Text Analysis Conference (TAC 2008), organized by the US National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), contained a pilot task, within the summarization track – i.e. Summarization Opinion Pilot. Being a pilot task within the summarization track, most of the techniques employed by the participants were based on the already existing summarization systems. New characteristics were added to these systems to account for the assessment of opinions present in the text (sentiment, positive/negative sentiment, positive/negative opinion). Examples of such systems are: CLASSY [15]; CCNU [16]; LIPN [17]; IIITSum08 [18]. Other participants, outside de summarization track, focused more on the opinion mining part of the task, thus doing the retrieval and filtering based on polarity - DLSIUAES [19]- or on separating information rich clauses – italica [20]. The results of the competition showed that, on the one hand, systems concentrating on the summarization part lost on the opinion content, and, on the other hand, systems lacking proper summarization components lose as far as the linguistic quality of the results is concerned and introduce much noise due to not being able to filter out redundant or marginal information.

Zhou and Hovy [21] and [22] present approaches to summarizing threads in blogs and online discussions, but focusing on the factual content. They demonstrate why this type of summarization is more difficult than traditional summarization in newswire and model subtopics and topic drifts.

Recently, [12] propose an approach to summarize threads in blogs using a combination of an opinion mining and a summarization system. They analyze the output as far as linguistic quality is concerned, to assess the difficulty of the task in the context of blogs, demonstrating that the difficulty in performing opinion summarization of blog threads resides in the language used, the topic inconsistency and the high redundancy of information. [13] claim that topic detection is crucial to the summarization of blog threads, but no experiments are done in this sense.

[14] assess the difference between the traditional task of summarization and opinion summarization in blogs, showing that through the nature of blog texts and the high subjectivity they contain, opinion summarization differs to a large degree from the traditional task. They experiment with the hypothesis of whether, in this context, the intensity of polarity is a good summary indicator.
As demonstrated by the body of research that has tackled this issue, summarizing opinion is a difficult task, especially when pursued in the context of blogs.

Even if the behavior of bloggers has changed in the past few years, as shown by the Technorati “State of the blogosphere” reports\(^1\) in 2008\(^2\) and 2009\(^3\), one of the main difficulties when addressing opinion expression in blogs is that it contains many references to outside sources, as well as “copy+paste”s from newspaper articles, photos, videos and other types of multimodal information that supports the argument that is made. While in 2006, Zhou and Hovy (2006) were writing that the predominance in blogs is given by the original blog message of the blog author, in 2009, we find that the vast majority of the thread body is given by comments written by other bloggers. This fact is supported by the Technorati report on the state of the blogosphere in 2009, where commenting in other blogs is found to be one of the strategies employed for attracting audience to one’s blog, along with the tagging of content, regular updating of content and others.

Contrary to the general belief, blogs are mainly written by highly educated people and they can constitute a manner to consult expert opinion on different subjects. That is why, our first motivation in our experiments to search for and summarize opinions on different topics in blogs is given by the possibility blogs give to acquire useful and timely information.

Secondly, the research done so far in this area has not taken into consideration the use of methods to detect sentiment that is directly related to the topic. In the experiments we have performed, we detect sentences where the topic is mentioned, by using Latent Semantic Analysis.

Thirdly, most summarization systems do not take into consideration semantic information or include Named Entity variants and co-references. In our approach, also employed in the TAC 2009

\(^{1}\) The Technorati reports on the state of the blogosphere have been published online since 2004, and are available at http://technorati.com/. They present statistics and overviews on the number of blogs, their topics, the social background and motivation of bloggers, as well as results of questionnaires enquiring on the behavior of bloggers.


summarization, we employ these methods and show how we can obtain better results through their use.

4 Data

The data used in our experiments is described in [12] and it has also been used in [13] and [14]. It consists of 51 blog entries with their corresponding comments (threads) in English, summing up to a total of 1829 posts with 299,568 words. This corpus was selected, on the one hand, because it gives us the possibility to compare the results obtained with the ones reported in the related studies and, on the other hand, because it contains the annotations of the topics discussed in the posts and labeling of the topic-relevant sentences as far as source (the author of the text snippet), target (the topic it addresses), polarity (positive and negative) and intensity of the polarity (low, medium, high) are concerned. Although the threads are centered mostly on economy, science and technology, cooking, society and sport, their annotation contains a finer-grained identification of subtopics – e.g. the economic crisis, idols, VIPs and so on.

The gold standard for the summarization process is marked by the annotations on this corpus. We consider that the correct sentences that should appear in the final summaries (separately considering the positive and negative arguments on a topic) are the ones that are relevant for the topic, have the required polarity and score high on intensity.

5 Preliminary experiments

Before reaching the present configuration of the system, we have performed several experiments on the presented blog data, as well as on quotations (reported speech)- shorter pieces of text representing a direct statement of opinion, from a source to a target. From these preliminary experiments, we could extract several useful conclusions, which influenced the final setting of the experiments presented.

5.1 Preliminary sentiment analysis approach

The first and easiest approach that we carried out was based on two processing phases: the first one identified the subjective sentences -
using the Subjectivity Indicators in [23] - and, in the second phase, the polarity of the sentences classified as subjective was computed as sum of the opinion words found in them - using different combinations of affect and opinion lexicons: MicroWordNet Opinion [24], SentiWordNet [25], WordNet Affect [26] and a list of in-house terms denominated the JRC List. In order to perform these two steps on the data, the blog threads were split into files containing the initial post and, individually, the comments given by other bloggers on this post and subsequently the posts were split into sentences using LingPipe. The best results on the blog data presently used were obtained when a combination of all resources was employed, leading to a precision of classification for positive opinion of 0.67, with a recall of 0.22 and a precision of classification for negative opinion of 0.53, with a recall of 0.89. The low results were attributed mostly to the lack of topic determination; the analysis of the accuracy for sentence classification revealed that many of the sentences had been correctly classified from the opinion polarity point of view, but they were not on the topics identified in the blogs. The summarization process, based on Latent Semantic Analysis [27] had a performance, given by the ROUGE scores, of 0.21 and 0.22 ($R_1$ for positive and negative, respectively) and 0.05 and 0.09 (for $R_2$ and $R_{SU4}$ for positive and negative, respectively).

5.2 Opinion classification around Named Entities

Filtering sentences according to their topic, when the latter is a wide concept, such as economics or politics, is not a trivial task. However, when the topic is a Named Entity – its mentions, under its name or title (e.g. Gordon Brown, mentioned as such, or as Gordon, or “the British prime-minister”) – the task becomes easier. Thus, in a parallel experiment, we tested, under the same conditions, the possibility to classify opinion on different public persons, by assessing the context surrounding their mentions in newspaper quotations. The results of these experiments showed significant improvements over the previous results, with an accuracy of 83% in classifying opinion among positive, negative and neutral (objective), using a combination of MicroWNOp, the JRC List and the General Inquirer (Stone et al. 1966). We employ this same strategy in order to compute the opinion on the topic of interest, using the topic words discovered with LSA as anchors around which opinion words are sought.

4 http://alias-i.com/lingpipe/
EXPERIMENTS AND EVALUATION

As seen in the preliminary experiments, the performance of the opinion summarization, as it was tackled so far (without taking into consideration the topic) was rather low. From the human evaluation of the obtained summaries, we could see that the sentiment analysis system classified the sentences correctly as far as opinion, polarity and intensity are concerned. However, many topic irrelevant sentences were introduced in the summaries, leaving aside the relevant ones. On the other hand, we could notice that in the experiments taking into consideration the presence of the opinion target and its co-references and computing the opinion polarity around the mentions of the target reaches a higher level of performance. Therefore, it became clear that a system performing opinion summarization in blogs must include a topic component.

6.1 Sentiment analysis system

In the first stage, we employ the same technique as in the preliminary approach, but using only the resources that best scored together (MicroWordNet Opinion, JRC Lists and General Inquirer). We map each of these resources into four classes (of positive, negative, high positive and high negative, and assign each of the words in the classes a value, of 1, -1, 4 and -4, respectively. We score each of the blog sentences as sum of the values of the opinion words identified in it (Fig.1).

Fig. 1. Sentiment analysis system
In the second stage, we first filter out the sentences that are associated to the topic discussed, using LSA. Further on, we score the sentences identified as relating to the topic of the blog post, in the same manner as in the previous approach (Fig. 2).

![Fig. 2. Sentiment analysis system with topic words identification through LSA](Image)

**Topic words identification using LSA.** In order to filter for processing only the sentences containing opinions on the post topic, we first create a small corpus of blog posts on each of the topics included in our collection. These small corpora (30 posts for each of the five topics) are gathered using the search on topic words on [http://www.blogniscient.com/](http://www.blogniscient.com/). For each of these 5 corpora, we apply LSA, using the Infomap NLP Software[^5]. Subsequently, we compute the 100 most associated words with 2 of the terms that are most associated with each of the 5 topics and the 100 most associated words with the topic word. For example, for the term “bank”, which is associated to “economy”, we obtain (the first 20 terms):

```
bank:1.000000;money:0.799950;pump:0.683452;
switched:0.682389;interest:0.674177;easing:0.661366;
authorised:0.660222;coaster:0.656544;roller:0.656444;
maintained:0.656216;projected:0.656026;apf:0.655364;
requirements:0.650757;tbills:0.650515;ordering:0.648081;
eligible:0.645723;ferguson's:0.644950;proportionally:0.63358;
inegrate:0.625096;rates:0.624235
```

6.2 Summarization system

The summarization process is based on LSA, which is enriched with semantic information coming from two sources: the Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) taxonomy and a Named Entity recognizer and disambiguator [28].

The LSA approach to summarization entails a two-fold process: firstly, a term-by-sentence matrix from the source is built and secondly, Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) is applied to the initial matrix. The decomposition is then used to select the most informative sentences. The enrichment of semantic information takes place during the step of building the term-by-sentence matrix. Full details of the approach can be found in [29].

6.3 Evaluation

We include the usual ROUGE metrics: $R_1$ is the maximum number of co-occurring unigrams, $R_2$ is the maximum number of co-occurring bigrams, $R_{skip}$ is the skip bigram measure with the addition of unigrams as counting unit, and finally, $R_L$ is the longest common subsequence measure (Lin, 2004). In the cases of the baseline systems we present the average $F_1$ score for the given metric and within parenthesis the 95% confidence intervals.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>$R_1$</th>
<th>$R_2$</th>
<th>$R_{skip}$</th>
<th>$R_L$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sent+BLSumm</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.18-0.26)</td>
<td>(0.06-0.11)</td>
<td>(0.06-0.11)</td>
<td>(0.17-0.24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sent+Summ</td>
<td>0.268</td>
<td>0.087</td>
<td>0.087</td>
<td>0.253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.17-0.26)</td>
<td>(0.02-0.09)</td>
<td>(0.02-0.09)</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sent+BLSumm</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.17-0.26)</td>
<td>(0.02-0.09)</td>
<td>(0.02-0.09)</td>
<td>(0.16-0.23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sent+Summ</td>
<td>0.275</td>
<td>0.076</td>
<td>0.076</td>
<td>0.249</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| The MeSH thesaurus is prepared by the US National Library of Medicine for indexing, cataloguing, and searching for biomedical and health-related information and documents. Although, it was initially meant for biomedical and health-related documents, since it represents a large IS-A taxonomy it can be used in more general tasks (http://www.nlm.nih.gov/mesh/meshhome.html). Additionally, thanks to NGO Health-on-the-Net (HON, http://www.hon.ch/), a tool for recognizing terms in free text and grounding them to the MeSH taxonomy was available to us. |
There are four rows in table 1: the first one, \textit{Sent+BLSumm}_neg, is the performance of the baseline LSA summarizer on the negative posts (i.e., using only words), the second one, \textit{Sent+Summ}_neg, is the enhanced LSA summarizer exploiting entities and IS-A relationships as given by the MeSH taxonomy, the third one, \textit{Sent+BLSumm}_pos, presents the performance of the baseline LSA summarizer on the positive posts and the fourth one, \textit{Sent+Summ}_pos, is the enhanced LSA summarizer for the positive posts.

Based on table 1 we can say that the results obtained with the enhanced LSA summarizer are overall better than the baseline summarizer. The numbers in bold show statistically significant improvement over the baseline system (note they are outside of the confidence intervals of the baseline system). The one exception where there is a slight drop in performance of the enhanced summarizer with respect to the baseline system is in the case of the negative posts for the metrics $R^2$ and $R_{su4}$, however, the $F1$ is still within the confidence intervals of the baseline system, meaning the difference is not statistically significant.

We note that the main improvement in the performance of the enhanced summarizer comes from better precision and either no loss or minimal loss in recall with respect to the baseline system. The improved precision can be attributed, on one hand, to the incorporation of entities and IS-A relationships, but also, on the other hand, to the use of a better sentiment analyzer than the one used to produce the results of the baseline system.

We conclude that exploiting higher-level semantic information such as entities and IS-A relationships does bring a tangible improvement for the opinion-oriented summarization of blogs.

7 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we measured the impact of exploiting higher-level semantic information such as named entities and IS-A relationships for the automatic summarization of positive and negative opinions in blog threads. We ran in tandem a sentiment analyzer and an LSA-based summarizer in two configurations: one using only words which we set as our baseline system, and another one making use in addition of entities and IS-A relations which we called the enhanced LSA summarizer. We used an annotated corpus and the standard ROUGE scorer to automatically evaluate the performance of our system. We
conclude that making use of higher-level semantic information as given by named entities and IS-A relationships does bring a tangible improvement for the opinion-oriented summarization of blogs.

In future work, we intend to analyze in more detail the cases where our system fails as well as the cases where a standard framework for evaluating summarization system falls short in providing adequate results for the task of producing opinion-oriented summaries.
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ABSTRACT

A rhetorical structure tree (RS tree) is a representation of elementary discourse units (EDUs) and discourse relations among them. An RS tree is very useful to many text processing tasks utilizing relations among EDUs such as text understanding, summarization, and question-answering. Thai language with its distinctive linguistic characteristics requires a unique RS tree construction technique. This article proposes an approach to Thai RS tree construction; it consists of two major steps: EDU segmentation and RS tree construction. Two hidden Markov models constructed from grammatical rules are employed to segment EDUs, and a clustering technique with its similarity measure derived from Thai semantic rules is used to construct a Thai RS tree. The proposed technique is evaluated using three Thai corpora. The results show the Thai RS tree construction effectiveness of 94.90%.

Keywords: Thai Language, Elementary Discourse Unit, Rhetorical Structure Tree.

1 INTRODUCTION

A rhetorical tree (RS tree) is a tree-like representation of elementary discourse units (EDUs) and discourse relations (DRs) among them. It can be defined as: RS tree = (status, DR, promotion, left, right) where status is a set of EDUs; DR is a set of discourse relations; promotion is a subset
of EDUs; and left and right can either be NULL or recursively defined objects of type RS tree [14, 16].

Definition of EDU may vary. Some researchers consider an EDU to be a clause or a clause-like [16] excerpt while others consider them to be a sentence [18] in discourse parsing. A number of techniques are proposed to determine EDU boundaries for English language such as those using discourse cues [1, 6, 15], punctuation marks [6, 16], and syntactic information [16, 18, 19].

Many discourse relations can be used in writings. Some have a single nucleus such as elaboration and condition while others have multiple nucleuses such as contrast [13]. A number of techniques for determining relations between EDUs are proposed, such as those using verb semantics [20] to build verb-based events, using cue phrases/discourse markers (e.g., “because”, “however”) [15], and using machine learning techniques [16].


Ito, et.al. [10] construct RS trees by using linguistic clues and rules to identify relation types, i.e., clausal-sequence, conjunction, means and circumstance, and using features of subject and verb in the clauses to predicate adjacent child units of the relations.

For Thai language, Sukvaree, et.al. [21] purpose a technique to construct an RS tree by using global and local spanning trees which makes decisions by discourse markers.

This article proposes a new approach to Thai RS Tree construction which consists of two major steps: EDU segmentation and RS tree construction. Two Hidden Markov models constructed from syntactic properties of Thai language are used to segment EDUs, and a clustering technique with its similarity measure derived from semantic properties of Thai language is then used to construct a Thai RS tree.

2 Issues in Thai RS Tree Construction

Thai language has unique characteristics both syntactically and semantically. This makes techniques proposed for other languages not
directly applicable to Thai language. A number of important issues with respect to constructions of Thai RS trees are discussed in this section.

2.1 No Explicit EDU Boundaries

Unlike English, Thai language has no punctuation marks (e.g., comma, full stop, semi-colon, and blank) to determine the boundaries of EDUs. Therefore, EDU segmentation in Thai language becomes a nontrivial issue.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Thai</th>
<th>English</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>เพื่อนจะขอยืมหนังสือเพราะหาซื้อไม่ได้</td>
<td>A friend’s going to borrow this book because she hasn’t been able to find it.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Where $w_i$ is a word in text.

2.2 EDU Constituent Omissions

Given two EDUs, an absence of subject, object or conjunction in the anaphoric EDU may happen, such as a situation where an anaphoric EDU omits the subject that refers back to the object of the cataphoric EDU. Accordingly, EDU boundaries are ambiguous.

3) [S(เพื่อน)V(จะขอยืม)O(หนังสือ)]$_{EDU1}$ [because S(Φ)V(หาซื้อไม่ได้)]$_{EDU2}$

In addition, the absence of subject, object or preposition which is a modifier nucleus of VP especially in the anaphoric EDU makes the use of word co-occurrence alone not sufficient to determine the relation between EDU1 and EDU2. For example,

EDU1: ศาลได้มีคำสั่งให้แยกสินสมรส (A court has ordered partition of marriage properties.)
EDU2: Φ1 จะสั่งยกเลิกการแยก Φ2 ได้ (Φ1 can cancel the partition of Φ2.)
In the example, EDU2 omits subject “ศาล” (court) and object ‘สินสมรส’ (marriage properties). Therefore, word co-occurrence alone is not sufficient to determine this relation.

2.3 Implicit Markers

The absences of discourse markers in Thai language are often occurred. In the example below, “แต่” (but) is a discourse marker which is omitted, but the relation between EDU1 and EDU2 is still able to determine.

EDU1: ศาลได้มีคำสั่งให้แยกสินสมรส (A court has ordered partition of marriage property.)
EDU2: หญิงหรือสามีคัดค้าน (a wife or a husband may contest.)

Therefore, considering markers or cue phrases alone is not sufficient to determine the relation between EDUs.

2.4 Adjacent Markers

Given three EDUs with two markers, as shown in the example below, two RS Trees are possible.

EDU1: ศาลได้มีคำสั่งให้แยกสินสมรส (A court has ordered partition of marriage properties.)
EDU2: แต่ถ้าภริยาหรือสามีคัดค้าน (but if a wife or a husband contests.)
EDU3: ศาลจะสั่งยกเลิกการแยกได้ (the court can cancel the partition.)

The first possibility, EDU1 and EDU2 relate first by a discourse marker “แต่” (but), next (EDU1, EDU2) and EDU3 relate by a marker “ถ้า” (if). For the other possibility, EDU2 and EDU3 relate first by a marker “ถ้า” (if), next that between (EDU2, EDU3) and EDU1 relate by a marker “แต่” (but).

a) The RS tree with “but” applied first  b) The RS tree with “if” applied first

Fig. 1. Adjacent markers issue
3 Structures of Thai EDUs

A Thai EDU consists of infrastructure and adjunct constituents. The twelve possible arrangements of Thai EDUs [17] are shown in Table 1. The structure of an EDU “A teacher usually doesn’t drink alcohol” is shown in Fig. 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EDUs</th>
<th>Examples</th>
<th>Rules</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vi</td>
<td>หิว (I’m hungry.)</td>
<td>NP_2-V_i-NP_3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-Vi</td>
<td>ฝนตก (It’s rain.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2. Structure of the EDU “A teacher usually doesn’t drink alcohol.”

4 EDU Segmentation

This section describes the EDU segmentation technique proposed in this research. To reduce the segmentation ambiguities caused from omissions of words or discourse markers, and the appearances of modifiers, noun phrases and verb phrases which are constituents of EDUs are first determined, according to the syntactic properties of Thai language. These phrases are then used to identify boundaries of EDUs.

Table 1: The possible arrangements of Thai EDUs.
A noun phrase (NP) is a noun or a pronoun and its expansions which may function as one of the four Thai EDU constituents, namely subject (S), object (O), indirect object (Oi) and nomen (N). The general structure of a noun phrase consists of five constituents which are: head (H), intransitive modifier (Mi), adjunctive modifier (Ma), quantifier (Q), and determinative (D).

A verb phrase (VP) is a verb and its expansions which may function as one of the three Thai EDU constituents, namely intransitive verb (Vi), transitive verb (Vt) and double transitive verb (Vtt). The general structure of a verb phrase consists of four constituents which are: nucleus (Nuc), pre-nuclear auxiliary (Aux1), post-nuclear auxiliary (Aux2), and modifier (M).

There are twenty five possible arrangements of noun phrase and ten arrangements of verb phrases [17], which are shown in Table 2.

### 4.1 Phrase Identification

To perform phrase identification, word segmentation and part of speech (POS) tagging are performed using SWATH [7] which extracts words and classifies them into 44 types such as common noun (NCMN), active verb (VACT), personal pronoun (PPRS), definite determiner

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phrase Type</th>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Structure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vi-S</td>
<td>เชื้อไหม-คุณ (Are you pain?)</td>
<td>NP&lt;sub&gt;O&lt;/sub&gt;-NP&lt;sub&gt;S&lt;/sub&gt;-Vi-NP&lt;sub&gt;O&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vt-O</td>
<td>หิว-น้ำ (I’m hungry.)</td>
<td>NP&lt;sub&gt;O&lt;/sub&gt;-NP&lt;sub&gt;S&lt;/sub&gt;-Vt-O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-Vt-O</td>
<td>รถ-ชน-เด็ก (The car hit the boy.)</td>
<td>NP&lt;sub&gt;O&lt;/sub&gt;-NP&lt;sub&gt;S&lt;/sub&gt;-Vt-O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O-S-Vt</td>
<td>ยังไม่ได้ให้-ยา-คุณใช้ (I haven’t given the patient the medicine.)</td>
<td>NP&lt;sub&gt;S&lt;/sub&gt;-Vt-O-NP&lt;sub&gt;O&lt;/sub&gt;-NP&lt;sub&gt;I&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vtt-O-I</td>
<td>ใคร-ให้-ลูกกระจุกที่นุ่น (Who gave you the sweet?)</td>
<td>NP&lt;sub&gt;O&lt;/sub&gt;-NP&lt;sub&gt;S&lt;/sub&gt;-Vtt-O-NP&lt;sub&gt;I&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O-S-Vtt-I</td>
<td>ความลับ-ใครจะกล้าถาม-คุณ (Who would dare to ask you the secret?)</td>
<td>NP&lt;sub&gt;O&lt;/sub&gt;-NP&lt;sub&gt;S&lt;/sub&gt;-Vt-O-NP&lt;sub&gt;I&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I-S-Vtt-O</td>
<td>น้อง-ฉันจะให้-บ้านนี้ (Niece, I am going to give you this house.)</td>
<td>NP&lt;sub&gt;O&lt;/sub&gt;-NP&lt;sub&gt;S&lt;/sub&gt;-Vt-O-NP&lt;sub&gt;I&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>น้า (Auntie)</td>
<td>NP&lt;sub&gt;N&lt;/sub&gt;-NP&lt;sub&gt;N&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-N</td>
<td>นี่ปากกา-ใคร (Whose pen is this?)</td>
<td>NP&lt;sub&gt;N&lt;/sub&gt;-NP&lt;sub&gt;N&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-N</td>
<td>นี่ปากกา-ใคร (Whose pen is this?)</td>
<td>NP&lt;sub&gt;N&lt;/sub&gt;-NP&lt;sub&gt;N&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A hidden Markov model (HMM) [11] employs these POS tag categories to determine phrases. The model assumes that at time step $t$ the system is in a hidden state $PC(t)$ which has a probability $b_{jk}$ of emitting a particular visible state of POS tag $tag(t)$, and a transition probability between hidden states $a_{ij}$:

$$a_{ij} = p(PC_j(t+1)|PC_i(t)). \quad (1)$$

$$b_{jk} = p(tag_k(t)|PC_j(t)). \quad (2)$$

where $PC(t)$ is the phrase constituent at time step $t$, and $tag(t)$ is POS tag at time step $t$.

Table 2: The possible arrangements of Thai NPs and VPs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Noun Phrases</th>
<th>Noun Phrases (cont.)</th>
<th>Verb Phrases</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H-Ma</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>Nuc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-Mi-Ma</td>
<td>H-Mi</td>
<td>Nuc-Aux2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-Q-Ma</td>
<td>H-Q</td>
<td>Nuc-M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-Ma-Q</td>
<td>H-D</td>
<td>Nuc-Aux2-M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-D-Ma</td>
<td>H-Mi-Q</td>
<td>Nuc-M-Aux2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-Mi-Q-Ma</td>
<td>H-Q-Mi</td>
<td>Aux1-Nuc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-Q-Mi-Ma</td>
<td>H-Mi-D</td>
<td>Aux1-Nuc-Aux2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-Mi-D-Ma</td>
<td>H-Q-D</td>
<td>Aux1-Nuc-M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-Q-D-Ma</td>
<td>H-D-Q</td>
<td>Aux1-Nuc-Aux2-M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-D-Q-Ma</td>
<td>H-Mi-Q-D</td>
<td>Aux1-Nuc-M-Aux2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-Mi-Q-D-Ma</td>
<td>H-Mi-D-Q</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-Mi-D-Q-Ma</td>
<td>H-Q-Mi-D</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-Q-Mi-D-Ma</td>
<td>H-Q-Mi-D</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The probability of a sequence of $T$ hidden states $PC^T = \{PC(1),\ PC(2),\ ...\ ,\ PC(T)\}$ can be written as:

$$p(PC^T) = \prod_{t=1}^{T} p(PC(t)|PC(t-1)) \quad (3)$$

The probability that the model produces the corresponding sequence of POS tag $tag^T$, given a sequence of PCs $PC^T$ can be written as:
The probability that the model produces a sequence \( \text{tag}^T \) of visible POS tag states is:

\[
p(\text{tag}^T) = \arg \max_{\text{PC}_{1:n}} \prod_{t=1}^{T} p(\text{tag}(t)|\text{PC}(t)) p(\text{PC}(t)|\text{PC}(t-1))
\] (5)

The Baum-Welch \[11\] learning algorithm is applied to determine model parameters, i.e., \( a_{ij} \) and \( b_{jk} \), from an ensemble of training samples.

Given a sequence of visible state \( \text{tag}^T \), the Viterbi algorithm \[11\] is used to find the most probable sequence of hidden states by recursively calculating \( p(\text{tag}(t)|\text{PC}(t)) \) and \( p(\text{PC}(t)|\text{PC}(t-1)) \) involve only \( \text{tag}(t), \text{PC}(t), \) and \( \text{PC}(t-1) \) by the following definition:

\[
\delta_{t}(j) = \begin{cases} 
0, & t = 0 \text{ and } j \neq \text{ initial state} \\
1, & t = 0 \text{ and } j = \text{ initial state} \\
\arg \max_{i} \delta_{t-1}(i)a_{ij}b_{jk}, & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\] (6)

Figure 3 shows a phrase identification model of string “เพื่อนจะขอยืมหนังสือเล่มนี้ เพราะไม่ซื้อได้ ดังนั้นจึงต้องยืมหนังสือฉัน” (A friend’s going to borrow this book. Because she (Ф1) hasn’t been able to buy it (Ф2). Therefore she (Ф3) must borrow it from me.) POS tags of the string is “เพื่อน (friend-NCMN) จะขอ (is going to-XVMM) ยืม (borrow-VACT) หนังสือ (book-NCMN) เล่ม (numeric-CNIT) นี้ (this-DDAC) เพราะ (Because-CONJ) เธอ (she(Ф1)-PPRS) ไม่ (hasn’t been-NEG) สามารถ (able-to-XVMM) ซื้อ (buy-VACT) มัน (it(Ф2)) ดังนั้น (Therefore-CONJ) เธอ (she(Ф3)-PPRS) จึงต้อง (must-XVMM) ยืม (borrow-VACT) หนังสือ (book-NCMN) ฉัน (me-PPRS)”.

The hidden state of a phrase model consists of H(NCMN-book (2/4), -friend (1/4); PPRS-me (1/4)), D(CNIT-numeric (1/2); DDAC-this (1/2)), Discourse-marker(CONJ-because (1/2), -therefore (1/2), Aux1(XVMM-is going to (1/4), -must (1/4), -able to (1/4); NEG-hasn’t been (1/4)) and Nuc(VACT-borrow (2/3), -buy (1/3)).
4.2 EDU Boundary Determination

After we determine NPs and VPs, another HMM on EDU constituents (shown in Fig. 5.) is then created to determine the boundaries of EDUs. This model can handle the subject and object omission problems, discussed earlier.

Fig. 5 shows an example of the EDU segmentation model for an EDU “เพื่อน-จะขอ-ยืม-หนังสือ-เล่ม-นี้” (A friend’s going to borrow this book.)

The EDU segmentation model can be expressed as:
\[ p(\text{tag}^t) = \arg \max_{\text{EDUC}_t} \prod_{t} p(\text{tag}(t) | \text{EDUC}(t)) p(\text{EDUC}(t) | \text{EDUC}(t-1)) \]  \hspace{1cm} (7)

where \( \text{EDUC}(t) \) is EDU constituent at time step \( t \), and \( \text{tag}(t) \) is the phrase tag at time step \( t \).

The expression, \( p(\text{EDUC}(t) | \text{EDUC}(t-1)) \) is the probability of EDU constituent (\( \text{EDUC} \)) at time \( t \) given the previous \( \text{EDUC}(t-1) \), and \( p(\text{tag}(t) | \text{EDUC}(t)) \) is the probability of phrase tag \( \text{tag}(t) \) given \( \text{EDUC}(t) \).

**Fig. 5.** An example of a Thai EDU segmentation model.

**Fig. 6.** The results of Viterbi tagging on the Thai EDU segmentation model in Fig. 5.
4.3 EDU Constituent Grouping

Once EDU boundaries are determined, syntactic rules in Table 1 are then applied to group EDU constituents into a larger unit that will be used to match the semantic rules in further steps. For example, a string “เพื่อน-จะขอ-ยืม-หนังสือ-เล่ม-นี้” (A friend’s going to borrow this book.), the result from the Viterbi tagging on the EDU segmentation model is S, Vt, Vt, O, O, O. The matched rule of “NP_s-NP_s-Vt-NP_o” is applied, and the result becomes: “NP_s – (V, V) – (NP, NP, NP)_o.”

5 The References Section

In this section, we describe our proposed technique based on semantic rules derived from Thai linguistic characteristics to construct an RS tree from a corpus. The rules are classified into three types which are Absence, Repetition, and Addition rules [2, 3, 4, 12, 17]. Given a pair of EDUs, an author may write by using any combination of the rules. A similarity measure is calculated from these rules, and a hierarchical clustering algorithm employing this measure is used to construct an RS tree.

5.1 Semantic Rules for EDU Relations

Absence Rules

In Thai language, it has been observed that frequently in writings some constituents of an EDU may be absent while its meaning remains the same. In the example below, the NP (object) “ขนม” (dessert) is absent from the anaphoric EDU, according to rule Ф(O, O).

Cataphoric EDU (Vt-O) : อยากจะทำขนมไหม (Would you like to make a dessert?)
Anaphoric EDU (Vt) : อยากจะทำ (Yes, I do.)

Repetition Rules

It has been observed that frequently an anaphoric EDU relates to its cataphoric EDU by a repetition of NP (subject, object) or a preposition phrase (PP) functioning as a modifier of a nucleus or a verb phrase (VP). In the following example, two EDUs relate by a repetition of an object (NP) “บ้าน” (house), according to the rule ρ(O, O).
Cataphoric EDU (Vt-O-I) : ผมกำลังจะขายบ้านให้เขา (I’m going to sell him a house.)
Anaphoric EDU (Vt-O) : จะขายบ้านหลังไหน (Which house are you going to sell?)

Addition Rules
It has been observed that frequently an anaphoric EDU relates to its cataphoric EDU by an addition of a discourse marker, and possibly accompanied by Absence and/or Repetition rules. In the example below a discourse marker “เพราะ” (because) is added in front of the anaphoric EDU, according to the rule Д (Marker, Before).

Cataphoric EDU (Vt-O-I) : ฉันอยากจะยืมหนัง (I want to borrow films.)
Anaphoric EDU (Vt-O) : เพราะหาซื้อไม่ได้ (because I have not been able to buy it.)

Table 3 lists Repetition, Absence, and Addition rules, for example, я (S, S) means that the subject of the cataphoric EDU is repeated in the anaphoric EDU; Ф (S, S) means that the subject is present in the cataphoric EDU but absent from the anaphoric EDU; and Д (Marker, Before) means that a discourse marker is added in front of this particular EDU.

5.2 EDU Similarity

Similarity between two EDUs can be calculated from the semantic rules in Table 3, as follows:

5.2.1 Feature Calculations
Given a pair of EDUs, for each rule, an EDU calculates a feature vector which consists of the following elements: Subject, Absence of Subject, Object, Absence of Object, Preposition, Absence of Preposition, Nucleus, Modifier Nucleus, Head, Absence of Head, Modifier Head, Absence of Modifier Head, Marker Before, and Marker After elements. The value of an element is dependent upon the type of rule, as follows:
Table 3: Repetition, Absence, and Addition rules.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Repetition</th>
<th>Absence</th>
<th>Addition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(S, S)</td>
<td>Ф (S, S)</td>
<td>Д (Marker, After)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(O, S)</td>
<td>Ф (O, S)</td>
<td>Д (Marker, Before)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(S, O)</td>
<td>Ф (S, O)</td>
<td>Д (Key Phrase, After)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(O, O)</td>
<td>Ф (O, O)</td>
<td>Д (Key Phrase, Before)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(S, Prep)</td>
<td>Ф (Only H, H)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(O, Prep)</td>
<td>Ф ((H, M), H)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Prep, S)</td>
<td>Ф ((H, M), M)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Prep, O)</td>
<td>Ф (S, Prep)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>((S, Prep), (S, Prep))</td>
<td>Ф (O, Prep)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>((O, Prep), (S, Prep))</td>
<td>Ф (Prep, S)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>((Prep, Prep), (S, Prep))</td>
<td>Ф (Prep, O)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>((S, Prep), (O, Prep))</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>((O, Prep), (O, Prep))</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Only H, Only H)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(H, M)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Only M, Only Nuc)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Only M, Only M)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>((Nuc, M), (Nuc, M))</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The following example is used to illustrate calculations related to semantic rules:
EDU1: ชาวบ้าน (Subject) ประกอบ (Nucleus) อุตสาหกรรมในครอบครัว (Object) (The villagers perform the family-industry.)

EDU2: และ (Before) Ф (Absence of Subject) หวงแหน (Nucleus) สมบัติของชาติ (Object) (and protect properties of the nation.)

EDU3: อุตสาหกรรมในครอบครัว (Subject) จึงเป็น (Nucleus) สมบัติของชาติ (Object) (Therefore, the family-industry is a property of the nation.)

To describe the calculations related to semantic rules, the following notations will be used. C_{Cat} is a constituent of the cataphoric EDU, C_{Ana} is a constituent of the anaphoric EDU, POS_{Cat} is the position of cataphoric EDU, and POS_{Ana} is the position of anaphoric EDU. X:Y where X can be either Cataphoric or Anaphoric, and Y is an element in the vector of X, e.g., Cataphoric:Subject is the Subject element in the vector of the cataphoric EDU. X:rule is an Addition rule applied to X (i.e., a cataphoric or an anaphoric EDU).

Features based on an Absence rules:
Feature vectors of the cataphoric and anaphoric EDUs are filled for a
matched Absence rule, as follows:
\[
\text{Cataphoric} \cdot C_{\text{Cat}} = \text{Anaphoric} (\text{Absence} \cdot C_{\text{Ana}}) = I - \frac{|\text{Pos}_{\text{Cat}} - \text{Pos}_{\text{Ana}}|}{\text{Total # of sentences}}.
\]  

(8)

In this example, the properties of EDU1 and EDU2 match with the rule \( \Phi(S, S) \) with the absence of subject “ชาวบ้าน” (villager) in the anaphoric EDU, thus:

\[
\text{Cataphoric: Subject} = \text{Anaphoric: Absence of Subject} = 1 - \frac{|1 - 2|}{3}
\]  

(9)

Features based on Repetition rules:

Feature vectors of the cataphoric and anaphoric EDUs is filled for a matched Repetition rule, as follows:

If \( \mathbb{R}(C_{\text{Cat}}, C_{\text{Ana}}) \) is true then
\[
\text{Cataphoric} : C_{\text{Cat}} = \text{Anaphoric} : C_{\text{Ana}}
\]
\[
= \frac{|\text{Pos}_{\text{Cat}} - \text{Pos}_{\text{Ana}}|}{\text{Total # of sentences} \cdot \text{Total # of words in sentences}}
\]  

(10)

In the example, the properties of EDU1 and EDU3 match with the rule \( \mathbb{R}(O, S) \) with a repetition of an object “อุตสาหกรรมในครอบครัว” (family-industries) in the cataphoric EDU as a subject in the anaphoric EDU, thus:

\[
\text{Cataphoric: Object} = \text{Anaphoric: Subject} = (1 - \frac{3}{3}) \cdot (\frac{1}{3} + \frac{1}{3})
\]  

(11)

Features based on Addition rules:

Feature vectors of the cataphoric and anaphoric EDUs is filled for a matched Addition rule, as follows:

If Cataphoric: \( \mathbb{D} \) (Marker, After) is true then
\[
\text{Cataphoric: Marker After} = \text{Anaphoric: Marker Before} = 1
\]  

else if Anaphoric: \( \mathbb{D} \) (Marker, Before) is true then
\[
\text{Anaphoric: Marker Before} = \text{Cataphoric: Marker After} = 1
\]  

(12)

In this example, the properties of EDU1 and EDU2 match with the rule \( \mathbb{D} \) (Marker, Before) at EDU2, thus:

\[
\text{Anaphoric: Marker Before} = \text{Cataphoric: Marker After} = 1
\]  

(13)

5.2.2 Rule Scoring

After for each rule, the two vectors of the EDU pair are calculated, the vectors are then combined into a rule score which depends on the type of rule and the distance between the two EDUs, as follows:
Absence and Repetition Rules:
These rules consist of two parts (cataphoric and anaphoric). If both parts of an Absence or a Repetition rule are true, then the rule is true. But if a part of an Absence or a Repetition rule is false, then the rule is false, thus:
\[
\text{if } |\text{Pos}_{\text{Cat}} - \text{Pos}_{\text{Ana}}| < MD \text{ then }
\]
\[
RS_{\text{Absence}} = \text{Magnitude of } \text{EDU}_{\text{Cataphoric}} \times \text{Magnitude of } \text{EDU}_{\text{Anaphoric}}
\]
(14)
where \(\text{Pos}_{\text{Cat}}\) and \(\text{Pos}_{\text{Ana}}\) are the positions of cataphoric and anaphoric EDUs, and \(MD\) is the maximum distance between the EDUs (from experiments \(MD = 4\) in this research).

Addition Rules:
In this type of rules, if one part of the rule is true, then the rule is true, thus:
\[
\text{if } |\text{Pos}_{\text{Cat}} - \text{Pos}_{\text{Ana}}| < MD \text{ then }
\]
\[
RS_{\text{Addition}} = \text{Magnitude of } \text{EDU}_{\text{Cataphoric}} + \text{Magnitude of } \text{EDU}_{\text{Anaphoric}}
\]
(15)

5.2.3 Rule Scoring
Once rule scores are available, similarity between two EDUs (cataphoric and anaphoric) can be calculated as a sum of all the rule scores (each normalized into a range from 0 to 1) according to the CombSum method [8].

6 Rhetorical Tree Construction
A hierarchical clustering algorithm is applied to create an RS tree where each sample (an EDU in this case) begins in a cluster of its own; and while there is more than one cluster left, two closest clusters are combined into a new cluster, and the distance between the newly formed cluster and each other cluster is calculated. Hierarchical clustering algorithms studied in this research are shown in Table 4, and two example RS trees created from two different algorithms are shown in Fig. 7.
Table 4. Hierarchical clustering algorithms studied in this research.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithms</th>
<th>Distance Between Two Clusters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Single Linkage</td>
<td>The smallest distance between a sample in cluster A and a sample in cluster B.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unweighted Arithmetic Average</td>
<td>The average distance between a sample in cluster A and a sample in cluster B.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neighbor Joining</td>
<td>A sample in cluster A and a sample in cluster B are the nearest. Therefore, define them as neighbors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weighted Arithmetic Average</td>
<td>The weighted average distance between a sample in cluster A and a sample in cluster B.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum Variance</td>
<td>The increase in the mean squared deviation that would occur if clusters A and B were fused.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

7.1 Rule Scoring

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the EDU segmentation process, a consensus of five linguists, manually segmenting EDUs of Thai family law, is used. The dataset consists of 10,568 EDUs in total.

The EDU segmentation model is trained with 8,000 random EDUs, and the rest are used to measure performance.

The training continues until the estimated transition probability changes no more than a predetermined value of 0.02, or the accuracy achieves 98%.

The performances of both phrase identification and EDU segmentation are evaluated using recall (Eq. 16) and precision (Eq. 17) measures, which are widely used to measure performance.

\[
\text{Recall} = \frac{\# \text{correct (phrases or EDUs) identified by HMM}}{\# \text{(phrase or EDUs) identified by linguists}} \quad (16)
\]

\[
\text{Precision} = \frac{\# \text{correct (phrases or EDUs) identified by HMM}}{\text{total } \# \text{(phrases or EDUs) identified by HMM}} \quad (17)
\]

The results show that the proposed method achieves the recall values of 84.8% and 85.3%; and the precision values of 93.5% and 94.2% for phrase identification and EDU segmentation, respectively.
7.2 Evaluation of EDU Constituent Grouping

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the EDU constituent grouping, three corpuses are used which consist of Absence data (84 EDUs), Repetition data (117 EDUs) and a subset of the Family law with 367 EDUs. The Absence data contains EDUs mostly those following the Absence rules while the Repetition data contains mostly those following the Repetition rules. Five linguists create training and testing data sets by manually grouping EDU constituents.

Table 5 shows the results of grouping EDU constituents (subject (S), object (O), indirect object (I) and nomen (N)) by using rules based on NPs, assuming the positions of verb phrases (Vi, Vt and Vtt) are known. From the results, in general all rules, except NP-O-NP-S-Vtt-NP-I and NP-NP-NP-Vtt-NP-O, perform well.

Table 5: Performance of grouping EDU constituents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rules</th>
<th>Absence Data</th>
<th>Repetition Data</th>
<th>Family Law</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NP-S-Vi-NP</td>
<td>NP_S (100%)</td>
<td>NP_S (100%)</td>
<td>NP_S (100%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NP-O-NP-Vt-NP</td>
<td>NP_O &amp; NP_O (100%)</td>
<td>NP_O &amp; NP_O (100%)</td>
<td>NP_O &amp; NP_O (100%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPS-Vtt-NPO-NPI</td>
<td>NP_S, NP_O, &amp; NP_I (100%)</td>
<td>NP_S, NP_O, &amp; NP_I (100%)</td>
<td>NP_S, NP_O, &amp; NP_I (100%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NP-O-NP-Vt-NP</td>
<td>NP_O &amp; NP_O (100%),</td>
<td>NP_O &amp; NP_O (100%),</td>
<td>NP_O &amp; NP_O (100%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NP-O-NP-Vt-NP</td>
<td>NP_O &amp; NP_O (91.37%)</td>
<td>NPOS &amp; NP_O (79.59%)</td>
<td>NPOS &amp; NP_O (91.21%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-N</td>
<td>NP_N (100%)</td>
<td>NP_N (100%)</td>
<td>NP_N (100%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To further resolve ambiguities with respect to these two rules, a probability table of terms in positions of NP_I and NP_O following Vtt (P(Vtt| NP_I, NP_O)) is used. The results of determining functions of EDU constituents by using the rules based on NPs together with the probability table show higher performance for Absence data (92.24%), Repetition data (85.78%), and Family law (93.71%).

7.3 Evaluation of Thai RS Tree Construction

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed Thai RS tree construction process, linguists manually construct the rhetorical structure trees of three texts used above with a total of 568 EDUs. The
algorithms are evaluated by using recall (Eq. 18) and precision (Eq. 19) measures. Recall and precision are calculated with respect to how close an RS tree constructed from the proposed technique to that created by a consensus of the linguists.

\[
\text{Recall} = \frac{\text{# correct internal nodes identified by RS Tree}}{\text{# internal nodes identified by linguists}} \tag{18}
\]

\[
\text{Precision} = \frac{\text{# correct internal nodes identified by RS Tree}}{\text{Total # of internal nodes identified by RS Tree}} \tag{19}
\]

For the Absence and Repetition data sets, though relations between EDUs follow mostly Absence rules and Repetition rules, respectively, in reality when examined in details, many types of rules are used together in writing. For example,

Anaphoric EDU (S-Vt-O) : บุรุษไปรษณีย์ (S) จะคัดเลือก (Vt) จดหมาย (O) (A Postman will sort letters)

Cataphoric EDU ((S)-Vt-O) : และ (F S) รับส่ง (Vt) จดหมาย (O) (And will deliver letters)

Table 6 shows calculations of recall and precision of RS trees created by the Minimum Variance and Unweighted Arithmetic Average algorithms, in Fig. 7.

Table 7 shows the results of evaluating Thai RS Tree construction on the three data sets. The performance on the Family law dataset which combines many kinds of rules in its content is 94.90% recall and 95.21% precision. The results also show that Unweighted Arithmetic Average clustering algorithm gives the best performance for Thai RS Tree construction.

8 CONCLUSIONS

Thai rhetorical structure tree (RST) construction is an important task for many textual analysis applications such as automatic text summarization and question-answering. This article proposes a novel two-step technique to construct Thai RS tree combining machine learning techniques with linguistic properties of the language.
Table 6: RS tree construction performance of two clustering algorithms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The correct RS tree</th>
<th>Minimum Variance</th>
<th>Unweighted Arithmetic Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3'</td>
<td>3'</td>
<td>3'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4'</td>
<td>4'</td>
<td>4'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1'</td>
<td>1'</td>
<td>1'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9'</td>
<td>9'</td>
<td>6'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2'</td>
<td>2'</td>
<td>2'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5'</td>
<td>5'</td>
<td>5'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6'</td>
<td>6'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7'</td>
<td>7'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8'</td>
<td>8'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Precision = 9/9  Recall = 9/9

Table 7: Performance of the RS tree construction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data</th>
<th>Num EDUs</th>
<th>Clustering Method</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>Precision</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Absence</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>Neighbor Joining</td>
<td>87.23</td>
<td>89.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Single Linkage</td>
<td>82.97</td>
<td>84.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Un weighted Arithmetic Average</td>
<td>87.23</td>
<td>89.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Minimum Variance</td>
<td>89.40</td>
<td>91.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Weighted Arithmetic Average</td>
<td>87.23</td>
<td>89.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repetition</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>Neighbor Joining</td>
<td>89.70</td>
<td>91.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Single Linkage</td>
<td>83.82</td>
<td>85.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Unweighted Arithmetic Average</td>
<td>89.70</td>
<td>91.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Minimum Variance</td>
<td>77.94</td>
<td>79.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Weighted Arithmetic Average</td>
<td>89.70</td>
<td>91.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family-Law</td>
<td>367</td>
<td>Neighbor Joining</td>
<td>85.98</td>
<td>86.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Single Linkage</td>
<td>64.01</td>
<td>64.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Unweighted Arithmetic Average</td>
<td>94.90</td>
<td>95.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Minimum Variance</td>
<td>63.37</td>
<td>63.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Weighted Arithmetic Average</td>
<td>90.44</td>
<td>90.73</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 7. RS trees from two hierarchical clustering algorithms
First, phrases are determined and then are used to segment elementary discourse units (EDUs). The phrase segmentation model is a hidden Markov model constructed from the possible arrangements of Thai phrases based on part-of-speech of words, and the EDU segmentation model is another hidden Markov model constructed from the possible phrase-level arrangements of Thai EDUs. Linguistic rules are applied after EDU segmentation to group related constituents into a large unit. Experiments show the EDU segmentation effectiveness of 85.3% and 94.2% in recall and precision, respectively.

A hierarchical clustering algorithm whose similarity measure derived from semantic rules of Thai language is then used to construct an RS tree. The technique is experimentally evaluated, and the effectiveness achieved is 94.90% and 95.21% in recall and precision, respectively.
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Abstract.

Semantic analysis of texts is a key issue for the natural language processing community. However, this analysis is generally based on a deeply-intertwined syntactic and semantic process, which makes it not easily adaptable and reusable from a practical point of view. This represents an obstacle to the wide development, use and update of semantic analyzers. This paper presents a modular semantic analysis pipeline that aims at extracting logical representations from free text based on dependency grammars and assigning semantic roles to the logical representation elements using an upper-level ontology. An evaluation is conducted, where a comparison of our system with a baseline system shows preliminary results.

Keywords: Semantic Analysis, Logical Analysis, Dependency Grammars, Upper-level Ontologies, Word sense disambiguation.

1 Introduction

Semantic Analysis is the process of assigning a given sense to the different constituents of a sentence or a text. In the NLP community, most of the approaches, such as HPSG [14] and categorical grammars [10, 15], require the use of a semantic lexicon, i.e. a dictionary that links words to semantic classes and roles and involves sub-categorization. In fact, this lexicon is the most important component of these grammars, since it is encoded as a set of lexical entries with
syntactic and semantic information (feature structures or type-logical lambda-expressions). In the text mining community, template filling, which also involves knowledge about semantic arguments, is mainly used as a way to assign or extract meaning. Some problems arise from this kind of approach. Firstly, it is generally domain-dependent, especially in the Text Mining Community. This involves repeating the process for each new domain since the identified roles must suit the application domain in order to be accurate. Secondly, the construction of the lexicon implies a huge effort. It is generally language dependent. Thirdly, semantic analysis (involving sub-categorization) can be considered as an intertwined process of syntactic and semantic processing, which make it not easily modularised and updatable.

Based on these issues, we believe that there is a need of a looser coupling between the syntactic and semantic information. This paper presents a reflection on what should be a semantic analysis with the current technologies and formalisms available. It presents a pipeline that separates the process of extracting logical representations (the logical analysis) from the process of assigning semantic roles to the logical representation elements (the semantic annotation). These roles are defined in an upper-level ontology, SUMO [12]. The interest of the pipeline as proposed here is first the modular nature of the syntactic, logical and semantic analyzers, which enables easier updates and focused experimentations that identify the weaknesses of each component of the pipeline, and second, the definition of semantic roles in an ontology, which make the approach more easily interoperable. In fact, one of the major problems of SRL systems is the diversity of semantic roles and their various terminologies and formalisms [8], which hinder their comprehension from one SRL system to another.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents briefly the state of the art in computational semantics. Section 3 describes the system, including the knowledge model, the steps involved, as well as the required knowledge structures (SUMO and SUMO-WordNet). It also lists the syntactic patterns used in the logical analyzer and presents some of the WSD methods used to assign SUMO senses to the logical elements. Section 4 presents an experiment, shows the results in terms of precision and recall and compares our approach with baseline systems. Finally, section 5 summarizes the paper and outlines implications for NLP research.
2 RELATED WORK

These last years have shown interesting progress in the computational semantics research. While the majority of recent text-based extraction works relies on statistical-based shallow techniques [1], there is still a non negligible amount of research devoted to the implementation of hand-built grammars such as categorical grammars [15], HPSG [14], MRS [4] or TRIPS grammar [1]. These grammars are usually sets of syntactic rules coupled with semantic components, which indicate the role of the rule’s arguments in terms of semantics. One drawback of this approach is that the lexicon is not easily obtainable and requires a lot of manual work from computational linguists. This makes the approach not easily scalable and not easily adaptable to new semantic analysis and new models. Moreover, rich grammars such as categorical grammars are not so easily obtainable or reusable. Other works such as [13] have addressed the extraction of logical forms for semantic analysis as we do but they did not tackle, to our knowledge, the assignment of semantic roles to the logical forms. Finally, very recent works [3] show a growing interest in producing deep semantic representations by taking as input the result of a syntactic parser. This paper is in the same line of research. However our work aims at a looser coupling of the syntactic and semantic features and leaves the deep semantic aspects to a subsequent step of WSD.

3 A MODULAR PIPELINE FOR SEMANTIC ANALYSIS

The semantic analysis adopted in this paper is a modular pipeline that involves three steps (Fig.1):
1. Syntactic parsing of texts;
2. Logical analysis using a dependency-based grammar;
3. Semantic annotation based on the upper-level ontology SUMO involving word-sense disambiguation.

This modular process is a solution to the above mentioned issues related to current semantic analysis including creating a modular design clearly separating syntactic, logical and semantic annotation or extraction steps, providing a dependency-based grammar that could be comprehensible and reusable by the text mining and NLP community, making this grammar domain-independent and lexicon-independent, and finally using an ontology as a way to formally define semantic roles and make them understandable from a SRL system to another.
The following sections explain these steps as well as the linguistic resources needed at each step.

3.1 The Syntactic Analysis

The syntactic analysis is aimed at facilitating the subsequent steps of logical representation and semantic annotation. We believe that this analysis should be based on deep linguistic analysis and should not be limited to simple tagging or surface syntactic parsing. Our goal is to propose a method “easily” reproducible, reusable and able to extract domain-dependent and domain-independent patterns. This should be perfectly handled by dependency parsing.

Dependency parsing outputs grammatical relationships between each pair of words in a sentence. This formalism has proved its efficiency in text mining and we believe that it has the required characteristics of a good grammatical formalism, as it is intuitive, easily understandable, and it enables transparent encoding of predicate-argument structure. Moreover, current state-of-the-art dependency analyzers seem to be sufficiently robust to be considered as reliable tools for knowledge extraction and this is particularly true for the Stanford parser, according to current surveys [16].

Our system uses the basic dependencies format option in the Stanford Natural Language Processing Parser and its dependency component [6] and transforms the output grammatical relations into a
tree, represented as a Prolog term. It also enriches the typed dependencies with the word grammatical categories (such as verb (v), noun (n), …), which are obtained using the Stanford’s parts-of-speech output. This operation is important because it enables distinguishing some patterns using their parts-of-speech. For instance, the parser output for the sentence *Banners flap in the wind outside the walls of the city* is presented below. This sentence will be used as an example throughout the whole process of semantic analysis.

```
nsbj(flap-2, Banners-1); prep(flap-2, in-3); det(wind-5, the-4); pobj(in-3, wind-5); prep(flap-2, outside-6); det(walls-8, the-7); pobj(outside-6, walls-8); prep(walls-8, of-9); det(city-11, the-10); pobj(of-9, city-11)
```

This is transformed into a tree, which is given as input to the logical analyzer:

```
root/tree(token(flap,2)/v,
    [nsbj/tree(token(banners,1)/n,[]),
      prep/tree(token(in,3)/prep,
        [pobj/tree(token(wind,5)/n,
          [det/tree(token(the,4)/d,[])])]),
      prep/tree(token(outside,6)/prep,
        [pobj/tree(token(walls,8)/n,
          [det/tree(token(city,11)/d,[])])])].
```

### 3.2 The Logical Analysis

The logical analyzer presented in this paper is based on the dependency syntactic tree produced in the syntactic analysis step and is strongly related to the approach presented in [17]. In fact, both systems rely on dependency syntactic patterns to extract logical representations. While these representations were used in [18] to generate domain ontologies using measures from graph theory, they are exploited here as an intermediate step towards an efficient modular semantic analysis. Moreover, one of the new central points of our approach is the use of an upper level ontology as the semantic lexicon for semantic analysis and the use of WSD algorithms in order to assign roles. The key points that should be outlined here is that, first, the logical analysis does not depend on a particular lexicon, a particular vocabulary or a particular
domain. Second, this analysis is based on the compositionality principle, which states that a sentence semantic representation can be obtained by the semantic representation of its parts. Here we consider that a sentence logical representation requires the logical representation of its parts. To our knowledge, there is no previous proposal to create a compositional logical analyzer based on dependency grammars as we propose here.

3.2.1 The Knowledge Model
Although the logical analysis does not require the use of a semantic lexicon, it still needs a conceptual structure made up of a minimal set of categories. In this project, the categories include entities, named entities, events, statements, circumstances, time, number, purpose, measure and attributes. With these categories, chosen to be as general as possible, it is easy to express various information contexts and to remain independent from a particular domain. Although it would be possible to create logical representations using only lexical items, we believe that using these categories can help the semantic analysis.

There is a straightforward map between our knowledge model categories and grammatical relationships. The following table summarizes the mapping involved between the syntactic categories and the knowledge model. Sometimes, the knowledge model element is detected through a part-of-speech (POS) (e.g. verb, noun), but it may also be detected through a number of grammatical relationships (syntactic patterns) necessary to find the relevant element. In the example column, the words in bold indicate the syntactic category related to the knowledge model element. This knowledge model is subject to further enhancements in the future.

Table 1. Mapping knowledge model elements with syntactic categories

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Knowledge Model Element</th>
<th>Syntactic Category</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Entity</td>
<td>Noun (n)</td>
<td>The cat eats.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Event</td>
<td>Verb (v)</td>
<td>The cat eats.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statement</td>
<td>Any pattern involving a clausal complement with external subject (xcomp)</td>
<td>I like {to eat in the garden}xcomp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Circumstance</td>
<td>Adverbial clause (advcl)</td>
<td>The accident happened {as the night was falling}advcl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>Temporal modifier (tmod)</td>
<td>He swam in the pool {last night}tmod</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number</td>
<td>Numeric Modifier (num)</td>
<td>200 people came to the</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Attributes
1. Nominal subj. and copula
2. Adjectival complement
3. Adjectival modifier

Measure
The director is 55 years old

Note that these mappings are not performed in isolation. In fact, relating a knowledge model element to a syntactic category occurs only in the context of detecting specific syntactic patterns. This prevents the system from incorrectly assigning a knowledge model element to a given lexical item. For example, many nominalizations should refer to events instead of entities. Assigning them in the context of a pattern enables us to avoid this confusion. These patterns are explained in the next section.

3.2.2 The dependency-based Grammar: a Pattern Knowledge Base

Besides the link between syntactic categories and knowledge model elements, the dependency-based grammar is composed of a set of patterns coupled with transformational rules. These rules exploit the dependency representation and create logical representations using the general categories introduced in the knowledge model. The grammar is divided into core and modifiers patterns and is composed, up to now, of 61 rules. Core syntactic patterns, such as the well-known subject-direct object pattern, represent main grammatical structures that are necessary for parsing the texts. Modifiers patterns represent modifiers such as prepositions, participial, purpose-clause, temporal modifiers and so on. The patterns are organized into a hierarchy where richer patterns containing the maximum number of relationships are at the top level. In our Prolog implementation, the hierarchy is simply organized as a set of rules where “richer” rules are fired first. It is worth noting that many patterns can be instantiated in a same sentence, including core patterns and modifiers patterns. Also, some patterns extract implicit knowledge. For instance, in the phrase “the rabbit’s head”, the logical analyzer will produce a predicated term has-attr (rabbit, head) from the grammatical relationship poss (possessional). At the subsequent step of WSD, the “real” meaning of the relation (part-of, possess, etc.) will be assigned.

The following tables show some of these patterns and provide examples, some of them taken from the Stanford dependencies manual [5]. A grammatical relationship between brackets indicates that it is a
child of the preceding relationship. For example, in \textit{nsubj-xcomp-dobj}, a \textit{dobj} relationship is a child of the \textit{xcomp} relationship. In the examples column, the words in bold and italics represent the heads (root nodes) of the patterns. Head’s syntactic category is indicated in italics in the beginning of each pattern. The reader is referred to [6] to understand the grammatical hierarchy and the corresponding grammatical links.

Table 2. Main syntactic patterns

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patterns</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Verb-nsubj-dobj-iobj</td>
<td>[Mary]<em>{nsubj} \textit{gave} [Bill]</em>{dobj} a {raise}_{dobj}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verb-nsubj-dobj-xcomp</td>
<td>[The peasant]<em>{nsubj} \textit{carries} {the rabbit}</em>{dobj}, {holding}_{xcomp} it by its ears</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verb-nsubj-dobj</td>
<td>[The cat]<em>{nsubj} \textit{eats} {a mouse}</em>{dobj}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verb-nsubj-xcomp-dobj</td>
<td>[Michel]<em>{nsubj} \textit{likes} to {eat}</em>{xcomp} {fish}_{dobj}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjective-nsubj-xcomp</td>
<td>[Benoit]<em>{nsubj} is \textit{ready} to {leave}</em>{xcomp}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verb-csubj-dobj</td>
<td>What Amal {said}<em>{csubj} \textit{makes} {sense}</em>{dobj}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verb-nsubj-expl</td>
<td>[There]<em>{expl} \textit{is} a small {bush}</em>{nsubj}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjective-nsubj-cop</td>
<td>[Benoit]<em>{nsubj} is {happy}</em>{cop}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noun-nsubj-cop</td>
<td>[Michel]_{nsubj} \textit{is} {cop} \textit{a man}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verb-nsubj-acomp</td>
<td>[Amal]<em>{nsubj} \textit{looks} {tired}</em>{acomp}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verb-xcomp-ccomp</td>
<td>Michel \textit{says} that Benoit {likes}<em>{xcomp} {swim}</em>{xcomp}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verb-nsubj</td>
<td>The cat]_{nsubj} \textit{eats}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verb-dobj</td>
<td>Benoit talked to Michel in order to \textit{secure} {the account}_{dobj}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verb-nsubjpass-prep-by</td>
<td>[The man]<em>{nsubjpass} has been \textit{killed} {by}</em>{prep} the police</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verb-csubjpass-prep-by</td>
<td>That he {lied}<em>{subjpass} was \textit{suspected} {by}</em>{prep} everyone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verb-nsubjpass</td>
<td>[Bills]_{nsubjpass} were \textit{submitted}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Modifiers patterns

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Modifiers Patterns</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Partmod[prep]</td>
<td>There is garden \textit{surrounded by} houses.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prepp[pcomp]</td>
<td>They heard \textit{about} Mia missing classes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prep (after a noun)</td>
<td>Vincent discovered the man \textit{with} a telescope.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prep (after a verb)</td>
<td>Bills were submitted \textit{to} the man.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amod</td>
<td>The \textit{white} cat eats</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tmod</td>
<td>Vincent swam in the pool last \textit{night}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advcl</td>
<td>The accident happened as the night was \textit{falling}.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Michel says that Benoit likes to swim.

Benoit talked to Michel in order to secure the account.

The following points are to establish.

The director is 55 years old.

The peasant taps the rabbit’s head with his fingers.

About 200 people came to the party.

Genetically modified food is dangerous.

Michel loves a cat which Benoit adores.

At present, the grammar does not handle anaphora resolution automatically and conjunctions are computed based on a distributive interpretation only, which may not lead to a correct interpretation in some cases. Future work should tackle these issues.

3.2.3 The Transformational Approach

Each pattern is a Prolog rule that builds a logical representation according to the fired pattern. Since we use a compositional approach, each fired rule builds a part of the sentence analysis. The resulting representation is a predicative flat formula composed of predicates (the knowledge model elements) applied to lexical elements, as well as predicates resulting from prepositional relations and predicates indicating if an entity has already been encountered in the discourse or if it is a new entity. Relationships between predicates are represented through their arguments and referential variables are assigned to the instantiated knowledge model elements.

Following our example sentence, the resulting logical representation is: outside(e1, id3), of(id3, id4), entity(id4, city), resolve_e(id4), entity(id3, walls), resolve_e(id3), in(e1, id2), entity(id2, wind), resolve_e(id2), event(e1, flap, id1), entity(id1, banners), new_e(id1).

This formula states that there are a number of entities (city, wind, etc.), an event (flap) involving the entity banner and two relationships “outside” and “of”. “Outside” involves the event of flapping e1 and the entity walls. The predicates new_e and resolve_e are used to indicate if the entity has already been encountered in previous sentences (resolve_e) or not (new_e). This will help us in anaphora resolution.

An example of a Prolog rule for the nsubj-dobj pattern is shown below. The rule involves the discovery of the two relationships of interest (nsubj and dobj) and calls the semparse procedure. This procedure creates a logical representation for the nsubj and the dobj

Michel says that Benoit likes to swim.

Benoit talked to Michel in order to secure the account.

The following points are to establish.

The director is 55 years old.

The peasant taps the rabbit’s head with his fingers.

About 200 people came to the party.

Genetically modified food is dangerous.

Michel loves a cat which Benoit adores.
sub-trees and finally produces an instance of an event object that combines these two outputs.

```
semparseMainPattern(tree(Node/v,Children),tree(Node/v,Rest),
Id,SemIn,[event(Id,Node,IdAgent,IdObject)|SemOut]):
  - select(nsubj/tree(N1/_/C1),Children, R1),
  - select(dobj/tree(N2/_/C2),R1, Rest),
  - semparse(tree(N1/n,C1),_,IdAgent,SemIn,Sem1),
  - semparse(tree(N2/n,C2),_,IdObject,Sem1,SemOut),
gegensym(e,Id).
```

3.3 The Semantic Annotator

The obtained logical representation elements should then be assigned a sense. One of the tasks of a SRL system is to adequately segment predicates and their arguments before their classification into a specific set of roles. Due to the logical analysis, argument and predicate segmentation is already done and the semantic annotator should then focus on assigning an appropriate role to these representations. Here, we mainly focus on entities and events in the logical representations but further work should explore the whole structure.

3.3.1 The SUMO Upper-Level Ontology

One of the difficulties in semantic role labelling is that most of the approaches use very specific subsets of semantic roles and do not agree on the roles to be used. Using an upper-level ontology enables a high-level and formal definition of these roles. Moreover, the interest of using an ontology instead of a flat set of roles is the ability to use its hierarchical and conceptual structure in order to help the WSD process, ascertain the correctness of the identified roles, or reason about the annotated roles. In the context of the Semantic Web, this last point is very important, as the annotated texts will be meaningful to multiple SRL systems which should foster reusability and interoperability.

The Suggested Upper Merged Ontology (SUMO) [11] is an ontology composed of about 1000 terms and 4000 definitional statements. It has been extended with a Mid-Level Ontology (MILO), and a number of domain ontologies, which enable coverage of various application domains. SUMO has also gone through various developments stages and experimentations, which make it stable.

One interesting feature of SUMO is that its various sub-ontologies (base, structural, MILO, and domain ontologies) are independent and
can be used alone or in combination. Here, we only exploit the upper level, meaning that we take into account only the SUMO ontology itself (merge.kif). Another point is its mapping from lexical items (terms) to general high-level concepts. In fact, SUMO [11] is mapped to the widely used WordNet computational lexicon [7]. The SUMO-WordNet mapping links each synset in WordNet to its SUMO sense through three types of relationships: equivalent links, instance links and subsumption links. Despite the fact that this mapping can be error-prone, we believe that it represents an excellent demonstration of how various state-of-the-art resources can be used in a modular pipeline. The other point is that choosing this upper-level ontology is not a limitation and can be extended by a domain ontology if this is required.

3.3.2 Word Sense Disambiguation
Choosing the appropriate role involves the use of WSD algorithms. At this point of our work, we have implemented a number of standard knowledge-based unsupervised WSD methods. The choice of unsupervised methods is guided by the same motivation as for the whole pipeline: avoiding costly and hard-to-build language resources.

The interest of the pipeline at the level of WSD is that the predicates and arguments to be disambiguated are already clearly identified in the logical representations. One step further would be to use the whole logical representation itself as a way to direct the disambiguation process. We are currently working on this.

Among the WSD methods, we used a number of Lesk-derived algorithms namely the Simplified and Original Lesk. We also implemented a version of the [2] algorithm which is based on a semantic network extracted from WordNet to build a context feature vector for the term to be disambiguated. We relied also on a baseline widely used in SRL evaluations: the most frequent sense. Finally, we used an algorithm that relies on co-occurrences frequencies extracted from SEMCOR to determine the number of overlapping terms between these co-occurring terms and the context of the term to disambiguate.

In all these implementations, if the algorithm fails to identify a particular sense, it then backs off to the most frequent sense. Below are the annotated entities and events in our example sentence. Here we only show the SUMO-based annotations but we also keep the WordNet-based annotations in the knowledge base.

This results into the following SUMO-based semantic representation of the example sentence: outside(e1, id3), of(id3, id4), entity(id4, SUMO:City), resolve_e(id4), entity(id3, SUMO:StationaryArtifact), resolve_e(id3), in(e1,
id2), entity(id2, SUMO: Breathing), resolve_e(id2),
event(e1, SUMO: Motion, id1), entity(id1, SUMO: Fabric), new_e(id1).

Of course, the system can also produce the WordNet-based semantic
representation: outside(e1, id3), of(id3, id4),
exterior(id4, WN: city%1:15:00::), resolve_e(id4),
exterior(id3, WN: wall%1:06:01::), resolve_e(id3),
in(e1, id2), entity(id2, WN: wind%1:04:01::),
resolve_e(id2), event(e1, WN: flap%2:38:00::, id1),
exterior(id1, WN: banner%1:06:00::), new_e(id1).

4 Evaluation

Evaluating such a rich pipeline is a challenge in itself. In fact, it
involves evaluating the syntactic, logical and semantic annotation.
Based on current reviews of the Stanford parser which describe a good
performance [16], we decided to focus on the logical and semantic
annotation evaluations. Two types of experiments were conducted using
the well-known precision and recall metrics:

- A first experiment involving a small corpus of three descriptive texts
  (185 sentences) manually annotated using SUMO senses in order to
  build a SUMO gold standard. This corpus helped us in performing
  the logical form evaluation as well as the semantic annotation;

- A second experiment on the Senseval 3 dataset for the English
  lexical sample task [9] which enables to test the chosen WSD
  algorithms on a standard dataset and to compare the results with
  similar systems. This second experiment does not rely on the
  previous logical form extraction.

For comparison purposes, we used the most frequent sense baseline
in both experiments. Precision and recall are calculated as follows:

\[
\text{Precision} = \frac{\text{items the system got correct}}{\text{total number of items the system generated}}
\]

\[
\text{Recall} = \frac{\text{items the system got correct}}{\text{total number of relevant items (which the system should have produced)}}
\]

4.1 Logical Analyzer Results

This section tests the logical analyzer and the accuracy of the resulting
logical formula by measuring the precision and recall of the extracted
entities and events in the first corpus using our patterns. These results
are summarized in Table 4.
Table 4. The logical analysis results in terms of entities and events

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Precision %</th>
<th>Recall %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Entities</td>
<td>94.98</td>
<td>80.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Events</td>
<td>94.87</td>
<td>85.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From these experiments, it is clear that our semantic analyzer yields promising results. Most of the time, the incorrect entities and events are due to a wrong syntactic parsing from the Stanford Parser. There are also some patterns that are not yet identified which make the recall lower. These results should be later completed with an evaluation on a bigger corpus, they should be detailed in terms of correctness of predicates, arguments and whole logical formulas [13] and finally, they should include the whole logical representation and not be limited to entities and events.

4.2 Semantic Annotator Results

Semantic annotation (as an isolated module) was tested over the first corpus as well as the Senseval data (English lexical sample task). Various algorithms were tested mainly using knowledge-based methods, including:

- The Simplified and Original Lesk algorithms as well as derivatives such as [2].
- An algorithm computing the most frequent sense based on the WordNet frequencies (extracted from SEMCOR) for the first corpus, and based on term frequencies in the training data for the Senseval dataset.
- An algorithm, dubbed frequency of co-occurrence, computing the overlap between the context of the term to be disambiguated and a vector of frequently co-occurring terms for each sense of the term together with their frequency. In the case of the first corpus, these co-occurrences frequencies are extracted from the SEMCOR corpus whereas they are extracted from the Senseval training data in the second corpus.

Many context sizes were tested for all these algorithms including all previous sentences and various words and sentence windows (from 0 to 4) as well as the logical graph structure obtained in the logical analysis.

Due to a lack of space and to the fact that WSD in itself does not represent our contribution in this paper, we simply present the results of
the best performing algorithm together with the most frequent sense baseline without entering into the details of each implemented algorithm (the reader is referred to references and state-of-the-art literature). We did not obtain the best performance using only one algorithm on the three texts (first corpus) but Banerjee and Pedersen algorithm [2] was always among the top-ranking algorithms for entity annotation. Events were best disambiguated using frequency of co-occurrence (text 1), most frequent sense (text 2) and Simplified Lesk (text 3). The following table shows the mean of the precision and recall obtained for the three texts. As can be shown, the algorithm outperforms slightly the most frequent sense baseline. We are seeking better results and future work will explore graph-based WSD disambiguation based on the logical analysis form. Further experiment should also explore the impact of the corpus characteristics on the performance and the choice of WSD algorithms.

Table 5. A comparison of the precision/recall results for the two algorithms (WSD and most frequent sense)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Best Algorithm (Precision)</th>
<th>Best Algorithm (Recall)</th>
<th>Most Frequent (Precision)</th>
<th>Most Frequent (Recall)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SUMO entities</td>
<td>87.08</td>
<td>73.76</td>
<td>84.67</td>
<td>71.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUMO events</td>
<td>75.69</td>
<td>68.16</td>
<td>71.54</td>
<td>64.29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Regarding the Senseval corpus, we were able to obtain a precision/recall of 64.1% (Fine-grained) and 69% (coarse-grained). Based on the overall results of the competition [9], we were able to exceed the most frequent sense performance which was listed as 55.2% (fine-grained) and 64.5% (coarse-grained) using a variant of [2] coupled with frequencies of co-occurrences. We used a two-sentence window around the word to be disambiguated and a cosine similarity. Our results rank us second among the unsupervised algorithms of the competition (although we consider the approach as minimally supervised).
5  CONCLUSION

Current semantic analysis techniques are generally in need of lot of training data, depend on resources such lexicons for their semantic interpretation and lack a uniform way to define roles or labels that should be assigned to sentences constituents. This paper presented a modular pipeline for semantic analysis that relies on state-of-the-art dependency parsing, logical analysis using a dependency-based grammar and finally semantic annotation. This annotation is performed using the upper-level ontology SUMO and the WordNet lexicon, which could be considered as standard resources. Choosing a dependency grammar instead of other formalisms is guided by a practical point of view: it is argued that state-of-the-art analyzers have reached a certain maturity, which makes them a good starting point for a semantic analysis. Moreover, dependency grammars provide an intuitive solution to the identification of logical forms from text as outlined by [13]. The proposed solution does not require costly training or data resources, except some standard resources well-known in the NLP community. The modular nature of the pipeline makes it more easily adaptable and updatable from a software engineering point of view. Finally, the system presented here is intended as a demonstration of what could be a semantic analysis with current methods and tools. Future work includes the enrichment of the dependency-based grammar with new patterns, a better handling of the meaning of conjunctions and other specific constructions (such as idioms), the processing of ambiguous structures and eventive nominalizations as well as the use of a bigger corpus for the evaluation of the logical analysis results. We are currently working on WSD algorithms that could benefit from the logical form not only for argument selection as proposed here, but also for argument annotation.
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Hypernymy Extraction Using a Semantic Network Representation
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ABSTRACT

There are several approaches to detect hypernymy relations from texts by text mining. Usually these approaches are based on supervised learning and in a first step are extracting several patterns. These patterns are then applied to previously unseen texts and used to recognize hypernym/hyponym pairs. Normally these approaches are only based on a surface representation or a syntactical tree structure, i.e., constituency or dependency trees derived by a syntactical parser. In this work, however, we present an approach that operates directly on a semantic network (SN), which is generated by a deep syntactico-semantic analysis. Hyponym/hypernym pairs are then extracted by the application of graph matching. This algorithm is combined with a shallow approach enriched with semantic information.

1 INTRODUCTION

Quite a lot of work has been done on hypernymy extraction in natural language texts. The approaches can be divided into three different types of methods:

- Analyzing the syntagmatic relations in a sentence
- Analyzing the paradigmatic relations in a sentence
- Document clustering

The first type of algorithms usually employ a set of patterns. Quite popular patterns were proposed by Hearst, the so-called Hearst patterns [1]. The following Hearst patterns are defined:
– \( N_{\text{hyper}} \) such as \( \{ N_{\text{hypo}} \}^* \{ \text{and} \} \) \( N_{\text{hypo}} \)
– such \( N_{\text{hyper}} \) as \( \{ N_{\text{hypo}} \}^* \{ \{ \text{and} \} \} \) \( N_{\text{hypo}} \)
– \( N_{\text{hypo}} \{ N_{\text{hypo}} \}^* \{ . \} \) or other \( N_{\text{hyper}} \)
– \( N_{\text{hypo}} \{ N_{\text{hypo}} \}^* \{ . \} \) and other \( N_{\text{hyper}} \)
– \( N_{\text{hyper}} \{ . \} \) including \( \{ N_{\text{hypo}} \}^* \{ \text{and} \| \text{or} \} \) \( N_{\text{hypo}} \)
– \( N_{\text{hyper}} \{ . \} \) especially \( \{ N_{\text{hypo}} \}^* \{ \text{and} \| \text{or} \} \) \( N_{\text{hypo}} \)

These patterns are applied on arbitrary texts and the instantiated variables \( N_{\text{hypo}} \) and \( N_{\text{hyper}} \) are then extracted as a concrete hypernymy relation. Several approaches were developed to extract such patterns automatically from a text corpus by either employing a surface representation [2] or a syntactical tree structure [3].

Instead of applying the patterns to an ordinary text corpus, some approaches apply them on the entire Internet by transferring the patterns into Web search engine queries [4, 5]. Pattern learning and application is combined by the system KnowItAll [6] which uses a bootstrapping mechanism to extend patterns and extracted relations iteratively. An alternative approach to pattern matching is the usage of kernel functions where the kernel function defines a similarity measure between two syntactical trees possibly containing a hypernymy or an other semantic relation [7].

Paradigmatic approaches expect that words in the textual context of the hypernym (e.g., neighboring words) can also occur in the context of the hyponym. The textual context can be represented by the set of the words which frequently occur together with the hypernym (or the hyponym). Whether a word is the hypernym of a second word can then be determined by a similarity measure on the two sets [5].

A further often employed method for extracting hypernyms is document clustering. For that, the documents are hierarchically clustered. Each document is assigned a concept or word it describes. The document hierarchy is then transferred to a concept or word hierarchy [8].

In contrast to the formerly mentioned methods, we will follow a purely semantic approach to extract hypernymy relations between concepts (word readings) instead of words which operates on semantic networks (SN) rather than on syntactical trees or surface representations. By using a semantic representation, the patterns are more generally applicable and therefore the number of patterns can be reduced.

In the first step, the entire content of the German Wikipedia corpus is transformed into SNs following the MultiNet¹ formalism [9]. Afterwards, deep patterns are defined which are intended to be matched to that SNs.

¹ MultiNet is the abbreviation of Multi-layered Extended Semantic Networks
Some of them are learned by text mining on the SN representations, some of them are manually defined.

After the patterns are applied on the Wikipedia corpus, the ontological sorts and features of the extracted hyponym and hypernym, as defined by the MultiNet formalism (see Sect. 2), are compared to filter out incorrect concept pairs. Finally, we determine a confidence score for all remaining relations which reflects the likelihood that the hypernymy relation has actually been correctly recognized.

This approach is combined with a shallow method based on Hearst patterns enriched with semantic information if present. The shallow patterns are defined as regular expressions and are applied on the token list which is always present independent of the fact that the SN is successfully constructed.

2 MultiNet

MultiNet is a SN formalism. In contrast to SNs like WordNet [10] or GermaNet [11], which contain lexical relations between synsets, MultiNet is designed to comprehensively represent the semantics of natural language expressions. A SN in the MultiNet formalism is given as a set of nodes and edges where the nodes represents the concepts (word readings) and the edges the relations (or functions) between the concepts. Example SNs are shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. Important MultiNet relations/functions are [9]:

- SUB: Relation of conceptual subordination (hyponymy)
- AGT: Conceptual role: Agent
- ATTR: Specification of an attribute
- VAL: Relation between a specific attribute and its value
- PROP: Relation between object and property
- *ITMS: Function enumerating a set
- PRED: Predicative concept characterizing a plurality
- OBJ: Neutral object
- SUBS: Relation of conceptual subordination (for situations)

It is differentiated between lexicalized nodes (i.e., associated to entries in the semantic lexicon) and nodes which represents complex situations or individual objects, and are not associated with single lexical entries. The latter nodes are just assigned a unique ID.

MultiNet is supported by a semantic lexicon [12] which defines, in addition to traditional grammatical entries like gender and number, one or more ontological sorts and several semantic features for each lexicon
entry. The ontological sorts (currently more than 40) form a taxonomy. In contrast to other taxonomies ontological sorts are not necessarily lexicalized, i.e., they do not necessarily denote lexical entries. The following list shows a small selection of ontological sorts which are derived from object:

- Concrete objects: e.g., milk, honey
  - Discrete objects: e.g., chair
  - Substances: e.g., milk, honey
- Abstract objects: e.g., race, robbery

Semantic features denote certain semantic properties for objects. Such a property can either be present, not present or underspecified. A selection of several semantic features is given below:

- ANIMAL
- ANIMATE
- ARTIF (artificial)
- HUMAN
- SPATIAL
- THCONC (theoretical concept)

Example for the concept house.1.1: discrete object; ANIMAL -, ANIMATE -, ARTIF +, HUMAN -, SPATIAL +, THCONC -, . . .

The SNs following the MultiNet approach are constructed by the deep linguistic parser WOCADI\(^3\) for German text analysis. WOCADI employs for parsing a word class functional analysis instead of a grammar.

3 Application of Deep Patterns

The employed patterns are represented as subnets of the SNs where some of the nodes are marked as slots. These slots are filled if the pattern was successfully matched to an SN. In the example depicted in Fig. 1 the hyponym can be extracted by the pattern:

\[
SUB(A, B) \leftarrow SUB(C, A) \land PRED(E, B) \land \ast ITMS(D, C, E) \land PROP(E, other.1.1)
\]

(1)

where \(A\) is instantiated to secretary, \(B\) to politician and \(C, B\) and \(D\) to non-lexicalized concepts. \(\ast ITMS\) is a MultiNet function which combines several arguments in a conjunction. Disjunctions are combined by

\(^2\) the suffix .1.1 denote the reading numbered .1.1 of the word house

\(^3\) WOCADI is the abbreviation for word class disambiguation.
Fig. 1. Hyponymy extraction from the SN representing the sentence: The secretary and other politicians criticized the law. The edges matched with the pattern $D_1$ are printed in bold face. The edge which was inferred by the pattern is printed as a dashed line.

Fig. 2. Hyponymy extraction with an anthroponym in the SN representing the sentence: Barack Obama and other politicians criticized the law. The edges matched with the pattern $D_2$ are printed in bold face.
However, this procedure has a serious drawback. The pattern given in Equation 1 is only applicable if the *ITMS function has exactly two arguments (C,E) and one result (D). This means separate patterns are required for three and more arguments. This also implies that the patterns are rather specific, which makes learning them automatically from data difficult. Thus, we convert all functions in an SN with a variable number of arguments like *ITMS and *ALT N1/2 to binary relations in the following way:

For each function \( x_p = f(x_1, \ldots, x_n) \) with variable arguments as stated above we create \( n \) relations \( PAR(x_p, x_1), \ldots, PAR(x_p, x_n) \) to represent the parent-child relationships between the result and the arguments and \((n(n - 1))/2\) relations to represent the sequence of the arguments: \( FOLL(x_i, x_j) \Leftrightarrow i < j \). Making the above-mentioned modifications the pattern given in Equation 1 changes to:

\[
D_1 : SUB(A, B) \leftarrow SUB(C, A) \land PRED(E, B) \land PAR(D, C) \land PAR(D, E) \land FOLL(C, E) \land PROP(E, other.1.1)
\]

Note that different sentences can lead to the same SN. For instance, the semantically equivalent sentences *The secretary and other politicians criticized the law.* and *The secretary as well as other politicians criticized the law.* lead to the same SN, which is displayed in Fig. 1. Thus, the pattern \( D_1 \) in Equation 2 can be used to extract the relation

\[
SUB(secretary.1.1, politician.1.1)
\]

from both sentences. In general, the number of patterns can be considerably reduced by using an SN in comparison to the employment of a shallow representation.

Furthermore, the deep semantic representation allows the simple extraction of hypernymy pairs which involve multi-token anthroponyms, like the fact that *Barack Obama* is a politician, where the extraction of multi-token names is not trivial using shallow patterns. Anthroponyms are already identified by the deep linguistic parser and represented by attribute value pairs (see Fig. 2), which allows to use a similar approach to the extraction of generic hyponyms. In contrast to generic concepts extracted anthroponyms are not stored as binary relations, but as more complex expressions:
Example:

\[
N := \text{ATTR}(A, F) \land \text{SUB}(F, \text{last_name}.1.1) \land \text{VAL}(F, G) \land \\
\text{ATTR}(A, H) \land \text{SUB}(H, \text{given_name}.1.1) \land \text{VAL}(H, I)
\]

\[
D_2 : N \land \text{SUB}(A, B) \leftarrow N \land \text{PRED}(E, B) \land \text{PAR}(D, A) \land \\
\text{PAR}(D, E) \land \text{FOLL}(A, E) \land \text{PROP}(E, \text{other}.1.1)
\]

If pattern \( D_2 \) is applied on the SN shown in Fig. 2 the relations

\[
\text{ATTR}(c_1, c_2) \land \text{SUB}(c_2, \text{last_name}.1.1) \land \text{VAL}(c_2, \text{obama}.0) \land \\
\text{ATTR}(c_1, c_3) \land \text{SUB}(c_3, \text{given_name}.1.1) \land \\
\text{VAL}(c_3, \text{barack}.0) \land \text{SUB}(c_1, \text{politician}.1.1)
\]

are extracted, which denote the fact that Barack Obama is a hyponym of the concept \textit{politician}. Note that we do not differentiate between instances (like person or country names) and hyponyms since instances and hyponyms can be extracted with almost identical patterns (especially for non-anthroponyms and shallow patterns).

4 Semantic-oriented Filtering Techniques

The deep patterns described above sometimes extract concept pairs which are not related in a hypernymy relation. A two step mechanism is used to identify such concept pairs. In a first step concept pairs are filtered out if their semantic features and ontological sorts do not meet certain criteria. In the second step, several numerical features are determined for the remaining concepts and combined by the usage of a support vector machine (SVM)\cite{14} to a confidence score. The SVM was trained on a set of annotated hypernymy relation candidates. Concept pairs assigned a high score are likely to express in fact a hypernymy relation. By using this two step approach the number of concept pairs needed to be stored in the database is reduced. In this section we will describe the filtering techniques, the scoring features are introduced in Section 5.

A hyponym is a specialization of the associated hypernym. Thus, the hyponym should have all semantic features of the hypernym (with identical values) and the ontological sort of the hyponym has to be subsumed by the sort of the hypernym (equality is allowed too).

Example: \textit{giraffe}.1.1 (animal:+) cannot be a hyponym of \textit{house}.1.1 (animal:-).
Naturally, this approach only works in all cases if the ontology is monotonic in respect to the employed semantic features. The most prominent example for non-monotonicity is the penguin. It cannot fly although its hypernym *bird.1.1* is associated the property *flying*. To account for such effects and potential misclassifications by the lexicon editor, a small mismatch is allowed.

In the MultiNet formalism, a lexical entry can be marked as a meaning molecule[9, p.292] consisting of several meaning facettes. An example is *school.1.1* which can denote either a building or an institution. If a concept is a meaning molecule, it is associated with more than one semantic feature vector and sort. In this case it is checked if there exists at least one pair of hyponym/hypernym semantic features and sorts which fulfills the above-mentioned subsumption/superset conditions.

Our semantic oriented lexicon contains more than 27 000 deep entries and more than 75 000 shallow entries. Still, in some cases, either the hyponym or hypernym candidate may not be contained which makes a check using semantic features or ontological sorts impossible. If a concept is represented by a compound noun, this problem can be solved by regarding the head instead which can be derived by a morphological analysis.

Different approaches are followed depending on whether the hypernym or the hyponym is not found in the lexicon, but the lexicon does contain its head.

If the hypernym is not contained in the lexicon, it suffices to show that its head concept $C$ is not a hypernym of $A$ to discharge the concept pair $(A, B)$ of being related in a hypernymy relation which is easy to see by contradiction.

The fact that $C$ is the head of $B$ usually implies $SUB(B, C)$. Additionally, let us assume: $\neg SUB(A, C)$. Suppose $SUB(A, B)$. Then, due to the transitivity of the hypernym relation, it would follow that $SUB(A, C)$, which is known not to hold.

In the case that the potential hyponym $A$ is not found, a different approach has to be followed. If a tree structure of the ontology is assumed then if $A$ is a hyponym of $B$, the head $C$ of $A$ can either be a hypernym or a hyponym of $B$. If both of these cases can be rejected by the comparison of the ontological sorts and semantic features of $C$ and $B$, the assumption that $A$ is a hyponym of $B$ can be rejected too. Note that theoretically, this approach could fail if the ontology is organized in a directed acyclic graph instead of a tree structure. However, no such problems were observed in practice.
5 Features Used for Scoring

We determine a confidence score for each extracted relation, which is computed by combining several numerical features described below.

Correctness Rate: The feature Correctness Rate takes into account that the recognized hypernym alone is already a strong indication for the correctness or incorrectness of the investigated relation. The same holds for the assumed hyponym as well. For instance, relations with hypernym liquid and town are usually recognized correctly. However, this is not the case for abstract concepts. Moreover, movie names are often extracted incompletely since they can consist of several tokens. Thus, this indicator determines how often a concept pair is classified correctly if a certain concept shows up in the first (hyponym) or second (hypernym) position. More formally, we are interested in determining the following probability:

\[ p = P(h = t | \text{first}(\text{rel}) = a_1 \land \text{sec}(\text{rel}) = a_2) \]  

(5)

where

- \( \text{first}(\text{rel}) \) denotes the first concept (the assumed hyponym) in the relation \( \text{rel} \)
- \( \text{sec}(\text{ord})(\text{rel}) \) denotes the second concept (the assumed hypernym) in the relation \( \text{rel} \)
- \( h(\text{hypernym}) = t(\text{true}) \) denotes that a hypernym relation holds

Applying Bayes’ theorem to Equation 5 leads to the Equation:

\[ p = P(h = t) \cdot \frac{P(\text{first}(\text{rel}) = a_1 \land \text{sec}(\text{rel}) = a_2 | h = t)}{P(\text{first}(\text{rel}) = a_1 \land \text{sec}(\text{rel}) = a_2)} \]  

(6)

For better generalization, we make the assumption that the events \( \text{first}(\text{rel}) \) and \( \text{sec}(\text{rel}) \) as well as \( (\text{first}(\text{rel}) | h = t) \) and \( (\text{sec}(\text{rel}) | h = t) \) are independent. Using these assumptions, Equation 6 can be rewritten:

\[ p \approx p' = P(h = t) \cdot \frac{P(\text{first}(\text{rel}) = a_1 | h = t)}{P(\text{first}(\text{rel}) = a_1)} \cdot \frac{P(\text{sec}(\text{rel}) = a_2 | h = t)}{P(\text{sec}(\text{rel}) = a_2)} \]

\[ p' = \frac{P(\text{first}(\text{rel}) = a_1 \land h = t)}{P(\text{first}(\text{rel}) = a_1)} \cdot \frac{P(\text{sec}(\text{rel}) = a_2 \land h = t)}{P(\text{sec}(\text{rel}) = a_2)} \]

\[ p' = \frac{1}{P(h = t)} \cdot P(h = t | \text{first}(\text{rel}) = a_1) \cdot P(h = t | \text{sec}(\text{rel}) = a_2) \]

If \( a_1 \) only rarely occurs in hyponym position in assumed hypernymy relations, we approximate \( p \) by \( P(h = t | \text{sec}(\text{rel}) = a_2) \), analogously for
rarely occurring concepts in the hypernym position. As usual, the probabilities are estimated by relative frequencies relying on a human annotation.

**First Sentence:** The first sentence of a Wikipedia article normally contains a concept definition and thus often expresses a hypernymy relation. Thus, the feature `First Sentence` is set to one, if the associated relation was extracted from a first sentence of a Wikipedia article at least once.

**Frequency:** The feature `frequency` regards the quotient of the occurrences of the hyponym in other extracted relation in hyponym position and the hypernym in hypernym position. The correlation of this feature with the confidence score is given in Table 1.

This feature is based on two assumptions. First, we assume that general terms normally occur more frequently in large text corpora than very specific ones [15]. Second, we assume that usually a hypernym has more hyponyms than vice-versa [9, p.436–437]. Let us consider a simple example. The concept `city` occurs much more often in large text corpora than most cities in the world. Furthermore, the number of hyponyms of `city` is very large, since every city in the world is a hyponym of `city`, while the list of hypernyms of a certain city just contains a few concepts like `city`, `location` and `entity`. Therefore, the concept `city` is expected to occur much more often in a hypernym position of an extracted relation than a certain city in the hyponym position. Actually, most cities only occur at most once in an extracted hyponym relation from Wikipedia.

**Context:** Usually, the hyponym can appear in the same textual context as its hypernym[5]. The textual context can be described as a set of other concepts (or words for shallow approaches) which occur in the neighborhood of the regarded hyponym/hypernym. Analogously to Cimiano, we estimate the semantic similarity between hyponym and hyponym by:

\[
hyponym(c_2, c_1) = \frac{|context(c_1) \cap context(c_2)|}{|context(c_1)|}
\]  

Instead of regarding textual context we investigate the possible properties which can occur at a `PROP` edge leading from a concept in the SN. This has the advantages that a Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD) was already done and the association between the property and the concept was already established automatically by the SN which may not be trivial if the adjective which is associated to the property is used predicatively.
Pattern Features: For each pattern, an associated pattern feature is defined which is assigned the value one if the relation was extracted by this pattern, otherwise zero. Naturally, the same hypernymy relation can be determined by several patterns. The most strongly correlated pattern features were the feature related to the shallow pattern $NP_{hypo}$ is a $NP_{hyper}$ and the deep pattern $D_1$ shown in Equation 2. Note that in order to get an acceptable recall the pattern $NP_{hypo}$ is a $NP_{hyper}$ is only applied on the first sentences of Wikipedia articles.

6 Evaluation

We applied the patterns on the German Wikipedia corpus from November 2006 which contains 500,000 articles. In total we extracted 391,153 different hypernymy relations employing 22 deep and 19 shallow patterns. The deep patterns were matched to the SN representation, the shallow patterns to the tokens. Concept pairs which were also recognized by the compound analysis were excluded from the results since such pairs can be recognized on the fly and need not be stored in the knowledge base. Thus, these concept pairs are disregarded for the evaluation. Otherwise, recall and precision would increase considerably.

We assigned each extracted concept pair a score calculated by the probability score for relation correctness estimated by a Support Vector Machine [16]. Furthermore, the correlation of all features to relation correctness (1.0 if relation is correct, 0.0 if incorrect) were determined, where a selection of that features is given in Table 1.

The correctness of an extracted relation is given for several confidence score intervals in Table 2 and Fig. 3. There are 89,944 concept pairs with a score of more than 0.7, 3,558 of them were annotated with the information of whether the hypernymy relation actually holds. Note that an extracted relation pair is only annotated as correct if it can be stored in a knowledge base without modification (except from redundancy removal). Thus, a relation is also considered incorrect if

- multi-token expressions are not correctly recognized,
- the singular forms of unknown concepts appearing in plural form are not estimated correctly (this is not trivial for the German language),
- the hypernym is too general, e.g., word or concept,
- the wrong reading is chosen by the Word Sense Disambiguation.

We also investigated in which cases deep or shallow patterns were better applicable. Shallow patterns are applied on the tokenizer information of WOCADI. Naturally, shallow patterns are applicable even if a
deep parse was not successful or the sentence was incorrectly parsed. In about 40% of all sentences, a complete SN could not be constructed which is caused either by unknown words, misspellings, grammatical errors or complex grammatical sentence structures.

In contrast, deep patterns are able to extract relations even if additional constituents are located between hyponym and hypernym which is often not possible using shallow pattern. For instance the shallow pattern

\[
X \text{ bezeichnet ein } Y \quad \text{‘}X \text{ denotes an } Y\text{’}
\]

cannot be used to extract the relation

\[
\text{SUB(bajonett.1.1, stoßwaffe.1.1)}(\text{SUB(bayonet.1.1, weapon.1.1)})
\]

from the sentence

\[
\text{Bajonett bezeichnet eine auf den Gewehrschaft auf-}
\text{stockbare Stoßwaffe, ‘literally: Bajonet denotes an on the gun stickable}
\text{weapon.’}
\]

while this is possible for the deep pattern

\[
D_3 : \text{SUB(A, B)} \leftarrow \text{SCAR(C, D)} \land \text{SUB(D, A)} \land
\text{SUBS(C, bezeichnen.1.2(denote))} \land \text{OBJ(C, E)} \land \text{SUB(E, B)}
\]

Similar considerations hold for the sentence:

\[
\text{Sein Geburtshaus in Marktl ist dasselbe Gebäude, in dem auch Papst Benedikt XVI. zur Welt kam. ‘His house of birth in Marktl is the same building in which Pope Benedikt XVI. was born.’}
\]

To handle all such cases with only shallow patterns would require the definition of a tremendous amount of patterns and is therefore not realistically possible in practice.

An example where the normalization from different surface representations and syntactical structures to a single SN proved to be useful:

\[
\text{Auf jeden Fall sind nicht alle Vorfälle aus dem Bermudadreieck oder aus anderen Weltgegenden vollständig geklärt. ‘In any case, not all incidents from the Bermuda Triangle or from other world areas are fully explained.’}
\]

From the last sentence pair, a hypernymy pair can be extracted by application of rule \( D_1 \) (Equation 2) but not by any shallow patterns. The

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Correlation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Correctness Rate</td>
<td>0.207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>0.167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Context</td>
<td>0.084</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deep pattern ( D_1 )</td>
<td>0.077</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pattern ( NP_{hypo} ) ( is a NP_{hyper} )</td>
<td>0.074</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. Precision of the extracted hypernymy relations for different confidence score intervals.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Correctness (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>≥0.95</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥0.90</td>
<td>87.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥0.85</td>
<td>86.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥0.80</td>
<td>82.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥0.75</td>
<td>82.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥0.70</td>
<td>70.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥0.65</td>
<td>67.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥0.60</td>
<td>57.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥0.55</td>
<td>57.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

application of the shallow Hearst pattern \( NP_{hypo} \{,NP_{hypo}\}^*\{,\} \) \( \text{und andere/and other } NP_{hyper} \) fails due to the word \( \text{aus} \) ‘from’ which cannot be matched. To extract this relation by means of shallow patterns, an additional pattern would have to be introduced. This could also be the case if syntactic patterns were used instead since the coordination of \( \text{Bermudadreieck} \) ‘Bermuda Triangle’ and \( \text{Weltgegenden} \) ‘word areas’ is not represented in the syntactic constituency tree but only on a semantic level\(^4\).

149 900 of the extracted relations were only determined by the deep patterns but not by the shallow patterns. If relations extracted by one rather unreliable pattern are disregarded, this number is reduced to 100 342. The other way around, 217 548 of the relations were determined by the shallow patterns but not by the deep patterns. 23 705 of the relations were recognized by both deep and shallow patterns. Naturally, only a small fraction of the relations were checked for correctness. In total 6 932 relations originating from the application of shallow patterns were annotated, 4 727 were specified as correct. In contrast, 5 626 relations originating from the application of deep patterns were annotated and 2 705 were specified as correct.

7 Conclusion and Outlook

An approach was introduced for extracting hyponyms by a deep semantic approach. Instead of using the surface representation of sentences, the patterns are defined on a semantic level and are applied on SNs. The SNs are derived by a deep syntactico-semantic analysis. This approach is combined by a shallow method to guarantee an acceptable recall if sentences are not parsable. The evaluation showed that the recall could be considerably improved. In contrast to a shallow representation, the semantic patterns have the advantage of a greater generality which reduces the number of patterns. Furthermore, anthroponyms are already identified and parsed.

\(^4\) Note that some dependency parsers employ a semantic-oriented normalization too.
Fig. 3. Precision of the extracted hypernymy relations for different confidence score intervals.

by the SN which simplifies the extraction of instance-of-relations concerning person names.

Further possible improvements are the extraction of other semantic relations using this approach, for instance meronyms or antonyms. Furthermore, validation techniques will be further extended. We plan the usage of the ESPRESSO algorithm [17] as an additional feature and the employment of several deep features.
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ABSTRACT

The task of entity linking aims at associating named entities with their corresponding entries in a knowledge base. The task is challenging because entities can not only occur in various forms, viz: acronyms, nick names, spelling variations etc but can also occur in various contexts. To extract the various forms of an entity, we used the largest encyclopedia on web, Wikipedia. In this paper, we model entity linking as an Information Retrieval problem. Our experiments using TAC 2009 knowledge base population data set show that an Information Retrieval based approach fares slightly better than Naive Bayes and Maximum Entropy.

1 INTRODUCTION

The rise of web 2.0 technology has provided a platform for user generated content through web blogs, forums etc. This has led to information overload on the web and it has become an extremely difficult task for users to find the precise information they are looking for. Semi-structured knowledge bases 1 like Wikipedia 2 act as a rich source of information for

1 Knowledge Base is a structured data base containing entries describing named entities.
2 Wikipedia is a huge collection of articles. Each article is identified by a unique title. These articles define and describe events and entities.
various user needs and are important for a wide range of applications like search, named entity extraction, text mining etc. But the problem with such structured knowledge bases is that they have to be created manually and updated frequently. For example, “Information like movies starring Tom cruise have to be updated frequently”. There is also the problem of inconsistency, erroneous values being fed and the information not being up to date.

Automatically updating structured knowledge bases from news articles is a possible solution to this problem since news articles contain the latest information. In view of this strategy, a need arises to address the task of linking named entities from news articles to entries in a knowledge base.

The problem of entity linking shares similarities with cross document co-reference resolution. The task of co-reference resolution is to determine whether two occurrences in a document correspond to the same entity or not. This task becomes more complex when we try to determine whether the instances of two entities across different documents co-refer or not. This is termed as cross document co-reference resolution[1]. This is a challenging problem because the documents can come from different sources and they might also have different conventions and styles[1].

Thus, co-reference resolution of entities across documents plays a critical role towards successfully updating knowledge bases. In 1996 Tipster III program identified cross document co-reference resolution as an advanced area of research since it could be used for multi document summarization and information fusion. It was also identified as one of the potential tasks for the sixth Message Understanding Conference (MUC-6) but was not included as a formal task since it was considered too ambitious at the time[8]. Bagga and Baldwin [1] presented a successful cross document co-reference resolution algorithm to resolve ambiguities between people bearing same names using vector space model.

Following this work, many more contributions have been made to the state of the art. Bhattacharya[2] and Hal Daume[10] construct generative models on how and when entities are shared between documents. Haghighi and Klein[9] propose a fully generative nonparametric Bayesian model which captures co-reference within and across documents. Mann[12] and many of the other previous approaches such as Gooi[7], Malin[11], Chen[3] employ unsupervised learning techniques. Malin[11] considers named-entity disambiguation as a graph problem and constructs a social network graph to learn the similarity matrix. Finin et al.[5] explore the
usage of Wikipedia, DBpedia and free base as a resource for cross document co-reference resolution.

The task of entity linking differs from cross document co-reference resolution in the following aspects. In cross document co-reference resolution, we have a set of documents all of which mention the same entity name. The difficulty lies in clustering these documents into sets which mention the same entity. Whereas, in entity linking, the same entity name could be referred to in different contexts and also using various forms like acronyms, nick names etc. Our problem is to link this named entity to an entry in the knowledge base if present.

Key contributions of our paper are

- We show how variations of an entity, extracted from Wikipedia can be used for linking named entities from news articles to entries in a knowledge base.
- We show that an Information Retrieval based approach is able to perform slightly better than Naive Bayes and Maximum Entropy.

In section 2 we describe the data set and evaluation metrics. We sketch our algorithm in section 3 and describe the experiments conducted in section 4. In section 5 we provide an analysis of our results. We conclude our work in section 6 with a description of our plan for future work.

2 Evaluation Data and Metrics

In this section we describe the data collection and the entity linking tasks and the evaluation metric used. Our experiments were conducted on the Knowledge Base Population(KBP) data set provided as part of the KBP track at Text Analysis Conference (TAC) 2009. The KBP data set consists of a reference Knowledge Base (KB) and a document collection. The KB comprises of 818,741 entries where each entry (entity/node) can belong to a Person, Organization, Geo Political Entity or an unknown class. The document collection contains instances of, and information about the target entities for the KBP evaluation queries. A sample KB entry is shown in Fig.1.

KB entries include a name string, an entity type, a unique KB node id, a set of facts and disambiguation text describing the entity.

3 http://apl.jhu.edu/~paulmac/kbp.html
4 http://www.nist.gov/tac/
The document collection consists of 1,289,649 data files that contain instances of, and information about the target entities for KBP evaluation queries. The source documents in this collection were taken from various news transcripts and news articles. A sample data file is shown in Fig. 2.

The data file consists of a unique document id, the source from where the article has been taken, its headline, and a disambiguation text describing an entity or an event. This text is split into different paragraphs.

The task of entity linking is to determine for each query, if a KB entry exists in the knowledge base. And if it does which KB entry it refers to. A query will consist of a name-string and an associated document-id from the document collection providing context for the name-string. For convenience we refer to name-string as “query string”. Query strings can occur as multiple queries using different name variants or in multiple documents. Each query must be processed independently. A sample query is shown in Fig. 3.
Fig. 3. Sample Queries

Since the documents can come from different sources, various name variations like acronyms and nick names etc could refer to the same query string. They might also occur in different contexts which makes the problem a challenging one.

Table 1 shows that there are 15 queries with ‘Abbott/Abbot’ as the query string, but they refer to different KB entries which belong to different classes. The query string is associated with 15 different data files showing how varied the context is.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Query string</th>
<th>KB-id</th>
<th>KB Entry title</th>
<th>No. of Queries</th>
<th>No. of diff. data files</th>
<th>Class</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Abbot</td>
<td>E0064214</td>
<td>Bud Abbott</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Person</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbott</td>
<td>E0064214</td>
<td>Bud Abbott</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Person</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbott</td>
<td>E0272065</td>
<td>Abbott Lab.</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbott</td>
<td>E0003813</td>
<td>Abbot, Texas</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Geo-political entity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The following two examples show how varied the context can be.

**Context 1:** A spokeswoman for Abbott said it does not expect the guidelines to affect approval of its Xience stent, which is expected in the second quarter.

**Context 2:** Aside from items offered by the 67-year-old Fonda, the auction included memorabilia related to Peter Frampton, Elvis Presley and Abbott and Costello.

In context 1 “Abbott” refers to “Abbott Laboratories” whereas in context 2 it refers to “Bud Abbott”. The above example shows that the task of entity linking is a challenging one.
To evaluate the effectiveness of the system, we use Micro-Average Score (MAS). MAS is the official metric for evaluating systems performance at TAC 2009. The micro-average score is the precision over all the queries. It is calculated using the following equation.

\[
\text{Micro Average Score} = \frac{\text{No. of correct responses}}{\text{No. of Queries}}
\]  

(1)

Similarly micro-average score can be calculated for nil valued queries and Non-nil valued queries. From Table 2, system output is correct 3 out of 6 times. Hence the Micro Average Score is 3/6 = 0.5.

Another metric that can be used to evaluate the entity linking task is the Macro-Average Score. In this metric, precision is calculated for each entity (nil and non-nil) and an average is taken across the entities. The main problem with such a metric is that it might be biased towards the system’s output. It would be unstable with respect to low-mention-count query entities. The example below explains the calculation of Macro-Average Score.

Table 2. System output for a set of query strings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Query string</th>
<th>KB-id</th>
<th>System output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Abbott</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbott</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbott</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbott Labs</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbott Labs</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>nil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbott Labs</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From Table 2, the entity corresponding to the KB node with ID=1 was linked correctly 2 of 3 times for a precision of 0.67. The entity with ID=2 was linked correctly 1 of 3 times for a precision of 0.33. The macro-averaged precision is 0.5. \(((0.67 + 0.33)/2\)}

3 Our Approach

We break the entity linking task into 3 sub tasks.

1. Preprocessing: Since the queries for entity linking can have different name variations, we need to have a knowledge repository of all
the various forms possible for an entity. During this step we build a knowledge repository that contains vast amount of world knowledge for these entities. To create this we can use the web. But parsing and extracting knowledge from the web is a tedious task because of its sparseness and unstructured format. Hence we turned our attention to Wikipedia, which is one of the largest semi-structured knowledge bases on the web[17].

The advantages of using Wikipedia compared to the web or any other resource is that

- It has better coverage of named entities [18]. And since our knowledge base presently has only named entities, Wikipedia acts as a perfect platform for creating our knowledge repository.
- Redirect pages can be used to induce synonyms [18].
- Disambiguation pages can be used to generate a list of candidate targets for homonym resolution[14].
- On analyzing random pages from Wikipedia, we found that the bold text from the first paragraph is a variation of the title. These variations in general are full names, alias names and nick names of the title.
- With over 3 million articles Wikipedia is appropriately sized and big enough to provide us sufficient information to create our knowledge repository.

A lot of previous work on wikipedia mining[6, 15, 16] confirms the fact that valuable information can be mined from Wikipedia.

We use redirect pages⁵, disambiguation pages ⁶ and bold text from the first paragraph to create our knowledge repository, which is simply a collection of different variations of an entity. These heuristics help us in identifying synonyms, homonyms, abbreviations, frequent misspellings and alternative spellings of an entity. Even though we are handling different valid variations, each of the above variations can be misspelled as well. In order to identify these spelling variations we generate metaphonic codes for all the variations using metaphonic algorithm[4].

2. Candidate List Generation: The entity linking task first determines whether a KB entry exists for a given query string. The query string

---

⁵ A redirect page in Wikipedia is an aid to navigation, it contains no content but a link to another article (target page) and strongly relates to the concept of target page.

⁶ Disambiguation pages are specifically created for ambiguous entities, and consist of links to articles defining the different meanings of the entity.
is then searched on the titles of KB nodes and Wikipedia articles in the following two ways.

(a) **Phrase Search:** In this method we see if the exact phrase of the query string or the expanded form of the acronym is present in the article title or not. We add node-ids to candidate list only if we find the exact phrase in article titles. In another variation of phrase search, we allow for a difference of one between the number of tokens in article title and query string. We term this extra token as noise.

*For example,* If the given query is “UT” and we find the expanded form from our knowledge repository to be “University of Texas”; in exact phrase search we would be retrieving node-ids that have exact phrase “University of Texas” present in the title. Whereas in phrase search with noise we would be retrieving nodes that have the titles “University of Texas at Austin, University of Texas at Dallas” as well.

(b) **Token search:** In this method we do a boolean “AND” search of all the tokens of the query string or the expanded form of the acronym in the article title. If all the tokens are present in an article title we add those node-ids to the candidate list. Another variation is to search with noise.

The difference between phrase search and token search is that in phrase search the token order is constrained whereas in token search just the presence of each token is vital and not the order.

*For example,* If the given query is “CCP” and we find the expanded form from our knowledge repository to be the “Chinese Communist Party”; in token search we would be retrieving nodes with the titles either as “Chinese Communist party” or “Communist Party of China”. Note that the entry with the title “Communist Party of China” will not be found as a candidate item in phrase search.

All the KB nodes and Wikipedia articles which satisfy one of the above conditions are added to the candidate list. The addition of Wikipedia articles to the candidate list helps us in the identification of nil valued queries. That is, for a given query if our algorithm maps to the Wikipedia article from the candidate list, we can confirm the non-presence of an entry in KB describing the query string.

The query strings can be categorised as either acronyms or any of the other variations like alias names, nick names etc. If all the characters present in the query are uppercase we consider it to be an acronym
We follow different approaches for processing the two categories. The algorithm for handling these two cases is as follows.

(a) **Not an Acronym:** If the given query is not an acronym we search for the query string terms directly in the title of the KB entries. If a hit is found we add that entry’s node-id to the candidate list. However, if no hits are found, we look for variations of the query string in the knowledge repository and then use them to search the KB and Wikipedia titles. If any hits are found we also add those node-ids to the candidate list.

![Flowchart](image)

Fig. 4. Flowchart when query is not an Acronym

If no variations are found in the knowledge repository as well, we assume that the query string might have been written using a different spelling. We then generate the metaphone code for each token present in the query. Using these metaphone codes we again search the KB. The flowchart of algorithm is presented in Fig.4.

(b) **Acronym:** If the given query is an acronym we try to get the expanded form from the document content which has been given as disambiguation text for the query string. To find the expanded form, we remove stop words from this disambiguation text and
use an N-Gram based approach. In our N-Gram approach if the length of the acronym is “N” characters, we check if “N” continuous tokens in the disambiguation text have the same initials as the characters of the acronym. If we are successful in finding the expanded form from the disambiguation text, we search the KB using this expanded form. If any hits are found we add the entry’s node-id to the candidate list. If we don’t find the expanded form from the disambiguation text we search the knowledge repository for the acronym. If the expanded form is found in the knowledge repository, we search the KB and Wikipedia titles using this expanded form and the acronym. If any hits are found we add the entry’s node-id to the candidate list. The flowchart of algorithm is presented in Fig.5.

Fig. 5. Flowchart When query is an Acronym

**Refining the Candidate list:** Articles in KB and Wikipedia are uniquely identified by their titles. With KB being a subset of Wikipedia, for a particular entity the title of articles that describe them would be the same. Thus, if duplicate entries are found, priority is given to KB articles.

3. **Calculating Similarity Score:** We return nil if there are no items in our candidate list or when there are node-ids that belong only to
Wikipedia. If there is only one node-id belonging to KB, it could possibly mean we have only one entry describing the query string. We return this node-id as the possible map.

If there is more than one entry in our candidate list we find the best map using one of the following approaches.

**Classification Approach:** We have conducted our experiments using Naive Bayes[13] and Maximum Entropy algorithms present in Rainbow Text Classifier. If we consider all the possible candidate items as different classes, we need to find which class is the best map for our query string. Hence, we view this problem as a classification problem with each candidate being a class. Therefore, we built classification models using Naive Bayes and Maximum Entropy algorithms with bag of words as a feature. We use the text describing the candidate item(entity) provided in the KB to train the classification models. We then give the disambiguation text provided along with the query string as test document. This test document is classified into one of the classes and the score obtained is the likelihood of the test document belonging to that class.

**Information Retrieval Model:** In Information Retrieval, the aim is to retrieve the documents that are closest match for a given natural language query. In our approach, we index each candidate item as a separate document using Lucene. We then form a query from the disambiguation text. Query formulation plays an important role in the success of this approach. While generating the query we try and reduce unwanted tokens. We also try to boost the tokens that seem to be most relevant to our query string. Since the provided disambiguation text has been tagged clearly into different paragraphs, we consider only those paragraphs where the query string is present. The motivation behind this is to capture the context surrounding our query string. We form a boolean “OR” query of all the tokens generated from the disambiguation text neglecting the stop words. We also boost the tokens that are within a window size of 5 terms on either side of the query string. We do this because the tokens closer to the query string are the more prominent tokens describing our entity than the terms that are far off. This is shown in the Fig.6.

---

7 http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~mccallum/bow/rainbow/
If the result node-id belongs to KB, then we return it as the map for the query string. But if the node-id belongs to Wikipedia we return nil, because we don’t have an entry in the KB describing our query string.

4 Experiments

To generate the candidate list we use one of the following: exact phrase search, phrase search with noise, token search, or token search with noise. Once the candidate list is generated, we use different algorithms to calculate the similarity score between the disambiguation text of the query string and the disambiguation text of the candidate item entries. If more than one item is present in the candidate list belonging to KB and/or Wikipedia, we calculate the similarity score using Naive Bayes, Maximum Entropy from Rainbow Text Classifier or by using an Information Retrieval approach. The algorithm is evaluated using the metrics described in section 2. Table 3 contains the scores for each experiment conducted.

The Micro-Average Score obtained through our algorithm outperforms all the systems submitted at TAC 2009. The average-median score over all the 35 runs submitted at TAC 2009 is 71.08% and the base line score is 57.10% when nil is returned for all the queries. Our best algorithm outperforms median score by as much as 11% and the base line score by 25%.

5 Analysis

Since we have followed a two step process to determine whether for a given query string an entry exists in the knowledge base or not. Therefore for each of these steps we analyze the number of queries that are being incorrectly mapped. For token search with noise, we found that we were unable to find a map for 6.81% (266 of 3904) queries during the candidate list generation, which means that our heuristics failed to capture some query string variations of nicknames, full names, acronyms etc.
Table 3. Results of Various Experiments. IR = Information Retrieval, NB = Naive Bayes, MaxEnt = Maximum Entropy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alg.</th>
<th>Noise</th>
<th>Phrase/Token search</th>
<th>Micro-Average Score</th>
<th>nil-valued precision</th>
<th>Non-nil valued precision</th>
<th>Macro-Average Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NB</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Word Search</td>
<td>81.43</td>
<td>85.42</td>
<td>76.12</td>
<td>75.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NB</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Phrase Search</td>
<td>81.25</td>
<td>85.37</td>
<td>75.76</td>
<td>75.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NB</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Phrase Search</td>
<td>81.12</td>
<td>85.91</td>
<td>74.75</td>
<td>75.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NB</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Word Search</td>
<td>80.87</td>
<td>85.51</td>
<td>74.69</td>
<td>74.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MaxEnt</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Word Search</td>
<td>78.82</td>
<td>87.66</td>
<td>67.04</td>
<td>75.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MaxEnt</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Word Search</td>
<td>78.46</td>
<td>87.53</td>
<td>66.39</td>
<td>75.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MaxEnt</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Phrase Search</td>
<td>78.38</td>
<td>87.93</td>
<td>65.67</td>
<td>76.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MaxEnt</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Phrase Search</td>
<td>78.23</td>
<td>87.44</td>
<td>65.97</td>
<td>75.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IR</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Word Search</td>
<td>82.25</td>
<td>86.32</td>
<td>76.84</td>
<td>75.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IR</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Phrase Search</td>
<td>82.17</td>
<td>86.41</td>
<td>76.54</td>
<td>75.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IR</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Phrase Search</td>
<td>81.81</td>
<td>86.90</td>
<td>75.04</td>
<td>75.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IR</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Word Search</td>
<td>81.76</td>
<td>86.45</td>
<td>75.52</td>
<td>75.54</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

While 10.93% (427) were being wrongly mapped during similarity score calculation.

For non-nil valued queries Fig.7 plots the comparison of Precision vs Top “N” search results for the 3 algorithms. It can be seen clearly that as we consider a higher number of hits, the probability of finding the correct map for the query string in the hits list increases. It shows that Information Retrieval and Naive Bayes perform consistently much higher than Maximum Entropy.

Thus we can conclude that the combination of token search with noise for candidate list generation and the Information Retrieval approach for similarity score calculation give the best result. The reason for this approach outperforming all the others is that we are able to generate more candidate items. Though this might also generate more false negatives, but the removal of unwanted paragraphs as noise and the query boosting technique used while calculating similarity score negates this effect.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we explored Information Retrieval and classification based techniques for linking named entities from news articles to entries in a
knowledge base. We showed how variations of an entity can be extracted from Wikipedia and used for entity linking. We showed that an Information Retrieval based approach is able to perform slightly better than Naive Bayes and Maximum Entropy approaches. We believe that our approach is promising because, Wikipedia is constantly growing and being updated frequently. With its continuous growth and contribution from users we are guaranteed high quality information. There can be many extensions to the current work. First, using Wikipedia in a better way to create our knowledge repository. We can make use of the infobox tables to extract name variations, nick names etc. Secondly, since news articles always contain the latest information about an entity, we can extract attribute value pairs from them and append them to our KB facts. This will be particularly useful when certain facts keep changing frequently. For example, the number of test matches played by Sachin Tendulkar, number of runs scored by him etc. Thirdly, we can make use of other online resources like DBpedia and Freebase to create our knowledge repository.
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Brazilian Portuguese WordNet: A Computational Linguistic Exercise of Encoding Bilingual Relational Lexicons

BENTO CARLOS DIAS-DA-SILVA

Universidade Estadual Paulista (UNESP), Brazil

ABSTRACT

This paper describes the methodology of encoding the Brazilian Portuguese WordNet (WN.Br) synsets and the automatic mapping of WN.Br’s conceptual relations of hyponymy, co-hyponymy, meronymy, cause, and entailment relations from Princeton WordNet (WN.Pr). After contextualizing the project and outlining the current lexical database structure and its statistics, it is described the WN.Br editing tool to encode the synsets, its glosses and the equivalence EQ_RELATIONS between WN.Br and WN.Pr synsets, and to select sample sentences from corpora. The conclusion samples the automatic generation of WN.Br’s hyponymy and co-hyponymy conceptual relations from WN.Pr and outlines the ongoing work.

1 INTRODUCTION

Natural language processing (NLP) initiatives to design, build, and compile precise, rich, and robust lexicons for NLP applications are extremely time-consuming and prone to flaws tasks [1] [2], [3] due to the fact that lexicon developers are expected to specify and code huge amounts of specialized and interrelated information as phonetic/graphemic, morphological, syntactic, semantic, and even illocutionary bits of information into computational lexicons [4].
Princeton WordNet (WN.Pr), for example, is a successful sort of a computational lexicon that has set the pattern for compiling bulky relational lexicons systematically. An on-line relational lexical semantic database, WN.Pr combines the designs of a dictionary and of a thesaurus. Similar to a standard dictionary, it covers nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs. After 18 years of research, its 1998 database version (v. 1.6) contained about 94,000 nouns, 10,000 verbs, 20,000 adjectives, and 1,500 adverbs [5]. Similar to a thesaurus, words are grouped in terms of lexicalized concepts, which are, in turn, represented in terms of synonym sets (synsets), i.e. sets of words of the same syntactic category that share the same concept. Its web structure makes it possible for the user to find a word meaning in terms of both the other words in the same synset and the relations to other words in other synsets as well. Essentially, WN.Pr is a particular semantic network and its sought-after NLP applications have been discussed by the research community [6], [7].

Mirroring WN.Pr’s construction methodology, wordnets of other languages have been under development. EuroWordNet (EWN) [8] is the outstanding multilingual initiative. It is a multilingual wordnet that results from the connection of individual monolingual wordnets by means of encoding the equivalence EQ-RELATIONS (see section 3) between each synset of each individual wordnet and the closest concept represented by the so-called Inter-Lingual-Index (ILI)², which enables cross-lingual comparison of words, synsets, concept lexicalizations, and meaning relations from different wordnets [9].

Mirroring both WN.Pr’s and EWN’s initiatives, and extending the Brazilian Portuguese Thesaurus [10], [11], the Brazilian Portuguese WordNet (WN.Br) project was launched in 2003 and the WN.Br database has been under construction since then. In particular, this paper focuses on the coding of the following bits of information in the database: (a) the co-text sentence for each word-form in a synset; (b) the synset gloss; and (c) the relevant language-independent hierarchical conceptual-semantic relations of hypernymy³, hyponymy⁴, meronymy

---

1 The current version (v. 3.0) contains 101,863 nouns, 11,529 verbs, 21,479 adjectives, and 4,481 adverbs. See more details at http://wordnet.princeton.edu.
2 The ILI is an unordered list made up of each synset of the WN.Pr with its gloss (an informal lexicographic definition of the concept evoked by the synset).
3 The term Y is a hypernym of the term X if the entity denoted by X is a kind of entity denoted by Y.
4 If the term Y is a hypernym of the term X then the term X is a hyponym of Y.
Accordingly, section 2 describes the current WN.Br database and its editing tool, an editing GUI (Graphical User Interface), designed to aid the linguist in carrying out the tasks of constructing synsets, selecting co-text sentences from corpora, writing synset glosses, specifying the EQ-RELATIONS, and generating the alignments between the two databases. Section 3, after addressing the issues of cross-linguistic alignment of wordnets by means of the ILI, describes the conceptual-semantic alignment strategy adopted to link WN.Br synsets to WN.Pr synsets by means of the editing tool. Section 4 concludes the paper by exemplifying the automatic mapping of the WN.Pr verb hyponymy and co-hyponymy relations onto the WN.Br verb synsets.

2 THE WORDNET. BR LEXICAL DATABASE

Currently, the WN.Br database contains 44,000 word-forms and 18,500 synsets: 11,000 verbs (4,000 synsets), 17,000 nouns (8,000 synsets), 15,000 adjectives (6,000 synsets), and 1,000 adverbs (500 synsets) [12]. The WN.Br project development strategy assumes a compromise between NLP and Linguistics and, based on the Artificial Intelligence notion of Knowledge Representation [13], [14], applies a three-domain approach methodology to the development of the database. This methodology claims that the linguistic-related information to be computationally modeled, like a rare metal, must be "mined", "molded", and "assembled" into a computer-tractable system [15]. Accordingly, the process of implementing the WN.Br database is developed in three complementary domains: (a) in the linguistic domain, the lexical resources (dictionaries and text corpora), the set of lexical and conceptual-semantic relations, and some sort of "natural language ontology of concepts" (e.g. the "Base Concepts" and "Top Ontology" [16]) are mined; (b) in the computational-linguistic domain, the overall information that was selected and organized in the preceding domain is molded into a computer-tractable representation (e.g. the "synsets", the "lexical matrix", and the wordnet "lexical database" itself [5]); (c) in the

---

5 The action A1 denoted by the verb X entails the action A2 denoted by the verb Y if A1 cannot be done unless A2 is done

6 The action A1 denoted by the verb X is the cause of the action A2 denoted by the verb Y.
computational domain, the computer-tractable representations are assembled by means of the WN.Br editing tool.

2.1 The Linguistic Domain

The WN.Br database architecture conforms to the two key representations of the WN.Pr [5]: the synset and the lexical matrix: synsets are understood as sets of word-forms built on the basis of the notion of "synonymy in context", i.e. word-form interchangeability in some context [17]; the lexical matrix [18] is intended to capture the many-to-many associations between word-form and meaning, i.e. the association of a word-form and the concepts it lexicalize. The lexical matrix is built up by associating each word-form to the synsets to which it is a member. Thus, a polysemous word-form will belong to different synsets, for each synset is intended to represent a single lexicalized concept.

The WN.Br synset developers (a team of three linguists) reused, merged, and tuned synonymy and antonymy information registered in five outstanding standard dictionaries of Brazilian Portuguese (BP) manually ([19], [20], [21], [22], [23, 24]), for there are no Brazilian Portuguese machine readable dictionaries (MRDs) and other computer tractable resources available. The NILC Corpus<sup>9</sup> and BP texts available in the web complemented the corpus.

2.2 The Computational-Linguistic Domain

The WN.Br database structures in terms of two lists: the List of Headwords (LH), i.e. the list of word-forms arranged alphabetically, and the List of Synsets (LS) (see Fig.1). Each WN.Br word-form belongs to the LH and is associated to a Sense Description Vector (SDV). Each SDV is co-indexed by three pointers: the "synonymy pointer", which identifies a particular synset in the LS; the "antonymy pointer", which identifies a particular synset in the LS; and the "hypernymy pointer", which identifies a particular synset in the LS.

---

<sup>7</sup> Antonymy, on the other hand, is checked either against morphological properties of words or their dictionary lexicographical information.

<sup>8</sup> The dictionaries were chosen for their pervasive use of synonymy and antonymy to define word senses, which dictated the strategy to construct the synsets by examining the dictionaries alphabetically, instead of working out synsets by semantic fields.

"pointer", which identifies a particular antonym synset in the LS; and the "sense pointer", which identifies a particular word-form sense number in the SDV. Given such an underlying structure, each synset is linked to its gloss via the "gloss link", and each word-form is linked to its co-text sentence via the "co-text sentence link".

![Diagram of the WN.Br database structure.](image-url)

**Figure 1:** The WN.Br database structure.
2.3 The Computational Domain

The WN.Br editing tool is a Windows®-based GUI that allows the developers (a) to create, consult, modify, and save synsets, (b) to include co-text sentences for each word-form, (c) to write a gloss for each synset (d) to align equivalent synsets equivalence EQ-RELATIONS, (e) to code hyponymy and co-hyponymy relations in the WN.Br automatically, and (f) to generate synset lists (arranged by syntactic category, by number of elements, by the degree of homonymy and polysemy, and by co-text sentence) and WN.Br statistics. Its main functionalities include the storage and bookkeeping of the general information of the database.

The processes of using the editor can be better understood by an example. Fig. 2 shows the basic steps of constructing synsets that contain the BP verb “lexicalizar” (“to lexicalize”). In the first dialogue box, the developer selects the appropriate syntactic category and the expected number of synsets to be constructed (i.e. the number of senses); then, s/he clicks on the Avançar (“Next”) button. In the second dialogue box, the Todas as Unidades (“All Unities”) field pops up with a list of the word-forms in the WN.Br database. To construct the synset, the developer now selects the appropriate word-forms from the list and clicks on the Avançar button. In the third dialogue box, s/he concludes the synset construction by clicking the FIM (“End”) button.

Co-text sentences, glosses, and ID numbers (see note 10) are pasted/typed in directly in the editor appropriate fields. In Fig.3, the large ellipsis highlights the Frase(s)-exemplo (“Sample sentences”; i.e
the co-text sentences) field, and the small ellipsis, the **Glosa** (“Gloss”) field and the ID number. Currently, the WN.Br database contains 19,747 co-text sentences: Table 1 shows the co-text sentence sources; Table 2 shows the number of co-text sentences per synset.

Table 1: Co-text sentence sources

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Nº of Co-text sentences</th>
<th>Co-text sentences per synset</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NILC Corpus</td>
<td>7,659</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aurélio [19]</td>
<td>732</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Houaiss [25]</td>
<td>1,761</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michaelis [20]</td>
<td>858</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Web</td>
<td>8,052</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unknown</td>
<td>685</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>19,747</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Co-text sentence statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Nº of Co-text sentences</th>
<th>Co-text sentences per synset</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NILC Corpus</td>
<td>7,659</td>
<td>18,604</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aurélio [19]</td>
<td>732</td>
<td>521</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Houaiss [25]</td>
<td>1,761</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michaelis [20]</td>
<td>858</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Web</td>
<td>8,052</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unknown</td>
<td>685</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3: A screenshot with a sample of co-text sentences, glosses, and ID alignment numbers.
3 CROSS-LINGUAL ALIGNMENT AND THE WN.BR CONSTRUCTION

The challenge to the WN.Br project has been to specify the equivalence EQ-RELATIONS between WN.Br and WN.Pr (v. 2.0) synsets, for such an alignment is the one that allows researchers to investigate the differences and similarities in the lexicalization processes between BP and English, to develop an English-BP lexical database which can be used in applications such as machine translation systems and cross-language information retrieval involving both languages, and to generate two types of MRDs: a monolingual BP MRD and a bilingual English-Portuguese MRD [12]. Furthermore, and most important for wordnet developers, such an alignment makes it possible the (semi-)automatic specification of the relevant conceptual-semantic relations (e.g. HYPONYMY, TROPONYMY, CO-HYPONYMY, etc.) in the wordnet under construction. In particular, in the WN.Br project, the strategy has been tested successfully to generate such hyponym and co-hyponym relations in the WN.Br verb database (see Fig 6).

The cross-lingual equivalence relations between wordnets are mined in accordance with the types identified in [8], the so-called, self defining EQ-RELATIONS (EQ-SYNONYM, EQ-NEAR-SYNONYM, EQ-HAS-HYPERONYM, and EQ-HAS-HYPONYM). Linguistic mismatches (lexical gaps, due to cultural specificities, pragmatic differences, and morphological mismatches; over/under-differentiation or of senses; and fuzzy-matching between synsets) and technical mismatches (mistakes in the choice of the appropriate EQ-RELATIONs) as have been described in [9] are also accounted for during the alignment procedure. The equivalence EQ-RELATIONS and cross-lingual mismatches are molded into a computer-tractable representation of the ILI-record's. The ILI-record is handy for the development, maintenance, future expansion, and reusability of a multilingual wordnet, dispenses with the development and maintenance of huge and complex semantic structures to gather all the senses encoded by each individual wordnet into a multilingual wordnet, and makes the task of adding individual wordnet to a multilingual wordnet less costly [9].

As shown in Fig.4, the structure of the WN.Br database has been extended to encode the cross-lingual equivalence EQ-RELATIONS. Besides the LH and LS lists and the SDV pointers (see 2.2), each synset structure has been augmented with an additional vector to register both the wordnet standard language-independent conceptual-semantic relations (e.g. HYPONYMY,

---

10 An ILI-record is a WN.Pr (v. 2.0) synset, its gloss and its ID number [9].
**Figure 4**: The synset structure augmented with conceptual-semantic EQ-RELATIONS.

TROPONYMY, CO-HYPONYMY, etc.) and the cross-lingual conceptual-semantic EQ-RELATIONS between synsets of the two wordnets. This new vector enriches the WN.Br database structure with the following cross-linguistic information: the “universal” synset semantic type (e.g. `<verb.social>`), the corresponding English synset (e.g. `[risk, put on the line, lay on the line]`), the English version of the universal gloss (e.g. Expose to a chance of loss or damage), the English co-text sentence (e.g. "Why risk your life?") and EQ-RELATIONS (e.g. EQ-SYNONYM relation).
The current WN.Br editing tool has three interconnecting modules implemented as a GUI. Each module, in turn, makes it possible for the developer to carry out specific tasks during the procedure for aligning the synsets across the two wordnets: searching the BP-English dictionary, the WN.Br and WN.Pr databases, and the web.

Figure 5: A screenshot of the three-column GUI of the WN.Br tool.

The WN.Br database developer starts off the alignment by right clicking on a target WN.Br word-form. As shown in Fig. 5, the editor in turn displays its three column GUI: on its left, an online bilingual BP-English dictionary and a WN.Pr database search field; in the middle, the selected WN.Pr synset information; on its right, the WN.Br synsets that contain the target word-form. The developer, in the left column, (i) checks all possible English word-forms (e.g. explode, fulminate, blast, burst, go) that are equivalent to the target BP word-form (e.g. explodir) with recourse to the dictionary and selects the appropriate one (e.g. explode); in the middle and right columns, (ii) analyzes the possible types of equivalence EQ-RELATIONS between the two sets of synsets: the ones in the middle column – the sets of synsets of the WN.Pr database (e.g. {explode, detonate, blow up, set off}, {explode, burst}, etc.) – and the ones in the right column – the sets of synsets of the
WN.Br database that contain the target word-form (e.g. \{arrebentar, detonar, estoirar, estourar, exploder, expluir, rebentar, voar\}, and \{barregar, berrar, berregar, bradar, bradejar, bramir, bravejar, condamar, deblaterar, esbravear, esbravejar, \}). In this particular example, the resulting EQ-SYNONYM alignment is \{explode, detonate, blow up, set off\} and \{arrebentar, detonar, estoirar, estourar, exploder, expluir, rebentar, voar\}

After the specification of alignments such as the one above, Fig. 6 sketches how the WN.Br verb database inherits both hyponym and co-hyponym relations from de WN.Pr verb database automatically. After the manual specification of the following EQ-SYNONYM alignments\textsuperscript{11} \texttt{tentar=try}, \texttt{apostar=gamble}, and \texttt{arriscar=risk}, the WN.Br editing tool generates the following relations automatically: \texttt{apostar} and \texttt{tentar}, \texttt{arriscar} and \texttt{tentar} are hyponyms; \texttt{arriscar} and \texttt{apostar} are co-hyponyms.

\textbf{Figure 6: A sample of the automatic encoding of hyponymy and co-hyponymy relations.}

\textsuperscript{11} For short, Fig. 6 specifies the most representative word-forms of each synset: \texttt{tentar}: \{\texttt{tentar, ensaiar, experimentar}\}; \texttt{try}: \{\texttt{try, seek, attempt, essay, assay}\}; \texttt{apostar}: \{\texttt{apostar, arriscar, jogar, pôr}\}; \texttt{gambler} \{\texttt{gamble, chance, risk, hazard, take chances, adventure, run a risk, take a chance}\}; \texttt{arriscar}: \{\texttt{arriscar, aventurar, malparar}\}; \texttt{risk}: \{\texttt{risk, put on the line, lay on the line}\}. 
4 Final Remarks

In sum, this paper described the design and content of the current WN.Br database, the procedures and tools for coding synsets, co-text sentences, glosses, language-independent conceptual-semantic relations, and conceptual-semantic equivalence EQ-RELATIONS. The overall procedures for constructing wordnets presented in this paper, though not resorting to reusing existing resources, a current tendency in the field [26], devised a reliable, an efficient, and an automatic way of inheriting WN.Pr’s internal relations in the task of constructing wordnets to other languages.

On the way, besides the specification of the other language-independent conceptual-semantic relations for the verb synsets, it is the encoding of (a) a gloss for each synset of nouns; (b) a co-text sentence for each noun; (c) the mapping of the WN.Br noun synsets to its equivalent ILI-records by means of the following equivalence relations EQ-SYNONYM, EQ-NEAR-SYNONYM, EQ-HAS-HYPERONYM, and EQ-HAS-HYPONYM, and (d) the automatic inheritance from WN.Pr of the relevant conceptual-semantic relations of hyponymy/hypernymy, co-hyponymy, and meronymy/holonymy relations for nouns.
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Identifying Different Meanings of a Chinese Morpheme through Latent Semantic Analysis and Minimum Spanning Tree Analysis
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ABSTRACT

A character corresponds roughly to a morpheme in Chinese, and it usually takes on multiple meanings. In this paper, we aimed at capturing the multiple meanings of a Chinese morpheme across polymorphemic words in a growing semantic micro-space. Using Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA), we created several nested LSA semantic micro-spaces of increasing size. The term-document matrix of the smallest semantic space was obtained through filtering a whole corpus with a list of 192 Chinese polymorphemic words sharing a common morpheme (\(\text{gong}^1\)). For each of our created Chinese LSA space, we computed the whole cosine matrix of all the terms of the semantic space to measure semantic similarity between words. From the cosine matrix, we derived a dissimilarity matrix. This dissimilarity matrix was viewed as the adjacency matrix of a complete weighted undirected graph. We built from this graph a minimum spanning tree (MST). So, each of our LSA semantic space had its associated MST. It is shown that in our biggest MST, paths can be used to infer and capture the correct meaning of a morpheme embedded in a polymorphemic word. Clusters of the different meanings of a polysemous morpheme can be created from the minimum spanning tree. Finally, it is concluded that our approach could model partly human knowledge representation and acquisition of the different meanings of Chinese polysemous morphemes. Our work is thought to bring some insights to the Plato’s problem and additional evidence towards the plausibility of words serving as ungrounded symbols. Future directions are sketched.
1 INTRODUCTION

Polymorphemic Chinese words are composed of the binding of two Chinese characters (e.g. 公 会) or more (e.g. 公路 桥). We proposed a computational approach to extract the different meanings of 公 in a list of 192 polymorphemic 公 words which occur in a corpus.

A Chinese character like 公 corresponds roughly to a morpheme in Chinese, and it usually takes on multiple meanings. For example, an etymology dictionary offers the following 16 senses -16 etymological dimensions of meaning - for the character 公 (gong1):

unselfish / unbiased / fair / to make public / open to all / public / the first of old China’s five-grades of the nobility / an old Chinese official rank / the father of one’s husband (one’s husband’s father) / one’s father-in-law / one’s grandfather / a respectful salutation / the male (of animals) / office / official duties / a Chinese family name

公 can take one of these meanings in the words in which it occurs. In the word 公园 (fair) the meaning of 公 is fair. In this case, the meaning of the morpheme is identical with the one’s of the bimorphemic word. This “fair” meaning of 公 is different from the meaning of 公 in 公园 (public park, park) which is “public, open”.

Our computational approach to infer the meaning of 公 in polymorphemic words can be unfolded in five steps:

1. Through filtering a Chinese corpus by three nested list of words, we created three nested term-document matrices, weighted them and computed reduced Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) on them to obtain three nested Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) semantic spaces.

2. For each LSA semantic space we computed the cosine matrix and the dissimilarity matrix for all terms.

3. We used each dissimilarity matrix as the adjacency matrix of a complete weighted undirected graph.

4. We built the Minimum Spanning Tree of each graph.

5. We browsed and analyzed paths in the Minimum Spanning Tree for extraction of the meaning of 公 in the polymorphemic words.

We reviewed Chinese computational morphology and Chinese word sense disambiguation literature and found no prior work proposing such a com-

1 Actually, this list includes some idioms like 大公无私 which could not be satisfactorily labeled as polymorphemic words.

2 source: www.chineseetymology.org/ The list is still not exhaustive!
putational approach for meaning identification of a polysemous morpheme in Chinese words.

We know of no Chinese dictionary or database which lists for each meaning of a polysemous morpheme all the Chinese words embedding the morpheme with this meaning. For example, the Chinese Wordnet of the Academica Sinica\(^3\) proposes a list of some of the different meanings of 公 but provides no listing of all the 公 words with a same given meaning of 公 e.g. “fair”.

Our primary research goal is to design tools for Chinese cognitive scientists and linguists who study the semantic interaction between Chinese morphemes and polymorphic words. Our tools will serve to prepare experimental materials for lexical decision tasks and relatedness judgment tasks involving the repetition of a same Chinese polysemous morpheme embedded with a fixed identified meaning in different Chinese words.\(^2\).

2 The Nested Semantic Latent Semantic Analysis Spaces

We used the Academica Sinica Balanced Corpus (ASBC), a five million words corpus based on Chinese materials from Taiwan. The corpus is made of 9183 documents which are considered as semantically meaningful units. Most of the functional words were removed from the corpus.\(^4\)

In the ASBC corpus, 公 as a monomorphemic word occurs with 5 different POS tags: "(Vh)", "(Nb)", "(Nc)", "(Na)" and "(A)". These 5 公 words and 187 additional polymorphemic 公 words constitute the list of 192 公 words under study.

2.1 The First Term-Document Matrix (192 Words 3716 Documents)

The first and smallest of our term-document matrices was obtained through filtering a whole corpus with a list of 192 公 words. The resulting term-document matrix is made of 192 rows - representing the 192 公 words - and 3716 columns - representing all the documents in which at least one of the 公 words occurs -. The term frequency of each 公 word in each document is stored in that term-document matrix. At that level, we know

\(^3\) http://cwn.ling.sinica.edu.tw/
\(^4\) Words with the following POS tags were removed: Dk Di Caa Cbb Nep Nh P Cab Cba DE I T SHI Neu. For more information about the meaning of the tags, please refer to CKIP Technical Report 95-02/98-04
how the 192 个 words co-occur in the ASBC corpus and we voluntarily ignore both the huge number of remaining terms in the corpus and the set of documents in which the 个 words do not occur. This minimalist term-document matrix will serve after Latent Semantic Analysis to create our smallest LSA semantic space. This space is thought to be the worst or poorest representation of the semantic relationships between the 192 个 words.

2.2 The Second Term-Document Matrix (202 Words 4327 Documents)

We wanted our second LSA semantic space to contain at least ten words that represent 10 etymological dimensions of 个. These 10 dimensions words were thought to be able to serve as attractors of semantically similar 个 words and eventually as centroids of 个 clusters. These words could serve later to infer the meaning of 个 in 个 words. We first devised a list of twelve words: (公正, 公平, 公正, 公共, 公私, 賢能, 職位, 父, 哥父, 肇性, 機構). These twelve words capture 10 relatively different dimensions of meaning of 个. Both the pairs (賢能, 職位) and (父, 哥父) are semantically redundant. For example the words 賢能 (noble, nobility) and 職位 (order of feudal nobility) capture the same meaning of nobility. The word 父 (father’s in law) is an hyponym of 父 (father), they both capture the fatherhood’s relationships meanings of 个. Later we could observe which word in each pairwise behaves as the strongest attractor. In the twelve words list, the first four words are 个 words already present in the first semantic space. Thus to create the second semantic space, we added to the initial list of 192 个 words, the words (賢能, 職位, 父, 哥父, 集性, 機構). We also included the words (國際, 國際化) to attract 个 words referring to international metric units (e.g. 公克 (gram), 公分 (centimeter), 公升 (liter)). After filtering the whole corpus with the new list of 202 words, we obtained a term-document matrix of 202 terms and 4327 documents.

2.3 The Third Term-Document Matrix (283 Words 6798 Documents)

To create the third LSA semantic space we added to the precedent list of 202 words:

1. words which are key-words occurring in a Chinese dictionary’s definitions of some of the 187 polymorphemic 个 words. For example the definition for å£é£é£é (kilometer) is “量詞。計算長度的單位”. The words (量詞, 計算, 長度, 單位) were all added for building the third list of terms.
2. words which share some common morphemes to the multimorphone words of the initial list. (e.g. 女王 shares the 王 morpheme with 王公)
3. a few words (国家 (country), 事物 (thing) ) which occur in category labels created by two Taiwanese participants in a pilot study of the subjective sorting of the 187 polymorphone 公 words.
4. and words[5] which were thought to be potential attractors of certain 公 words (e.g. 動物 (animal) for 公鹿 (male deer), 猪 公 (male pig), 公里 (cock) or 七 雪人 (seven dwarfs) for 白雪公羊 (White-Snow)).

After filtering the whole corpus with a new list of 283 words, we obtained a term-document matrix of 283 terms and 6798 documents. This matrix will serve to compute our biggest micro-semantic space. This third semantic space was thought to be semantically complete and rich enough to embed meaningful semantic relationships between the words it contains. Such a micro-size space could be a better start than a whole corpus semantic space to investigate the different meanings of 公 in 公 words.

2.4 The Three Weighting Schemes

To each of our three term-document matrices we applied a total of three weighting schemes:

1. The term-document matrix containing the term frequencies \( m_{ij} \) was logarithmised by computing:

\[
\log (m_{ij} + 1)
\]

as a local weighting scheme. The benefit is to reduce the frequency effect between terms in a same document.

2. As a global weighting scheme, we used the Inverse Document Frequency scheme[3,4]. Every row \( i \) - representing the term frequencies of term \( i \) - of the term-document matrix is multiplied by:

\[
\log_2 \left( \frac{\text{Number of documents in the corpus}}{\text{Number of documents in which the term}_i \text{ appears} + 1} \right) .
\]

Such a weighting scheme gives more weight to words with a global low frequency.

---

[5] Automatic selection of these words is still to be done. These words were added for testing purposes. They can be removed.
3. At the document level - the columns of the term-document matrix - we also applied a weighting scheme. To reduce the effect of the size difference between documents, we multiplied each column of the term-document matrix by:

\[
\log_2 \left( \frac{\text{Max document size}}{\text{Document size}} + 1 \right).
\]

(3)

More weight is given to small documents. This document level weighting scheme is preferred to resizing the corpus’s meaning unit from the original entire document to paragraph of a given size. Resizing could result in splitting meaningful units in different documents.

2.5 Singular Value Decomposition And Reduced SVD

After applying the three weighting schemes to the term-document matrices, we computed their reduced Singular Value Decomposition (SVD).

Given \( U = [u_1, \ldots, u_m] \in \mathbb{R}^{m \times n} \) and \( V = [v_1, \ldots, v_n] \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times n} \) two orthogonal matrices, the SVD of a term-document matrix \( A \) can be written:

\[
A = U \Sigma V^T = \sum_{i=1}^{p} \sigma_i u_i v_i^T \quad \text{with} \quad \Sigma = \text{diag}(\sigma_1, \ldots, \sigma_p) \in \mathbb{R}^{m \times n}, \quad p = \min\{m, n\}.
\]

(4)

where \( \sigma_1 \geq \sigma_2 \geq \sigma_p \geq 0 \) are the singular values.

For example, for the third term-document matrix, we have \( m = 283 \) and \( n = 6798 \).

Thus, the full SVD represents terms and documents in a 283 dimensions space.

After several trials\(^6\) we decided to reduce the dimensionality of the LSA spaces by taking into account only the first one hundred singular values. So for our three term-document matrices we operated a reduced SVD to obtain three 100 dimensions spaces. This can be written:

\[
A \simeq A_{100} = U_{100} \Sigma_{100} V_{100}^T.
\]

(5)

where \( \Sigma_{100} = \text{diag}(\sigma_1, \ldots, \sigma_{100}) \) and \( \sigma_1 \geq \sigma_2 \geq \sigma_{100} > 0 \) are the 100 first non-zeros singular values.

We termed \( A_{192,100}, A_{202,100} \) and \( A_{283,100} \) the three reduced LSA semantic spaces containing respectively 192, 202 and 283 words.

\(^6\) We tried different values, including a dimension equal to the lowest dimension of the term-document matrix - the number of terms - but these choices were discarded while comparing the quality of results described in part 4.
2.6 Cosine Matrix

To compare semantic similarity between two words in a LSA space, the cosine measurement of the two vectors $v_i, v_n$ representing the two terms is computed as:

$$\cos(v_i, v_n) = \frac{v_i \cdot v_j}{\|v_i\| \|v_j\|}.$$  \hfill (6)

For each of our created Chinese LSA space, we computed the whole cosine matrix $C$ of all the terms to measure semantic similarity between words.

$$C = \begin{pmatrix}
1 & \cdots & \cos(v_1, v_j) & \cdots & \cos(v_1, v_m) \\
\vdots & \ddots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
\cos(v_j, v_1) & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots & \vdots \\
\vdots & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots & \cos(v_m, v_1) \\
\cos(v_m, v_1) & \cdots & \cdots & \cdots & 1
\end{pmatrix}. \hfill (7)

$C$ is symmetric due to $\cos(v_i, v_j) = \cos(v_j, v_i)$. We computed the three cosine matrices $C_{192}, C_{202} \text{ and } C_{283}$ whose dimensions are respectively $192 \times 192, 202 \times 202 \text{ and } 283 \times 283$.

2.7 Dissimilarity Matrix

From the cosine matrix $C$, the dissimilarity matrix $D$ is derived.

$$D = \begin{pmatrix}
1 & \cdots & \cdots & 1 \\
\vdots & \ddots & \ddots & \vdots \\
\vdots & \ddots & 1 & \vdots \\
1 & \cdots & \cdots & 1
\end{pmatrix} - C. \hfill (8)

\text{with } d_{ij} = 1 - \cos(v_i, v_j) \geq 0

We computed the three dissimilarity matrices $D_{192}, D_{202} \text{ and } D_{283}$ whose dimensions are respectively $192 \times 192, 202 \times 202 \text{ and } 283 \times 283$. 
3 \textbf{Graph-Theory Based Approach}

3.1 \textit{A Few Definitions}

A graph $G = (V,E)$ is an ordered pair, where $V$ is a set whose elements are called \textit{vertices}, and where $E$ is a set of pairs of distinct vertices. Given $p$ and $q$ two vertices of $V$, the element $\{p,q\} \in E$ is called an \textit{edge} and link the vertices $p$ and $q$.

When edges are given a weight - a real number here -, the graph is said to be \textit{weighted}. If no orientation is assigned to edges, the graph is said to be \textit{undirected}. When for every pair of vertices $V_i, V_j$, there is a sequence of edges allowing to join $V_i$ and $V_j$, then the graph $G$ is said to be \textit{connected}. If every pair of vertices in $G$ is directly connected through an edge, the graph is said to be \textit{complete}. Two vertices $V_i$ and $V_j$ linked by an edge are said to be \textit{adjacent}.

The \textit{adjacency matrix} $A$ of a complete weighted undirected graph $G$ is the matrix whose entry $A_{ij}$ is 0 if $i = j$ and otherwise is $w_{ij}$ the weight assigned to the edge $V_i, V_j$.[5,6]

A \textit{tree} of a graph $G$ is a connected subgraph of $G$ with no cycle. A \textit{spanning tree (ST)} of a graph $G$ is a tree of $G$ which contains all the vertices of $G$.

A \textit{minimum spanning tree (MST)} of a graph $G$ is a spanning tree (ST) of $G$ whose the sum of edges is minimum[5,6]. This can be written:

$$\sum_{e \in \text{MST}} w(e) = \min_{ST \in G} \left( \sum_{e \in ST} w(e) \right). \quad (9)$$

3.2 \textit{Applying Graph Theory to the Dissimilarity Matrix}

The dissimilarity matrix $D$ introduced in \textit{Ag}2.7 can be viewed as the adjacency matrix of a complete weighted undirected graph $G$. The rows and the columns of the adjacency matrices represent the words under study. Each word is a vertex of $G$ and each edge of $G$ linking two vertices $v_i$ and $v_j$ is weighted by $d_{ij}$. Thus we have:

$$\forall i, d_{ii} = 0 \text{ and } \forall (i,j) \text{ with } i \neq j, d_{ij} = 1 - \cos(v_i,v_j). \quad (10)$$

From each of the three dissimilarity matrices $D_{192}$, $D_{202}$ and $D_{283}$, we used Prim’s algorithm to build three minimum spanning trees $\text{MST}_{192}$, $\text{MST}_{202}$ and $\text{MST}_{283}$[7]. Hence, each of our LSA semantic space $A_{192,100}$,
A_{202,100} and A_{283,100} has an associated minimum spanning tree. Uniqueness of the MST of a graph $G$ is ensured if each edge of $G$ has a different weight. By removing edges of comparatively high weights in the MST, clusters can be formed [8].

**Lemma 1.** [9]

*Any two vertices in a tree are connected through a unique path*

Therefore in a MST, the path connecting two vertices is unique. The length of the path between two vertices could be measured by:

1. summing the weights of all the edges composing the path.
2. combining the precedent sum with the total number of intermediary nodes.
3. qualitatively summing the number of concepts composing the path.

Length can serve as an indicator of similarity between two words. This similarity can be interpreted as semantic, situational or of other nature. The shorter the length of the path between two words, the closer is their similarity relationship.

We studied the paths from any of the åŒ­ words to the twelve words representing the etymological dimensions of åŒ­. We also looked at the paths from the twelve dimensions words to the five åŒ­ morphemes with different POS tags.

### 4 RESULTS

#### 4.1 Uniqueness of the Three MST

For each of the three adjacency matrices $D_{192}$, $D_{202}$ and $D_{283}$, some edges have a same weight. Therefore, we concluded than none of our three minimum spanning trees $MST_{192}$, $MST_{202}$ and $MST_{283}$ is unique.

#### 4.2 A 192 Vertices MST $MST_{192}$

The first MST contained only all the åŒ­ words.

For Chinese native readers, few of the 191 edges of the $MST_{192}$ between polymorphemic åŒ­ words bear relevant semantic similarity information. We listed some examples of such edges in Table 1.
MST$_{192}$ captures some hyponomic relationships: 公升 (kiloliter) and 公升 (liter), or situational relationships: 圣誕老公公 (Father Christmas) and 百貨公司 (department store) as Father Christmas can be found in department store around Christmas.

4.3 A 202 Vertices MST MST$_{202}$

MST$_{202}$ embeds all the 公 words and the selected words representative of dimensions of meanings of 公. In MST$_{202}$, on average, words belongs to two edges. The twelve dimensions words, on average, also share two edges with other words. Of all the dimensions words, only 爸 and 舅位 serve as hypothesized as strong 公 attractors by attracting respectively 4 and 5 words. For a Chinese reader, there are no genuine semantic relationships between 舅位 and the words forming edges with it. 爸 - representing the same meaning dimension as 舅位 - behaves as a weak attractor by sharing only one edge with a 公 word. 國際 failed to attract international metric units.

The hyponomic relationship in Table 2 between 父 and 父 is captured by one edge between the two words.

Table 1. Edges capturing genuine semantic similarity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Edge</th>
<th>Weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>公升(nf) - 公升(nf)</td>
<td>4.675626e-03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>有限公司(nc) - 有限公司(na)</td>
<td>1.304338e-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>公民禄(na) - 公民(na)</td>
<td>3.671904e-01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>公農工(na) - 公農(na)</td>
<td>9.534522e-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>父父(na) - 大親公(na)</td>
<td>8.965163e-06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>公花公路(nc) - 公花公路(nc)</td>
<td>5.542596e-03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Except that the five 公 monomorphemic words are outliers, clustering does no provide additional insightful information than simple browsing of the MST.
4.4  A 283 Vertices Tree LSA 100 dimensions MST_{283}

In MST_{283}, on average, words belong to 2 edges as for MST_{202}. The average for the dimensions words is in increase, slightly over 2 (e.g. 2.16). Compared to the two precedent MST, MST_{283} can be used to extract genuinely the meaning of a 公 in a 公 word.

INFERRING THE MEANING OF 公 IN 公鹿 (MALE DEER). Table 3 lists the three edges forming the path from 公鹿 (male deer) to 雄性 (male or maleness) and one edge joining 公鹿 and one of the monomorphemic 公 word 公(A).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>edge</th>
<th>Weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>公(a) - 公鹿(a)</td>
<td>2.36309e-03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>雄性(ma) - 公鹿(a)</td>
<td>6.57606e-03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>雄性(ma) - 公鹿(0a)</td>
<td>6.72841e-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>公鹿(0a) - 公鹿(a)</td>
<td>1.83287e-01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Sequence of Edge capturing the "maleness" meaning of 公 in 公鹿 (male deer)

Figure 1 represents graphically these four edges. The morpheme 公(A) also shares two additional edges with two polymorphemic 公 words - 公Word in Fig. 1 -.

Fig. 1. Paths from 公鹿 (male deer) to 雄性 (maleness) and from 公(A) to 雄性

The two intermediary words 雄性 (female or femaleness) 雌 (female) between 公鹿 and 雄性 are non-公 words and are both antonyms to 雄性. We can say that the path from 公鹿 to 雄性 is conceptually of length 1: only one concept (femaleness) separates the concept of 公鹿 and 雄性.

Besides, 公(A), which is one of our dimension word has attracted a monomorphemic 公 word 公(A). This can mean that one of the meaning of 公(A) is related to 雄性. 公(A) shares two other edges with the words 外公 and 公使. All the three edges are listed in table 4.
The edge \{\text{雄性, 雌性}\} has the smallest weight. Thus we can attach \text{雄性} as a primary meaning to \text{公}.

From the three propositions:

1. In all \text{MST}\text{283}, \text{公} shares only one edge with a word: \text{雄性}.
2. Only one concept (femaleness) separates the concept of \text{公} and \text{雄性}.
3. \text{雄性} is a primary meaning of \text{公(A)}.

We can infer that in \text{MST}\text{283}, the closest meaning of \text{公} in \text{公鹿} (male deer) is \text{雄性} (male, maleness). Every Chinese speaker will agree on the meaningfulness and correctness of such a conclusion.

**Table 4. The three edges of 公(A)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Edge</th>
<th>Weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>公使(na) – 公(a)</td>
<td>6.32750e-01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>公使(na) – 公(a)</td>
<td>9.058475e-01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>雄性(na) – 公(a)</td>
<td>1.832874e-01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Visual Representation of \text{MST}\text{283} and Clustering.**

\text{MST}\text{283} is plotted on Fig.2. All dimension words and monomorphemic words are represented with bigger circles to ease their localisation in the MST. The \text{MST}\text{283} contained the paths between any pairs of words. By removing some of the edges of \text{MST}\text{283}, clusters can be formed. For example, the five word \{公鹿, 雌性, 雄性, 爵, 公(A)\} of the example detailed in Fig. 4.4.1 constitute one of the clusters. The mean size of the 30 clusters is 3 and 190 out of 283 words were classified as outliers.

Actually clusters to be efficiently used for meaning extraction, should be represented as subgraphs and not just as sets of words. In the latter case, clustering results are an impoverished representation of the whole knowledge embedded in the minimum spanning tree. The main reason is that the path structure - sequence of vertices to go from one word to another - is not present in clusters. However, considering the cluster \{公鹿, 雌性, 雄性, 爵, 公(A)\}, it is still possible to infer that the meaning of 公鹿 is represented by a common conceptual meaning of the three words (雄, 雌性, 爵).

\[10,8\] showed that clustering from the minimum spanning tree is equivalent to single-linkage clustering.
Fig. 1. $\text{MST}_{283}$
5 General Conclusion

Of the three minimum spanning trees, only the biggest - the one which embeds words from the dictionary’s definition of the words - can capture the meaning of in polymorphemic words in a way that is satisfactory for a native Chinese reader. In addition to capturing what appears for the observer to be semantic relationships, the edges of the minimum spanning trees can also embed situational relationships.

Finally, it is concluded that our approach is a first step in modeling partly representation and acquisition of the different meanings of Chinese polysemous morphemes. This work is thought to bring some insights to the Plato’s problem and additional evidence towards the plausibility of words serving as ungrounded symbols. More practically, this work could serve to add a new feature to current Chinese Wordnets: the listing of all the Chinese words embedding a same polysemous morpheme with a fixed identified meaning. Such a listing will help cognitive scientists studying the effects of repetitive exposure to Chinese polysemous morphemes embedded in compound words.

6 Future Directions

Firstly, we aimed at replicating that work using the Chinese Wikipedia instead of the Academica Sinica Balanced Corpus. The Chinese Wikipedia could reflect more adequately the representation of human knowledge as it has a semantic organization and its content and files structure follow categorization meaningful to human.

Secondly, we are presently investigating how to build minimum spanning trees satisfying constraints. For example, we aim at selectively build a MST which would warranty that a maximum of attractors words share edges with a monomorphemic word and with a maximum of words. Such a MST will serve to extract the meaning of a maximum of words.

Finally, instead of using Latent Semantic Analysis to create the nested semantic spaces, we could use the following alternatives:

1. Fiedlar retrieval: proposed that by considering the term-document matrix as a bipartite graph between the set of words and the set of documents, computing a set of the smallest eigenvalues of the Laplacian matrix of the bipartite graph, one can perform an enhanced kind of LSA analysis where unlikely to traditional LSA, documents and terms are considered equivalent and cohabiting in a same space.
2. Probabilistic models of semantic analysis: Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) or Probabilistic LSA. They are probabilistic successors of LSA which have been found to outperform LSA [13][14][15].
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Phrase-level Polarity Identification for Bangla
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ABSTRACT

In this paper, opinion polarity classification on news texts has been carried out for a less privileged language Bengali using Support Vector Machine (SVM). The present system identifies semantic orientation of an opinionated phrase as either positive or negative. The classification of text as either subjective or objective is clearly a precursor to determining the opinion orientation of evaluative text since objective text is not evaluative by definition. A rule based subjectivity classifier has been used. The present system is a hybrid approach to the problem, works with lexicon entities and linguistic syntactic feature. Evaluation results have demonstrated a precision of 70.04% and a recall of 63.02%.

Keywords: Opinion Mining, Polarity Identification, Bengali and Phrase Level Polarity Identification.

1 INTRODUCTION

Emotion recognition from text is a new subarea of Natural Language Processing (NLP) and has drawn considerable attention of the NLP researchers in recent times. Several subtasks can be identified within opinion mining; all of them involve tagging at document/sentence/phrase/word level according to expressed opinion. One such subtask is based on a given opinionated piece of text on one single issue or item, to classify the opinion as falling under one of two

1 http://chasen.org/~taku/software/TinySVM/
opposing sentiment polarities, or locate its position in the continuum between these two polarities. A large portion of work in sentiment-related classification/regression/ranking falls within this category. The binary classification task of labeling an opinionated document as expressing either an overall positive or an overall negative opinion is called sentiment polarity classification or polarity classification. Much work on sentiment polarity classification has been conducted in the context of reviews (e.g., “thumbs up” or “thumbs down” for movie reviews) [2]. While in this context “positive” and “negative” opinions are often evaluative (e.g., “like” vs. “dislike”), there are other problems where the interpretation of “positive” and “negative” is subtly different. But development of a complete opinion mining system needs an automatic subjectivity detection module (it is a classification module that can differentiate among subjective or objective texts) followed by polarity classifier. Assuming that all texts are opinionated may cause the system development easier but the resultant system will be unable to meet real life goal. Very little attempt could be found in literature to develop a complete opinion mining system. Rather people concentrate on specific sub problems. The present system has been developed on news corpus which is more generic than review corpus. The system evaluation has shown the precision and recall values are 70.04% and 63.02% for Bengali respectively.

In this paper, a complete opinion mining system is described that can identify subjective sentences within a document and an efficient feature based automatic opinion polarity detection algorithm to identify polarity of phrases. Related works are described in Section 2. Resource acquisition has been discussed in Section 3. The feature extraction technique has been described in Section 4. Conclusion has been drawn in Section 6.

2 RELATED WORKS

“What other people think” has always been an important piece of information for most of us during any decision-making process. An opinion could be defined as a private state that is not open to objective observation or verification [3]. Opinion extraction, opinion summarization and opinion tracking are three important techniques for understanding opinions. Opinion-mining of product reviews, travel advice, consumer complaints, stock market predictions, real estate
market predictions, e-mail etc. are areas of interest for researchers since last few decades.

Most research on opinion analysis has focused on sentiment analysis [4], subjectivity detection ([5], [6], [7],[8]), review mining [9], customer feedback [10] and strength of document orientation [11]. Methods on the extraction of opinionated sentences in a structured form can be found in [12]. Some machine learning text labeling algorithms like Conditional Random Field (CRF) ([13],[14]), Support Vector Machine (SVM) [15] have been used to cluster same type of opinions. Application of machine-learning techniques to any NLP task needs a large amount of data. It is time-consuming and expensive to hand-label the large amounts of training data necessary for good performance. Hence, use of machine learning techniques to extract opinions in any new language may not be an acceptable solution.

Opinion analysis of news document is an interesting area to explore. Newspapers generally attempt to present the news objectively, but textual affect analysis in news documents shows that many words carry positive or negative emotional charge [16]. Some important works on opinion analysis in the newspaper domain are [17], [18] and [19], but no such efforts have been taken up in Indian languages especially in Bengali.

Various opinion mining methods have been reported that use lexical resources like WordNet [20], SentiWordNet [21] and ConceptNet [22] etc.

3 Resource Acquisition

To start opinion mining task for a new language demands sentiment lexicon and gold standard annotated data for machine learning and evaluation. The detail of resource acquisition process for annotated data, subjectivity classifier, sentiment lexicon and the dependency parser are mentioned below.

3.1 Data

Bengali is the fifth popular language in the World, second in India and the national language in Bangladesh. Automatic opinion mining or sentiment analysis task mainly concentrated on English language till date. Bengali is a less computational privileged language. Hence Bengali corpus acquisition is an essential task for any NLP system.
development. For the present task Bengali news corpus has been identified. News text can be divided into two main types: (1) news reports that aim to objectively present factual information, and (2) opinionated articles that clearly present authors’ and readers’ views, evaluation or judgment about some specific events or persons. Type (1) is supposed to be the common practice in newspapers, and Type (2) appears in sections such as ‘Editorial’, ‘Forum’ and ‘Letters to the editor’. ‘Reader’s opinion’ section or ‘Letters to the Editor Section’ from the web archive of a popular Bengali newspaper are identified as the relevant corpus in Bengali. A brief statistics about the corpus are reported in the Table 1. The corpus is then manually annotated and used for training and testing respectively. Detailed reports about this news corpus development in Bengali can be found in [23]. The annotation scheme that has been used to annotate the corpus is reported in Table 2. The positive algebraic sign in the feature structure (“<fs af=+,”) depict the phrase polarity as positive.

Table 1. Bengali News Corpus Statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total number of documents in the corpus</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number of sentences in the corpus</td>
<td>447</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average number of sentences in a document</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number of wordforms in the corpus</td>
<td>5761</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average number of wordforms in a document</td>
<td>288</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number of distinct wordforms in the corpus</td>
<td>3435</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Bengali News Corpus Annotation Scheme

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature Structure</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>((( CCP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>(লক্ষণ CC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>((( NP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>বাবননুমক NN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>, SYM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>s))</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2 Subjectivity Classifier

The subjectivity classifier as described in [1] has been used. The resources used by the classifier are sentiment lexicon, Theme clusters and POS tag labels.
The classifier first marks sentences bearing opinionated words. In the next stage the classifier marks theme cluster specific phrases in each sentence. If any sentence includes opinionated words and theme phrases then the sentence is definitely considered as subjective. In the absence of theme words, sentences are searched for the presence of at least one strong subjective word or more than one weak subjective word for its consideration as a subjective sentence. The recall measure of the present classifier is greater than its precision value. The evaluation results of the classifier are 72.16% (Precision) on the NEWS Corpus.

The corpus is then validated by a human annotator and is effectively used during training and testing of the polarity classifier.

3.3 Sentiment Lexicon

A typical approach to sentiment analysis is to start with a lexicon of positive and negative words and phrases. In these lexicons, entries are tagged with their prior polarity: out of context, does the word seem to evoke something positive or something negative. For example, happy has a positive prior polarity, and sorrow has a negative prior polarity. However, the contextual polarity of a phrase in which a word appears may be different from the word’s prior polarity. There are two main lexical resources widely used in English: SentiWordNet [21] and Subjectivity Word List [24] for Subjectivity Detection. SentiWordNet is an automatically constructed lexical resource for English which assigns a positivity score and a negativity score to each WordNet synset. Positivity and negativity orientation scores range within 0 to 1. Release 1.1 of SentiWordNet for English was obtained from the authors of the same. The subjectivity lexicon was compiled from manually developed resources augmented with entries learned from corpora. The entries in the subjectivity lexicon have been labeled for part of speech as well as either strong subjective or weak subjective depending on reliability of the subjective nature of the entry.

A word level translation process followed by error reduction technique has been used for generating the Bengali Subjectivity lexicon from English.

A subset of 8,427 opinionated words has been extracted from SentiWordNet, by selecting those whose orientation strength is above the heuristically identified threshold of 0.4. The words whose orientation strength is below 0.4 are ambiguous and may lose their subjectivity in the target language after translation. A total of 2652
words are discarded [24] from the Subjectivity word list as they are labeled as weakly subjective.

For the present task, a English-Bengali dictionary (approximately 102119 entries) developed using the Samsad Bengali-English dictionary\(^2\) has been chosen. A word level lexical-transfer technique is applied to each entry of SentiWordNet and Subjectivity word list. Each dictionary search produces a set of Bengali words for a particular English word. The set of Bengali words for an English word has been separated into multiple entries to keep the subsequent search process faster. The positive and negative opinion scores for the Bengali words are copied from their English equivalents. This process has resulted in 35,805 Bengali entries.

3.4 Dependency Parser

Dependency feature in opinion mining task has been first introduced by [25]. This feature is very useful to identify intra-chunk polarity relationship. It is very often a language phenomenon that modifiers or negation words are generally placed at a distance with evaluative polarity phrases. But unfortunately dependency parser for Bengali is not freely available. In this section we describe the development of a basic dependency parser for Bengali language.

The probabilistic sequence models, which allow integrating uncertainty over multiple, interdependent classifications and collectively determine the most likely global assignment, may be used in a parser. A standard model, Conditional Random Field (CRF)\(^3\), has been used. The tag set that has been used here is same as NLP Tool Contest in ICON 2009\(^4\). The input file in the Shakti Standard Format (SSF)\(^5\) includes the POS tags, Chunk labels and morphology information. The chunk information in the input files are converted to B-I-E format so that the begin (B) / inside (I) / End (E) information for a chunk are associated as a feature with the appropriate words. The chunk tags in the B-I-E format of the chunk with which a particular chunk is related through a dependency relation are identified from the training file and noted as an input feature in the CRF based system. The corresponding relation name is also another input feature associated

---

\(^2\) [http://dsal.uchicago.edu/dictionaries/biswas_bengali/](http://dsal.uchicago.edu/dictionaries/biswas_bengali/)

\(^3\) [http://crfpp.sourceforge.net](http://crfpp.sourceforge.net)

\(^4\) [http://ltrc.iit.ac.in/icon2009/nlptools.php](http://ltrc.iit.ac.in/icon2009/nlptools.php)

with the particular chunk. Each sentence is represented as a feature vector for the CRF based machine learning task. After a series of experiments the following feature set is found to be performing well as a dependency clue. The input features associated with each word in the training set are the root word, pos tag, chunk tag and vibhakti.

**Root Word:** Some dependency relations are difficult to identify without the word itself. It is better to come with some example.

```
AjakAla  NN  NP  X  k7t
```

In the previous example, there is no clue except the word itself. The word itself is noun, chunk level denotes a noun phrase and there is no vibhakti attached to the word. For these cases, word lists of temporal words, locations names and person names have been used for disambiguation [26]. Specifically identification of k7t relation is very tough because the word itself will be a common noun or a proper noun but the information of whether the word denotes a time or a location helps in the disambiguation.

**Part of Speech:** Part of speech of a word always plays a crucial role to identify dependency relation. For example dependency relations like k1 and k2 in most of the cases involve a noun. It has been observed through experiments that not only POS tag of present word but POS tags of the context words (previous and next) are useful in identifying the dependency relation in which a word takes part.

**Chunk label:** Chunk label is the smallest accountable unit for detection of dependency relations and it is an important feature. But during the training sentences are parsed into word level, hence chunk label are associated to the appropriate words with the labels as B-X (beginning), I-X (Intermediate) and E-X (End) (where X is the chunk label).

**Vibhakti:** Indian languages are mostly non-configurational and highly inflectional. Grammatical functions (GFs) are predicted by case inflections (markers) on the head nouns of noun phrases (NPs) and postpositional particles in postpositional phrases (PPs). In the following example the ‘0_janya’ vibhakti inflection of the word “pAoyZAra” leads to rh (Hetu - causal) case inflections. However, in many cases the mapping from case marker to GF is not one-to-one.
4 FEATURES EXTRACTION

SVM treats opinion polarity identification as a sequence tagging task. SVM views the problem as a pattern-matching task, acquiring symbolic patterns that rely on both the syntax and lexical semantics of a phrase. We hypothesize that a combination of the two techniques would perform better than either one alone. With these properties in mind, we define the following features for each word in an input sentence. For pedagogical reasons, we may describe some of the features as being multi-valued (e.g. stemming cluster) or categorical (e.g. POS category) features. In practice, however, all features are binary for the SVM model. In order to identify features we started with Part Of Speech (POS) categories and continued the exploration with the other features like chunk, functional word, SentiWordNet in Bengali[1], stemming cluster, Negative word list and Dependency tree feature. The feature extraction pattern for any Machine Learning task is crucial since proper identification of the entire features directly affect the performance of the system. Functional word, SentiWordNet (Bengali) and Negative word list is fully dictionary based. On the other hand, POS, chunk, stemming cluster and dependency tree features are extractive. Classifying polarity of opinionated texts either at the document/sentence or phrase level is difficult in many ways. A positive opinionated document on a particular object does not mean that the author has positive opinions on all aspects. Likewise, a negative opinionated document does not mean that the author dislikes everything. In a typical opinionated text, the author writes both positive and negative aspects of the object, although the general sentiment on the object may be positive or negative. Document-level and sentence-level classification does not provide such information. To obtain such details, there is a need to go to the object feature level.

4.1 Part Of Speech (POS)

Number of research activities like [6], [27] etc. have proved that opinion bearing words in sentences are mainly adjective, adverb, noun and verbs. Many opinion mining tasks, like the one presented in [28], are mostly based on adjective words.
4.2 Chunk

Chunk level information is effectively used as a feature in supervised classifier. Chunk labels are defined as B-X (Beginning), I-X (Intermediate) and E-X (End), where X is the chunk label. It has been noted that it is not unusual for two annotators to identify the same expression as a polar element in the text, but they could differ in how they mark the boundaries, such as the difference between ‘such a disadvantageous situation’ and ‘such...disadvantageous’ (Wilson and Wiebe, 2003). Similar fuzziness appeared in our marking of polar elements, such as ‘কেন্দ্রীয় প্রতিরোধ’ (corruption of central team) and ‘নীতিতে’ (corruption). Hence the hypothesis is to stick to chunk labels to avoid any further disambiguation. A detailed empirical study reveals that polarity clue may be defined in terms of chunk tags.

4.3 Functional word

Function words in a language are high frequency words and these words generally do not carry any opinionated information. But function words help many times to understand syntactic pattern of an opinionated sentence. A list of 253 entries is collected from the Bengali corpus. First a unique high frequency word list is generated where the assumed threshold frequency is considered as 20. The list is manually corrected keeping in mind that a word should not carry any opinionated or sentiment feature.

4.4 SentiWordNet

Words that are present in the SentiWordNet carry opinion information. The developed Sentiment Lexicon is used as an important feature during the learning process. These features are individual sentiment words or word n-grams (multiword entities) with polarity values either positive or negative. Positive and negative polarity measures are treated as a binary feature in the supervised classifier. Words which are collected directly from SentiWordNet are tagged with positivity or negativity score.
4.5 **Stemming cluster**

Several words in a sentence that carry opinion information may be present in inflected forms. Stemming is necessary for such inflected words before they can be searched in appropriate lists. Due to non-availability of good stemmers in Indian languages especially in Bengali, a stemmer based on stemming cluster technique has been evolved. This stemmer analyzes prefixes and suffixes of all the word forms present in a particular document. Words that are identified to have same root form are grouped in a finite number of clusters with the identified root word as cluster center. Details could be found in [30].

4.6 **Negative words**

Negative words like no (না), not (নয়) etc does not carry any opinion information but those relationally affect the resultant polarity of any polar phrase. A manually generated list has been prepared and used as a binary feature in the SVM classifier.

4.7 **Dependency tree feature**

Dependency feature has been successfully used here to identify modifier relationship of any polar phrase within a sentence. The analysis of Bengali corpora reveals that people generally use negation words/modifiers with any positive polar phrases. As an example

*হে আমি করা না (He is not good enough)*

The feature extractor module searches the dependency tree using breadth-first search to identify syntactically related nodes. The purpose of the feature is to encode dependency structure between related polar phrases.

5 **Evaluation**

The evaluation result of the SVM-based polarity classification task for Bengali is presented in Table 3. The evaluation result of the system for each polarity class i.e., positive and negative are mentioned separately in the table 4.
Table 3. Results of Polarity classification.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bengali</td>
<td>NEWS</td>
<td>70.04%</td>
<td>63.02%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Polarity wise System Evaluation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Polarity</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>56.59%</td>
<td>52.89%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>75.57%</td>
<td>65.87%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6 CONCLUSION

One limitation of log-linear function models like SVM is that they cannot form a decision boundary from conjunctions of existing features, unless conjunctions are explicitly given as part of the feature vector. To maintain the granularity, features are explicitly mentioned as a classical word lattice model. A post-processor finally assigns the polarity value to the chunk head depending upon the chunk head’s resultant polarity. We are now working on improving the performance of the present system. Future task will be in the direction of development techniques for creation of opinion summaries according to their polarity classes.
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Machine Translation and Multilinguism
Exploiting Charts in the MT Between Related Languages

PETR HOMOLA, VLADISLAV KUBOŇ


ABSTRACT

The paper describes in detail the exploitation of chart-based methods and data structures in a simple system for the machine translation between related languages. The multigraphs used for the representation of ambiguous partial results in various stages of the processing and a shallow syntactic chart parser enable a modification of a simplistic and straightforward architecture developed ten years ago for MT experiments between Slavic languages in the system Česílko. The number of translation variants provided by the system inspired an addition of a stochastic ranker whose aim is to select the best translations according to a target language model.

1 INTRODUCTION

Using graphs has a long tradition in the field of machine translation (MT). It is very difficult to trace back the first attempts to represent some linguistic phenomena by means of charts, but it is not difficult to find a clear historical example of usefulness of such representation. This example is probably the most famous MT system of all times, the first really successful and commercially exploited system, METEO [1,2]. There were many reasons why METEO worked so well that it served for decades as a positive example for the whole MT community demonstrating that machine translation is possible after all. The formalism used in the system, Colmerauer’s Q-systems [3], is definitely among those reasons.
Q-systems are in fact a mechanism for transformation of trees which label the edges of an oriented chart. The transformations are controlled by a grammar which contains declarative rewriting rules. Each rule may be applied to a continuous set of edges and the result of its application is a new edge or a continuous set of new edges starting and ending in the same nodes as the original sequence. The grammar may be divided into more parts which constitute a sequence in which the output of a previous phase (in the form of a chart) serves as an input of the subsequent one. At the end of each phase the system deletes all edges which were used on a left hand side of some rule and the edges which do not constitute a part of a path leading from the starting to the final node. This mechanism thus very naturally cleans all partial results and at the same time it allows to maintain ambiguity whenever it is necessary in between two particular phases.

2 CHARTS IN THE MT BETWEEN RELATED LANGUAGES

Apart from METEO, Q-systems were used as well in one of the first systems of MT between related languages, in the Czech-to-Russian MT system RUSLAN [4]. The ability of the chart-based analyzers to deal with ambiguities at various levels (morphology, syntax, semantics) and to preserve them across the levels (certain morphological ambiguities cannot be resolved without syntactic clues) was fully exploited in this MT system. The system used a traditional transfer-based architecture with full-fledged syntactic analysis involving even some semantics. The relatedness of both languages was not reflected in the architecture of the system.

The last decade witnessed a growing interest in MT between related languages for different language groups—Slavic [5,6], Scandinavian [7], Turkic [8], and languages of Spain [9]. The main advantage of translating between related languages is the possibility to use much simpler means, in most cases some kind of “shallow” methods, most prominently in parsing or in transfer. This is actually the case of experiments for Slavic languages and the languages of Spain, where both systems follow a very simple architecture originally designed for the Czech-to-Slovak system Česílkó. A morphological tagger disambiguates the input, individual lemmas and tags are translated and transferred into a target language and a morphological synthesis creates a target language sentence. This rather simplistic approach chosen both in the system Česílkó and Apertium has a substantial drawback in the fact that the morphological and lexical ambiguity is solved early in the translation process with all
the consequences—the taggers used are still not sufficiently precise (the best taggers for highly inflected languages quite naturally still have precision inferior to their counterparts for English) and thus they introduce translation errors which cannot be removed in the subsequent stages of the translation process. The architecture also does not allow to cope with lexical ambiguity, another source of frequent translation errors.

In the following sections we would like to describe in detail how the exploitation of chart-based methods may improve the MT between closely related languages. The description will concern all important processing stages of the system: morphological analysis, shallow syntactic analysis and transfer. The experiments are conducted on a group of Slavic languages with Czech as a source language and Slovak as a primary target language.

3 Charts in Morphology

As mentioned above, the simplistic architecture of Česílko exploits a morphological tagger for a (complete) disambiguation of ambiguous word-forms. In our experiments we have decided to replace the tagger by a shallow syntactic chart parser which helps to (partially) disambiguate the ambiguous input on the basis of the local context and, at the same time, it preserves those ambiguous variants which cannot be resolved in such a way. In order to keep the ambiguities wherever necessary, our system uses a multigraph (i.e., a graph allowing parallel edges between a pair of nodes).

In morphology, the advantage of the multigraph is obvious especially for highly inflected languages. Individual word-forms are very often ambiguous with regard to the gender, number and case and the possibility to keep all the variants as long as necessary (until the ambiguity is resolved in later stages of the processing), is really an important advantage.

The use of a multigraph in a chart parser also has certain hidden drawbacks which have to be handled by workarounds or tricks. Let us discuss the most crucial issue.

Let us consider the Czech sentence *Starý hrad se tyčí nad řekou* “The old castle towers over the river”. The phrase *starý hrad* is morphologically ambiguous (both forms can be used in both nominative and accusative case). After this phrase has been recognized as the subject of the main verb, we know that the case is nominative in this context. And since there is no other reading where it would be accusative, the parser can remove this wrong reading.
But what would have happened if we had the isolated phrase *staré hrady* “old castles”? There would be again two possible readings (nominative and accusative) which cannot be resolved due to the lack of context. Nevertheless there are still other meanings for each of the words independently (disregarding the dependence between them). In this case, these edges will not be removed during the final cleaning of edges although the parser has analyzed the whole phrase. We can use a simple workaround in this case: we can insert a new edge (*shackle*) between edges which represent two word forms of the input sentence. These artificial edges will link both clusters of edges representing different morphological readings. If there is at least one analysis which connects both words, the parser will remove the shackle during the cleaning phrase and thus only the complete parse will be preserved for further processing because the ‘false’ edges will not lie on a valid path any more and will be deleted as well (the adjective would have more morphological meanings; for the sake of simplicity, the multigraph contains only one edge with different gender).

It is obvious that if we modify the multigraph by adding ‘shackles’ between all edges labelled with morphological information about individual input words we also have to modify all grammar rules accordingly.

4 Charts in Syntax

In this section we would like to discuss typical issues of exploiting the chart parser in a syntactic analysis. One of the most important issues which may substantially reduce the parsing efficiency of chart parsers is their natural tendency to create redundant identical results.

4.1 Elimination of identical results

The application of grammar rules to the multigraph is non-deterministic, the rules are being applied in an order which may look very close to random. As a result, the application of several different sequences of rules may lead to identical results, as illustrated in Figure 1:

There are two possible parses:

1. The rule identifying direct objects is applied first, the rule identifying subjects is applied afterwards.
2. The rule identifying subjects is applied first, the rule identifying direct objects is applied afterwards.
Theoretically, we would get two edges spanning the whole sentence and labelled with identical dependency trees (of course, if we adhere to constituent trees, both structures will reflect the order of application of grammar rules and they will be different, but let us not forget that we are primarily talking about the MT system between Slavic languages where the use of dependency notation has a long tradition). In our implementation of the parser, this kind of duplicity is recognized automatically to avoid exponential explosion.

### 4.2 Multigraph clean-up and further optimization

As long as a rule can be applied to the multigraph, edges are added to it but no existing edge is removed. The new edges represent (are labelled with) intermediary feature structures that may be used in further parsing or they may be candidates for the final result. Once the multigraph cannot be extended by any rule (according to a particular grammar), the intermediary edges need to be discarded from the multigraph since we want only the most complex feature structures to be processed in the transfer phase. This clean-up is somewhat similar to garbage collection in programming languages with automatic memory management.

As an example, let us consider the following Czech verb phrase as the input of the parser:

(1) *auta jezdila*

```
cars-NEUT,NOM,PL move-PAST,NEUT,PL
```

“The cars moved/were moving.”
The input of the parser is the morphologically preprocessed multigraph (the multisets of edges between the same pair of nodes reflect the morphological ambiguity of a word form), which can be found in the upper part of Figure 2.

After the application of one particular rule, namely the one that attaches a noun in nominative (the subject) to its predicate (a resultative participle in this case), we will get the multigraph from the lower part of Figure 2 as the result of the syntactic analysis (dotted lines denote used edges, circles denote used nodes\(^1\)).

\[\text{auta}^{\text{NEUT,GEN,SG}} \quad \text{jezdila}^{\text{PAST,FEM,SG}}\]
\[\text{auta}^{\text{NEUT,NOM,PL}} \quad \text{jezdila}^{\text{PAST,NEUT,PL}}\]
\[\text{auta}^{\text{NEUT,ACC,PL}} \quad \text{jezdila}^{\text{PAST,NEUT,PL}}\]

Fig. 2. The input and the result of the syntactic analysis

Now we need to get rid of all obsolete edges:

1. First of all, we remove all used edges (denoted by dotted lines).

\(^1\) We define used node as a node that has at least one used edge to the left and at least one used edge to the right.
2. We remove all edges which start or end in a used node (i.e., the edges that reflect morphological variants of a used edge which are morphologically misanalyzed in the given context according to the used grammar).

3. For each path $p$ from the initial node to the end node, we calculate the number $u(p)$ of used edges it contains. Then we assign each edge $e$ the score $s(e) = \min_{p \in P} u(p)$. The score for the whole graph is defined as $s = \min_{e \in E} s(e)$. Finally, we remove all edges where $s(e) > s$.\(^2\)

The last step ensures that every edge which remains in the multigraph lies on a path from the initial node to the end node. The resulting graph represents the output of the module of shallow syntactic analysis and as such it is passed to the subsequent module which is the transfer. At the same time, all complex feature structures (that represent syntactic trees) that label the edges of the multigraph are being syntactically synthesized.

Processing of long sentences may result in very large multigraphs with the number of edges growing exponentially. If we had to translate the Russian phrase \textit{старый замок} “old castle” into Czech, the transfer would give the two feature structures from Figure 3.

![Fig. 3. Lexical transfer of feature structures](image)

The syntactically synthesized multigraph is shown in Figure 4.

As the two edges with the feature structure for the adjective \textit{starý} are identical, we can optimize the spatial complexity of the multigraph by contracting identical edges that have at least one common node. We call this process \textit{compacting} the multigraph. It is obvious that in complex multigraphs, the number of edges can be lowered significantly. Immediately before morphological synthesis, the optimization can be even more efficient if we do not contract only edges with identical feature structures.

\(^2\) If there is at least one path from the initial node to the end node consisting only from unused edges then the algorithm is equal to the one described in [3], i.e., all used edges are deleted as well as edges that do not belong to a path from the initial node to the end node.
Transfer and syntactic synthesis are performed jointly in one module. The task of the transfer module is to adapt complex structures created by the parser which cover the whole source sentence continuously to the target language lexically, morphologically and syntactically. In the following sections we describe the phase of the lexical transfer and the structural transfer, the latter being split further in structural preprocessor and syntactic decomposer.

5.1 **Lexical transfer**

The aim of the lexical transfer is to ‘translate a feature structure lexically’, i.e., the lemmas associated with feature structures are translated. Morphological features may be adapted as well wherever appropriate.

In order to demonstrate the nature of the data contained in the dictionary, let us present a fragment of the dictionary used in lexical transfer between Czech and Slovenian:

*Example 1.* hvězda | zvezda
dodat | dodati
kůň | konj
strom | drevo | gender=neut;
Let us have a brief look at the last line of the example. The Czech noun *strom* “tree” is in masculine gender while the gender of its Slovenian counterpart *drevo* is neuter, that is why there is the additional information *gender=neut* which instructs the transfer module to adapt the feature *gender* of the corresponding feature structure so that it can be correctly synthesized morphologically.

### 5.2 Structural transfer

The task of the structural transfer is to adapt the feature structures of the source language (their properties and mutual relationship) so that the synthesis generates a grammatically well-formed sentence with the meaning of the source sentence. It is necessary to admit that the well-formedness can generally be guaranteed only locally for the part of the sentence the feature structure covers (this is caused by the decision to exploit shallow parsing instead of a full-fledged one).

When changing the structure, the transfer may do one of the following actions:

- to change values of atomic features in the feature structure, to add atomic features with a specific value or to delete some atomic features;
- to add a node to the syntactic tree;
- to remove a node from the syntactic tree.

### 5.3 Translation of multiword expressions

It is a well known fact that some words of a source language are translated as multiword expressions in the target language and vice versa, for example:

*Example 2.*

- babička “grandmother” (Cze) → stará mama (Sly)
- zahradní jahoda “garden strawberry” (Cze) → truskawka (Pol)

Since these cases require removing or adding of a subordinated feature structure (for the adjective) which is equivalent to removing or adding a node from/to the syntactic tree, such cases are handled by special rules in the structural transfer.
6 Ranker

As shown in the previous sections, the multigraph is a very useful data structure allowing to keep multiple variants of a translated sentence through all stages of automatic translation. In order to fully exploit this property, it is necessary to add a module which would be able to select the best translation from all variants contained in the multigraph. For this purpose we have decided to apply a stochastic ranker. The advantage of using a ranker instead of a tagger is obvious—apart from inserting errors caused by the imperfection of the tagger into the input sentence the tagger also disambiguates the input too early and makes the translation process too straightforward. If we replace it with the ranker we are able to propagate more translation candidates through the system.

The reason why we are using a stochastic module in a system which relies a lot on hand-written rules is pretty obvious—it would be very complicated (if possible at all) to resolve the degree of ambiguity preserved in the multigraph by hand-written rules. The stochastic post-processor is able to select one particular sentence that suits best the given context.

6.1 Ranking

We use a simple language model based on trigrams (trained on word forms without any morphological annotation) which is intended to sort out “wrong” target sentences (these include grammatically ill-formed sentences as well as inappropriate lexical mapping). For example, the language model for Slovak has been trained on a corpus of 18.8 million words which have been randomly chosen from the Slovak Wikipedia.

Let us present an example of how this component of the system works. Let us suppose that there is the following Czech segment (matrix sentence) in the source text:

Example 3. Společnost ve zprávě uvedla informující informační článek, "The company informed in the report..."

The rule-based part of the system is supposed to generate (the shallow grammar contains no rules for VPs) four Slovak (target) segments that collapse to the following two after morphological synthesis:

\[\text{http://sk.wikipedia.org}\]
1. Spoločnosť vo správe uviedla
2. Spoločnosť vo správe uviedli.

The Czech word *uvedla* is ambiguous (fem.sg and neu.pl). According to the language model, the ranker will choose the second sentence as the most probable result.

There are also many homonymic word forms that result in different lemmas in the target languages. For example, the Czech word *pak* means both “then” and “fool-pl.gen”, the word *tři* means “three” and the imperative of “to scrub”, *ženu* means “wife-sg.acc” and “(I’m) hurrying out” etc. The ranker is supposed to sort out the contextually wrong meaning in all these cases if it has not been resolved by the parser.

6.2 Evaluation

We have evaluated the system of the Czech-to-Slovak MT on hundreds of sentences mainly from newspapers. The metrics we are using is the Levenshtein edit distance between the automatic translation and a reference translation. The reason why we do not use some more standard evaluation metric such as BLEU [10] is simple—there is no sufficiently large set of good quality testing data which would contain multiple translations of each particular source sentence into Slovak. As it has already been shown in several articles (e.g. [11]), the correlation of BLEU with the human judgment is not as high as it was generally believed. On top of that, the reliability of BLEU decreases significantly if only a single reference translation is used. The edit distance has one more advantage—while the BLEU score does not provide any clue how complicated is the post-editing of the result, the Levenshtein metric is pretty straightforward in this respect and thus it is more suitable for really practical evaluation of the MT output.

There are three basic possibilities of the outcome of translation of a segment.

1. The rule-based part of the system has generated a ‘perfect’\(^4\) translation (among other hypotheses) and the ranker has chosen it.
2. The rule-based part of the system has generated a ‘perfect’ translation but the ranker has chosen another one.
3. All translations generated by the rule-based part of the system need post-processing.

\(^4\) By ‘perfect’ we mean that the result does not need any human post-processing.
In the first case, the edit distance is zero, resulting in accuracy equal to 1. In the second case, the accuracy is \(1 - \frac{d}{L}\) with \(d\) meaning the edit distance between the segment chosen by the ranker and the correct translation divided by the length of the segment. In the third case, the accuracy is calculated as for (2) except that we use the reference translation to obtain the edit distance.

Given the accuracies for all sentences we use the arithmetic average as the translation accuracy of the whole text. The accuracy is negatively influenced by several aspects. If a word is not known to the morphological analyzer, it does not get any morphological information which means that it is practically unusable in the parser. Another possible problem is that a lemma is not found in the dictionary. In such a case, the original source form appears in the translation, which naturally decreases the score. Finally, sometimes the morphological synthesis component is not able to generate the proper word form in the target language (due to partial incompatibility of tagsets for both languages). In such a case, the target language (Slovak) lemma appears in the translation.

The results are summarized in Table 1. The results obtained by our system are compared with the results of an original system for Czech-to-Slovak MT. The numbers clearly support the claim that the change of the architecture enabled by an exploitation of a multigraph in all phases of the translation mentioned in our paper improves the system performance. The improvement can be attributed both to the shallow parser as well as the ranker, one without the other provides worse results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>accuracy</th>
<th>original</th>
<th>ranker &amp; chunker</th>
<th>ranker &amp; parser</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>character based</td>
<td>93.9%</td>
<td>96.3%</td>
<td>96.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>word based</td>
<td>81.1%</td>
<td>87.8%</td>
<td>88.3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7 **Segmentation**

Due to morphological, syntactic and lexical ambiguity, the number of edges in a chart may grow exponentially during processing a sentence. Especially for languages with rich inflection, such as Czech and other Slavic languages, this fact may seriously influence the effectiveness of the
translation process, thus it would be helpful to optimize the processing of sentences that are too long. Since the method described in this paper is based on shallow NLP and parts of source sentences are processed independently, using smaller translation units rather than whole sentences would speed up the translation process without necessarily lowering translation accuracy. In our experiment, we have exploited the corpus of Czech sentences with manually annotated clause structure [12] to see how the segmentation of compound sentences could help.

The Prague Dependency Treebank\(^5\) \([13]\) is a large and elaborated corpus with rich syntactic annotation of Czech newspaper texts. A part of this corpus was manually annotated with respect to structure of sentences—the concept of segments, easily automatically detectable and linguistically motivated units was adopted \([14]\). Segments are understood as maximal non-empty sequences of tokens that do not contain any punctuation mark or coordinating conjunction. The sentence annotation captures the level of embedding for individual segments. This concept of linear segments serves as a good basis for the identification of clauses—single clause consists of one or more segments with the same level of embedding; one or more clauses then create(s) a complex sentence.

The definition of segments adopted in the project is based on very strict rules for punctuation in Czech. Generally, the beginning and end of each clause must be indicated by a boundary. This holds for embedded clauses as well. In particular, there are only very few exceptions to a general rule saying that there must be some kind of a boundary between two finite verb forms of meaningful verbs.

In the pilot phase of the project, 3,443 sentences from PDT were annotated with respect to their sentence structure which gives 7,975 segments and 5,003 clauses. While most sentences contain only one or two clauses, the maximal observed number of clauses in a sentence is 11.

An experiment that used segments of the corpus instead of whole sentences as translation units has shown that the translation process was 3–4 times faster (depending on the set of syntactic rules) while the accuracy of the translation did not change. Thus the only remaining problem is to refine the algorithm that automatically segments compound sentences of the source language.

\(^5\)http://ufal.mff.cuni.cz/pdt2.0/
8 CONCLUSIONS

The results achieved in the experiments with machine translation between two very closely related languages (Czech and Slovak) described in this paper seem to support the hypothesis that the change of the rather simplistic architecture of the original system Česílko enabled by an exploitation of a multigraph and a shallow chart parser combined with a stochastic ranker of the target language sentences generated by the system resulted in improved translation quality. The use of a chart-based technique in several phases of the translation process is a crucial factor for the improvement.
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Abstract

The development of a Manipuri to English example based machine translation system is reported. The sentence level parallel corpus is built from comparable news corpora. POS tagging, morphological analysis, NER and chunking are applied on the parallel corpus for phrase level alignment. The translation process initially looks for an exact match in the parallel example base and returns the retrieved target output. Otherwise, the maximal match source sentence is identified. For word level mismatch, the unmatched words in the input are translated from the lexicon or transliterated. Unmatched phrases are looked into the phrase level parallel example base; the target phrase translations are identified and then recombined with the retrieved output. The system is currently not handling multiple maximal matches or no match (full or partial) situation. The EBMT system has been evaluated with BLEU and NIST scores of 0.137 and 3.361 respectively, better than a baseline SMT system with the same training and test data.

Keywords: Example based machine translation, Manipuri – English, Sentence Level Parallel Corpus, Phrase Level Alignment, Evaluation
1 Introduction

Machine Translation (MT) is the process of translating text or speech units from a source language (SL) into a target language (TL) by using computers while preserving the meaning and interpretation. Various MT paradigms have so far evolved depending upon how the translation knowledge is acquired and used. The main drawback of Rule Based MT systems is that sentences in any natural language may assume a large variety of structures and hence translation requires enormous knowledge about the syntax and semantics of both the SL and TL. On the other hand, SMT techniques depend on how accurately various probabilities are measured. Realistic measurements of these probabilities can be made only if a large volume of sentence aligned parallel corpora is available. The requirement of SMT system for big parallel corpus and inability to get back the original translation used during training prompted the use of the EBMT paradigm for Manipuri-English MT system. An EBMT system stores in its example base the translation examples between the SL and TL. These examples are subsequently used as guidance for future translation tasks. In order to translate a new input sentence in SL, all matching SL sentences that match any fragment of the input SL sentence are retrieved from the example base, along with their translation in TL. These translation examples are then recombined suitably to generate the translation of the given input sentence.

Manipuri is a less privileged Tibeto-Burman language spoken by approximately three million people mainly in the state of Manipur in India as well as its neighboring states and in the countries of Myanmar and Bangladesh and is in the VIII Schedule of Indian Constitution with little resource for NLP related research and development. Some of the unique features of this language are tone, the agglutinative verb morphology and predominance of aspect than tense, lack of grammatical gender, number and person. Other features are verb final in word order, lack of numeral classifier and extensive suffix with more limited prefixation. Different word classes are formed by affixation of the respective markers. This is the first attempt to develop Manipuri-English machine translation using example based approach.

There is no parallel corpus available to develop Manipuri-English MT system at the first place. In our present work Manipuri-English news parallel corpora is being developed from web as an initial step using a semi-automatic approach. The translation methodology incorporated in our system is to search and identify for (a) complete
sentence match (b) phrase level and finally (c) word levels and using entries from the lexicon after applying suffix removal/addition operations using a suffix adaptation module. The EBMT system developed so is compared with a baseline SMT system using Moses decoder. The rest of the paper is organized in such a way that related works are discussed in section 2, parallel corpus development at section 3, EBMT system methodology in section 4, evaluation in section 5 and conclusion in section 6.

2 RELATED WORKS

Aligning sentences in bilingual corpora based on a simple statistical model of character lengths using the fact that longer sentences in one language tend to be translated into longer sentences in the other language, and that shorter sentences tend to be translated into shorter sentences is reported in [6]. Reliable measures for extracting valid news articles and sentence alignments of Japanese and English are reported in [12]. Statistical alignment tool such as GIZA++ [26] are used for words and phrase alignment of statistical machine translation systems. The EBMT system as reported by Makoto Nagao at a 1981 conference identified the three main components: matching fragments against a database of real examples, identifying the corresponding translation fragments and then recombining these translation fragments to give the target text. Researchers [25], [10] have considered EBMT to be one major and effective approach among different MT paradigms, primarily because it exploits the linguistic knowledge stored in an aligned text in a more efficient way. Example-based Machine Translation [13] makes use of past translation examples to generate the translation of a given input. [4] learn translation templates from English-Turkish translation examples. They define a template as an example translation pair where some components (e.g. word stems and morphemes) are generalized by replacing them with variables in both sentences. The use of morphemes as units allows them to represent relevant templates for Turkish. There is currently no template implementation in our EBMT system. EBMT systems are often felt to be best suited to a sublanguage approach, and an existing corpus of translations can often serve to define implicitly the sublanguage which the system can handle [25]. EBMT for highly inflected language with free order sentence constituents like Basque to English [18] are reported using morphemes for basic analysis. Hybrid Rule-Based – Example-Based MT using sub-sentential translation units
are reported in [17]. There are reports on translating from poor to rich morphology languages [2], namely English to Czech and English to Hindi in Indian context [1]. Phrasal EBMT System for Translating English to Bengali is found at [27].

3 Preparation of Example Bases

Manipuri is a less computerized language and the parallel corpora, annotated corpora, dictionary and other lexical resources are generally not available. The following three example bases have been developed as part of the present work:

1. Manipuri-English Parallel corpora of 16919 sentences
2. Manipuri-English dictionary of 12229 entries which includes 2611 transliterated words
3. Manipuri-English – 57629 aligned phrases

3.1 Sentence alignment

The Manipuri-English parallel corpus is collected from news available in both Manipuri and English in a noisy form from http://www.thesangaiexpress.com/. The corpora is comparable in nature as identical news events are described in both Manipuri and English news stories. There are 23375 English and 22743 Manipuri sentences respectively in the noisy corpus. A semiautomatic parallel corpus extraction approach is applied to align the corpora in order to make it usable for the Machine Translation system. As part of the process, the articles are aligned and dynamic programming approach [6] is applied to achieve the sentence pairs after making sure that there are equal numbers of articles on both sides. Based on the similarity measures [12], we allow 1-to-n or n-to-1 \((1 \leq n \leq 6)\) alignments when aligning the sentences. Let \(M_i\) and \(E_i\) be the words of Manipuri and English sentences for \(i\)-th alignment. The similarity between \(M_i\) and \(E_i\) is calculated as:

\[
SIM(M_i, E_i) = \frac{\text{co}(M_i \times E_i) + 1}{l(M_i) + l(E_i) - 2\text{co}(M_i \times E_i) + 2}
\]

where,

\[
l(X) = \sum_{x \in X} f(x), f(x) \text{ is the frequency of } x \text{ in the sentences.}
\]
\[ co(M_i \times E_i) = \sum_{(m,e) \in M_i \times E_i} \min(f(m), f(e)) \]

\[ M_i \times E_i = \{(m,e)|m \in M_i, e \in E_i \} \] and \( M_i \times E_i \) is a one-to-one correspondence between Manipuri and English words.

A Manipuri stemmer is used in order to make use of a medium size dictionary since there is no Manipuri Wordnet available. After the parallel alignment and cleaning, there are 16919 parallel news sentences. The Manipuri-English dictionary [7] is being digitized and currently contains 9618 Manipuri words. Use of transliterated English words in Manipuri is very prominent and there are 2611 transliterated words.

### 3.2 Morphological Processing

In Manipuri, words are formed by three processes called affixation, derivation and compounding. The majority of the roots found in the language are bound and the affixes are the determining factor of the word class in the language. In this agglutinative language the numbers of verbal suffixes are more than that of the nominal suffixes. Works on morphological processing in Manipuri are found in [3] and [19].

Verb morphology does not indicate number, person, gender or pronominal agreement between the verb and its arguments. There are two derivational prefixes: an attributive prefix which derives adjectives from verbs and a nominalizing prefix which derives nouns from verbs.

A noun may be optionally affixed by derivational morphemes indicating gender, number and quantity. A noun may have one of the 5 semantic roles: agent, actor, patient, reciprocal/goal and theme. Actor and theme roles are not indicated morphologically, while all other semantic roles are indicated by an enclitic. Word class and sentence identification using morphological information is reported in [20].

### 3.3 POS Tagging and Chunking

Works on the POS tagging for Manipuri have been reported in [21] that describes Morphology Driven POS tagger of Manipuri as well as in [22] that uses Support Vector Machines (SVM) and Conditional Random Fields (CRF). The Manipuri tagset is the same as the 26 tagset defined for the Indian languages. The POS tagger with 26\(^1\) tags using SVM methodology is identified as more viable for the present system.

\[^{1}\] http://shiva.iiit.ac.in/SPSAL2007/iit_tagset_guidelines.pdf
because of its detailed 26 tags. The English sentences are POS tagged and chunked using fnTBL [14].

There is no evidence for a verb phrase constituent in Manipuri. The Manipuri verb clause consists of a verb (V) and its argument (i.e., noun phrase) this verb subcategorizes for. Given below are the phrase structure rules which derive sentences in Manipuri.

(1)  
\[ S \rightarrow NP^* \ V \]
\[ NP^* \rightarrow NP \ NP \ NP \ldots \]

Example of a Manipuri sentence is given here.

\texttt{apikpa amotpa asonba angangdu kappi}

\texttt{|-----------------NP------------------| V}

\texttt{Small \ dirty \ weak \ that \ child \ is \ crying}

\texttt{‘The small, dirty, weak boy is crying’}

A noun phrase may consist of a noun followed by derivational and inflectional morphology or a noun and adjectives, numerals and/or quantifiers. The order of these constituents within the noun phrase is relatively free.

(2)  
\[ NP \rightarrow N \ (Adj^*) \ (Num/Quant) \]
\[ NP \rightarrow (Adj^*) \ N \ (Num/Quant) \]

For example,

\texttt{uchek \ achoubadu \ phajei}

\texttt{That \ bird \ big \ is \ beautiful.}

\texttt{|--------NP--------|}

Grammatically, a sentence must consist of an inflected verb, which is a verb root and an inflectional suffix. An adverbial clause can be derived through the suffixation of clausal subordinators to a nominalized clause. The phrase structure rule which is used to generate adverbial clause is

(3)  
\[ AdvP \rightarrow S' \ CS \]

S’ is the sentence and CS is the clausal subordinator. It can be a locative marker डा (da). e.g.,

\texttt{eikhoida \ lakpada}

\texttt{To our place \ upon \ coming \ home}

\texttt{‘when \ coming \ to \ our \ place’}
The SVM based chunker [11] is used. The training process has been carried out by YamCha\(^2\) toolkit, an SVM based tool for detecting classes in documents and formulating the chunking task as a sequential labeling problem. For classification, we have used TinySVM-0.07\(^3\) classifier that seems to be the best optimized among publicly available SVM toolkits. We train the system with 1,600 sentences of 35,120 words and used the model.

### 3.4 NER module

The NER system for Manipuri [23] is developed using Support vector machine considering the four major named entities tags, namely Person name, Location name, Organization name and Miscellaneous name. The training process has been carried out by YamCha toolkit, an SVM based tool for detecting classes in documents and formulating the NER tagging task as a sequential labeling problem trained with 28,629 sentences. For classification, we have used TinySVM-0.07 classifier that seems to be the best optimized among publicly available SVM toolkits. Experimental results show the effectiveness of the proposed approach with the overall average Recall, Precision and F-Score values of 93.91%, 95.32% and 94.59% respectively. The named entities are transliterated into the target language using modified joint source channel model for transliteration [28].

### 3.5 Word and Chunk alignment

Each Manipuri word has no one-to-one correspondence with the words of English sentences and also there is no direct equivalence of Manipuri case markers to English. Words and phrases are aligned using GIZA++, a statistical word alignment toolkit [26]. The high quality aligned phrases are extracted in order to feed into the generation module of the system. A word in Manipuri can correspond to several English words and vice versa. Some of the examples are:

- 工委員 (waithok lanthok) \(\leftrightarrow\) crisis
- 議会 (louthaba) \(\leftrightarrow\) take something down
- トーチタク (louthok lousin) \(\leftrightarrow\) give and take
- チャイハーキ (chaikhayba) \(\leftrightarrow\) scatter

\(^2\) http://chasen.org/~taku/software/yamcha/
\(^3\) http://chasen.org/~taku/software/TinySVM/
Also some Manipuri to English translation variations with additional suffixes but maintaining the same meaning is observed as given below:

\[\text{chet-han-ba} \leftrightarrow \text{tighten}\]
\[\text{chet-sin-han-ba} \leftrightarrow \text{a while}\]

The variations of the verb part are caused by the inclusion/exclusion of derivational suffixes. The verbal suffixes are used to indicate the mood, aspect and not only indicating the type of sentences.

**Figure 1: Equivalence between Manipuri and English components**

Chunks are aligned using a dynamic programming “edit-distance style” alignment algorithm. In the following, \(a\) denotes an alignment between a target sequence \(e\) and a source sequence \(f\), with \(I = |e|\) and \(J = |f|\). Given two sequences of chunks, we are looking for the most likely alignment \(\hat{a}\):

\[\hat{a} = \arg\max_a P(a|e,f) = \arg\max_a P(a,e|f).\]

Considering alignments such as those obtained by an edit-distance algorithm, i.e.

\[a = (t_1, s_1) (t_2, s_2) \ldots (t_n, s_n),\]

with \(\forall k \in [1, n], t_k \in [0, I]\) and \(s_k \in [0, J]\), and \(\forall k < k'\):

\[t_k \leq t_{k'}\text{ or } t_{k'} = 0,\]
\[s_k \leq s_{k'}\text{ or } s_{k'} = 0,\]

\[I \subseteq \bigcup_{k=1}^n \{t_k\}, J \subseteq \bigcup_{k=1}^n \{s_k\},\]

where \(t_k = 0\) and \(s_k = 0\) denote a non-aligned target and source chunks. We then assume the following model:

\[P(a,e|f) = \prod_k P(t_k, s_k, e|f) = \prod_k P(e|t_k, s_k).\]
where $P(e_0|f_j)$ and $P(e_i|f_0)$ denote an “insertion” and “deletion” probabilities respectively.

Assuming that the parameters $P(e_t|f_k)$ are known, the most likely alignment is computed by a simple dynamic-programming algorithm which is a classical edit-distance algorithm in which distances are replaced by inverse-log-conditional probabilities. Moreover, this algorithm can be simply adapted to allow for block movements, in the context of MT evaluation [8]. This adaptation is necessary to take into account the potential differences between the order of constituents in Manipuri and English. We compute these parameters by relying on the information contained within the chunks considering word to word probabilities and chunk labels. Relationships between chunks are then computed using the model:

$$P(e_i|f_j) = \sum_{ac} P(a, e_i|f_j) \max_{ac} P(a, e_i|f_j) = \prod_{1} \max_{ac} P(e_i|f_k).$$

In the case of chunk labels, a simple matching algorithm is used. It is possible to combine several sources of knowledge in a log-linear framework, in the following manner:

$$\log P(e_i|f_j) \sum_{ac} \lambda_{i} \log P_{k}(e_i|f_j) - \log Z,$$

where $P_{k}(.)$ represents a given source of knowledge, $\lambda_{i}$, the associated weight parameter and $Z$ a normalization parameter. To produce a higher quality, the aligned phrases generated using GIZA++ are also added to the aligned chunks extracted by the chunk alignment module.

4 MT SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT METHODOLOGY

This is the first attempt to build MT system for Manipuri to English. While the EBMT employ pattern matching technique to translate subparts of the given input sentence, two fundamental problems of developing Manipuri to English EBMT system are (a) wide syntactic divergence between the source and target languages (b) higher degree of agglutination and richer morphology of Manipuri compared to English. Considering the first problem, we resolve it by adapting the following approach of reordering the input Manipuri sentence. Manipuri follows verb final in word order and there is lack of grammatical relation between subject and object. For example, the
The following sentence pair follows the same meaning (Tomba drives the car), though with different emphasis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Manipuri</th>
<th>English</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tomba-na</td>
<td>Car-du</td>
<td>thou-i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tomba-nom</td>
<td>Car-distal</td>
<td>drive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Car-du</td>
<td>Tomba-na</td>
<td>thou-i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Car-distal</td>
<td>Tomba-nom</td>
<td>drive</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The identification of subject and object in both the sentences are done by the suffixes ना (na) and दु (du). The case markers are the critical part of conveying right meaning during translation though the most acceptable order is SOV. The basic difference of phrase order compared to English is handled by reordering the input sentence following the rule [16]:

\[ C_m^x S_m O_m^x O_m V_m^x \rightarrow S_S V_m O_m^x C_m \]

where,

- \( S \): Subject
- \( O \): Object
- \( V \): Verb
- \( C_m \): Clause modifier
- \( X \): Corresponding constituent in Manipuri, where \( X \) is \( S \), \( O \), or \( V \)
- \( X_m \): modifier of \( X \)

The phrase reordering program is written using the perl module Parse::RecDescent.

There is no direct equivalence of the Manipuri case markers in English. So, establishing a word level similarity between Manipuri and English is more tedious if not impossible. Essentially, all morphological forms of a word and its translations have to exist in the parallel example bases, and every word has to appear with every possible case marker, which will require an impossibly huge amount of example base. Dealing at sub-sentence level replicates more complexity even at the level of chunking, before the actual process kicks off. One major advantage of EBMT is that it requires neither a huge parallel corpus as required by SMT, nor it requires framing a large rule base required by RBMT. Study of EBMT is therefore feasible for us as we do not have access to such linguistics resources. The translation steps incorporated in our system is to search and identify for (a) complete sentence match (b) phrase level and finally (c) word levels and using entries from the lexicon after applying suffix removal/addition operations using a suffix
adaptation module of the source language input sentence, translate the corresponding units individually to the target language and finally arranging the translated phrases to form the target language equivalent of the source language sentence. While relating the Manipuri and English noun phrases (NPs), NPs usually end with a case-morpheme that contains information about case and number. For example, နြော့က်း (school-du-gi nupamacha-sing-du-na, “by the boys of the school”) is related as follows:

ခေါ် (school, school) + ပြော (du- distal marker, the) + ကဖ် (gi- case marker, of) နြော့က်း (nupamacha, boy)-ပါး (sing - plural marker, s)- ပြော (du- distal marker, the)-နေား (na- case marker, by)

The input sentence is passed through a stemmer in order to separate the significant suffixes along with the corresponding information for the phrase level and word adaptations. Basic sentence types in Manipuri are determined through illocutionary mood markers, all of which are verbal inflectional suffixes, with the exception of the interrogative which is an enclitic.

The simple aspect markers are -ရို, -ရိုမို, -ရိုမို, -ရိုမို, -ရိုမို, -ရို-လို. The progressive aspect markers are -ရို, -ရို-လို. The perfect aspect markers are -ရို, -ရို-လို. To handle the various surface words of the input text, a stemmer is plugged in to maximize the matches. In the matching module, there is establishment of correspondence between units in a bilingual text at sentence, phrase or word level. Sentences can, however, be quite long. And the longer they are, the less possible it is that they will have an exact match in the translation archive, and the less flexible the EBMT system will be. In practice, EBMT systems that operate at sub-sentence level involve the dynamic derivation of the optimum length of segments of the input sentence by analyzing the available parallel corpora [5]. This requires a procedure for determining the best “cover” of an input text by segments of sentences contained in the database. It is assumed that the translation of the segments of the database that cover the input sentence is known. What is needed, therefore, is a procedure for aligning parallel texts at sub-sentence level. If sub-sentence alignment is available, the approach is fully automated but is quite vulnerable to the problem of low quality as mentioned above, as well as to ambiguity problems when the produced segments are rather small. The problem of multiple phrase matches will be handled later using the language model of the target language by picking up proper target phrase. The other alternative that will be experimented in future will be to look for most probable maximal
match using frequency information for each parallel pair. If there is no match, either partial or full, in the example base, the future plan is to go for phrasal EBMT system. The algorithmic steps followed are depicted below:

a. If there is Sentence level match
   Produce exact output translation
b. Else process the input – POS, Morph, NER and Chunks
   For maximal match (find the sentence in the Example Base that matches most with the input)
      i. one maximal match
         ▪ phrase level mismatch - look for phrase level match and return output, replace this translated phrase in the retrieved target for the maximal match sentence as the parallel sentence level Example Base is phrase aligned
         ▪ word level mismatch - look into the bilingual lexicon or transliteration
         ▪ above is applicable for more than one word or phrase mismatch
      ii. more than maximal match
         ▪ carry out the above process for all the maximal match pairs. The best target among multiple outputs is selected using the language model.
         ▪ take the pair that occurs most in the Example Base – keep frequency information for each pair, then do as in one maximal match.
      iii. no match in the sentence level and maximal
         ▪ go for phrasal EBMT

Finally, the translated fragments obtained so are stitched together to form the target sentence following the reordering rules as per the target language.

5 Evaluation

The EBMT system is developed with parallel 15319 sentences, 57629 phrases and 12229 words and evaluated with 900 gold standard test
sentences. We use BLEU and NIST scores for the evaluation of our system. A higher BLEU score indicates better translation. We develop a Manipuri-English baseline SMT system with the same example base used for EBMT and compare the result with EBMT system developed as shown in table 3. There is no previous report available of Manipuri-English SMT system either. The Moses [9] decoder is used. The English (trigram) language model is trained on the English portion of the training data, using the SRI Language Modeling Toolkit [24] with modified Kneser-Ney smoothing.

The two experiments of EBMT and SMT are done using 15319 sentences plus 12229 words. The testing is done three fold taking 300 sentences each.

Table 1 : Statistics of corpus used

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>#sentences</th>
<th>#words</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parallel corpus</td>
<td>15319</td>
<td>366728</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test corpus</td>
<td>(300+300+300)=900</td>
<td>20190</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Evaluation result

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technique</th>
<th>Test #1 BLEU</th>
<th>NIST</th>
<th>Test #2 BLEU</th>
<th>NIST</th>
<th>Test #3 BLEU</th>
<th>NIST</th>
<th>Average BLEU</th>
<th>Average NIST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baseline SMT</td>
<td>0.134</td>
<td>3.405</td>
<td>0.125</td>
<td>3.12</td>
<td>0.126</td>
<td>3.06</td>
<td><strong>0.128</strong></td>
<td><strong>3.195</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EBMT system</td>
<td>0.150</td>
<td>3.513</td>
<td>0.131</td>
<td>3.25</td>
<td>0.132</td>
<td>3.32</td>
<td><strong>0.137</strong></td>
<td><strong>3.361</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6 CONCLUSION

The result of initial experiment of Manipuri-English EBMT system is quite encouraging with NIST score of 3.361 and BLEU score of 0.137 which is better than a baseline SMT system. Since, the source side of the translation is highly agglutinative and morphologically rich, incorporating the morphological information could help improving the system. However, the performance of the overall system can be improved further with the addition of other modules such as word sense disambiguation, multiword expression etc. By proper handling of divergence and adaptation of Manipuri-English EBMT performance can be further improved.
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Bilingual Document Clustering using Translation-Independent Features
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ABSTRACT

This paper focuses on the task of bilingual clustering, which involves dividing a set of documents from two different languages into a set of thematically homogeneous groups. It mainly proposes a translation independent approach specially suited to deal with linguistically related languages. In particular, it proposes representing the documents by pairs of words orthographically or thematically related. The experimental evaluation in three bilingual collections and using two clustering algorithms demonstrated the appropriateness of the proposed representation, which results are comparable to those from other approaches based on complex linguistic resources such as translation machines, part-of-speech taggers, and named entity recognizers.

1 INTRODUCTION

In recent years, due to the globalization phenomenon, there is an increasing interest for organizing and classifying documents from different languages. In this scenario, document clustering aims to identify subsets of documents thematically related in spite of their source language.

The traditional approach for document clustering is based on the assumption that it is possible to establish the topic of documents solely
from the frequency of their terms. This basic approach is appropriate for monolingual clustering since all documents may be represented using the same set of words; nevertheless, in a multilingual situation, where documents belong to different languages, it is useless. An immediate solution to this problem is the application of a translation process which allows to construct a common representation for all documents, and, therefore, to apply any existing clustering method.

Even though the translation-based approach is the common strategy for multilingual document clustering (MDC), there are certain linguistically related languages in which it would be possible to apply a translation-independent approach. Particularly, we refer to languages that belong to the same linguistic family (like romance languages), or that by historical reasons or geographic closeness have borrowed a number of words (as the case of Spanish and English). For this kind of languages, it is possible to construct a joint representation of their documents based on words such as common named entities, cognates and foreign words\(^1\).

Taking advantage of the above circumstance, in this paper we explore a translation-independent bilingual clustering approach that represents documents by a set of pairs of related words. We mainly consider two kinds of pairs of related words: on the one hand, orthographically related words such as “presidente-president” or “presidente-presidential”, and, on the other hand, thematically related words such as “candidato-voters” or “presidente-elections”, which may be extracted from the contexts of the firsts. Therefore, the main contribution of this paper is a method for the extraction of these kinds of pairs of words (herein referred as translation-independent features) and the evaluation of their usefulness as document features in bilingual clustering tasks.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents some works on multilingual document clustering. Section 3 details the method for the extraction of translation-independent features. Sections 4 and 5 describe the experimental configuration and results respectively. Finally, Section 6 presents our conclusions and some ideas for future work.

---

\(^1\) Common (or cognate) named entities such as “Barack Obama” which are equally written in Spanish and English; cognates such as “presidente” and “president”; and foreign words such as “software” that is an English word normally used Spanish.
2 RELATED WORK

As we previously mentioned, the translation-based approach is the traditional strategy for MDC. Methods from this approach differentiate one from another by the kind of resources they use for translation as well as by the parts of the texts they translate. There are methods that achieve the translation by means of automatic translation machines [3, 6, 7, 13], and methods that use a bilingual thesaurus or dictionary [12, 14]. Similarly, some of these methods translate the whole documents [6], whereas some others only translate some specific keywords or parts of speech [3, 7, 9, 13].

Motivated by the fact that the performance of this kind of methods is affected by the quality of the automatic translation, Montalvo et al. [8, 9] proposed a translation-independent clustering method that takes advantage from the lexical similarities existing in linguistically related languages. In particular, they proposed using cognate named entities as document features. Their results in a bilingual corpus consisting of documents describing a common set of news events indicate that this kind of features leads to good results in bilingual document clustering.

A possible criticism to the above conclusion might be that it was drawn from a restrictive experimental scenario, where named entities hold a very important role. However, it is expected that for other kind of collections about more general topics, the presence of cognate named entities will be lower, causing the generation of sparse document representations and, therefore, a degradation of the clustering quality. In order to tackle this problem, in this paper we propose to represent documents by a broader set of orthographically similar pairs of words, allowing features such as “presidente-presidential”, which are not a translation of each other, but show a clear semantic relation. In addition, we propose enriching the representation by including some thematically related pairs of words such as “presidente-elections”, which do not present any orthographic similarity, but may be extracted from the contexts of orthographically similar pairs of words.

In order to confirm our claims about the robustness of the proposed features, we present an evaluation that considers three bilingual collections of news reports from the same thematic category but that describe very different events. Somehow, by this experiment, our aim is to investigate the limits of translation-independent features in the task of bilingual document clustering.
3 Extraction of Translation-Independent Features

As we previously mentioned, our proposal is mainly supported on the idea that, for two linguistically related languages, a pair of words having a high orthographic similarity tend to maintain a semantic relation, and, in addition, that the contexts of these words tend to be similar and thematically consistent.

Based on the above assumptions we designed a method for extracting a set of translation-independent features from a given bilingual document collection. This method considers two main steps. The first step focuses on the identification of all orthographically similar pairs of words, whereas, the second uses these pairs of words in order to discover others that tend to co-occur in their contexts, and, therefore, that maintain a “possible” thematic relation.

At the end, we represent the documents from the given bilingual collection using all extracted features, being each feature defined as a pair of related words \((w_1, w_2)\), where \(w_1\) is a word from language \(L_1\) and \(w_2\) is a word from language \(L_2\).

The following two sections describe in detail the extraction of both kinds of features, orthographically and thematically related. Then, Section 3.3 formalizes the representation of documents by the proposed set of features.

3.1 Features based on Orthographic Similarity

Given a document collection \((D)\) containing documents from two different languages \((L_1\) and \(L_2\)), the extraction of this kind of features is carried out as follows:

1. Divide the collection in two sets \((D_1\) and \(D_2\)); each one containing the documents from one single language.
2. Determine the vocabulary (i.e., set of different words) from each language, eliminating the stop words. We mention these sets \(V_1\) and \(V_2\) respectively.
3. Evaluate the orthographic similarity for each pair of words from the two languages; \(sim_{ort}(w_i \in V_1, w_j \in V_2)\). In our experiments we measured this similarity by the quotient of the length of their longest common subsequence (LCS) and the length of the largest word. For instance, the LCS of the words “australiano” (in Spanish) and “australien” (in English) is “austral-i-n”, and, therefore, their similarity is 9/11.
4. Select as candidate features all pair of words \((w_i \in V_1, w_j \in V_2)\) having an orthographic similarity greater than a given specified threshold. That is, we consider that the pair of words \((w_i, w_j)\) is a candidate translation-independent feature if \(\text{sim}_{\text{ort}}(w_i, w_j) \geq \alpha\).

5. Eliminate candidate features \((w_i, w_j)\) that satisfy one of the following conditions: \(\text{sim}_{\text{ort}}(w_i, w_j) < \text{sim}_{\text{ort}}(w_i \in V_1, w_j)\) or \(\text{sim}_{\text{ort}}(w_i, w_j) < \text{sim}_{\text{ort}}(w_i, w_j \in V_2)\). The purpose of this final step is to select only the strongest relation for each word, avoiding the generation of many irrelevant features.

At this point it is important to comment that this initial step of our method is similar to other existing approaches for automatic extraction of cognates [2, 5, 10]. It also determines the relation of two words by their orthographic similarity, however, it extracts these pairs of words from the own target document collection avoiding the use of a parallel corpus or bilingual dictionary. Because of this characteristic, the proposed method can extract a great number of related words, some of them incorrect but the vast majority useful for the MDC task. In particular, it may extract pairs of words that are not cognates in a strict sense but that maintain some semantic relation such as “presidencia” (presidency in Spanish) and “president” (in English).

In addition to the extraction of a great number of related pairs of words, this method does not require applying processes for POS tagging or named entity recognition, and, therefore, it may be easily adapted to several pair of languages.

### 3.2 Features based on Thematic Closeness

As stated in the beginning of Section 3, this second step of the extraction method is based on the idea that the semantic relatedness of two words may be calculated according to their lexical neighbors. Therefore, it considers that a pair of words from different languages \((w_i \in L_1, w_j \in L_2)\) may be thematically related if they tend to co-occur with the same set of orthographically similar words. In order to illustrate the idea behind the method consider the following example.

Given a bilingual collection formed by documents in Spanish and English, and once extracted a set of orthographically similar features \{ (presidente, president), (Obama, Obama), ..., (congreso, congress) \}, it may be possible to assume that the word “elecciones” (elections in Spanish) and “voters” (in English) are thematically related given that “elecciones” tend to co-occur with words such “presidente, Obama and
The following lines describe the general process for the extraction of this kind of features.

Given a collection of documents $D$ with documents written in two different languages, called $L_1$ and $L_2$, the extraction of thematically related pairs of words is carried out as follows:

1. Divide the collection in two sets ($D_1$ and $D_2$); each one containing the documents from one single language.
2. Determine the vocabulary (i.e., set of different words) from each language, eliminating the stop words. We mention these sets $V_1$ and $V_2$ respectively.
3. Select the subset of orthographically “equal” features ($E$) extracted in the previous step; $E = \{(w_i, w_j) \mid \text{sim}_{ort}(w_i, w_j) = 1\}$.
4. Represent each word from $D$ by a vector $w_i = <p_{i1}, p_{i2}, \ldots, p_{i|E|}>$, where $p_{ij}$ indicates the number of documents in which word $w_i$ co-occurs with one of the words from feature $j$.
5. Compute the similarity for each pair of words from the two languages: $\text{sim}_{ocr}(w_i \in V_1, w_j \in V_2)$. In our experiments we measured this similarity based on the vector representations defined in (4) and using the cosine formula.
6. Select as features all pair of words ($w_i \in V_1, w_j \in V_2$) having a co-occurrence similarity greater than a given specified threshold. That is, we consider that the pair of words ($w_i, w_j$) is a translation-independent feature if $\text{sim}_{ocr}(w_i, w_j) \geq \beta$.

3.3 Representation of Documents using the Proposed Features

We describe the documents from the bilingual collection $D$ using all extracted features. In particular, we represent each document by a vector $d_i = <p_{i1}, p_{i2}, \ldots, p_{i|D|}>$, where $p_{ik}$ indicates the relevance of feature $f_k$ in document $d_i$. We compute this relevance based on the TF-IDF weighting scheme as indicated below.

Considering that feature $f_k$ is represented by the pair of words ($w_{1k}, w_{2k}$), where $w_{1k}$ belong to language $L_1$ and $w_{2k}$ belong to language $L_2$, $p_{ik}$ is calculated as follows:

$$p_{ik} = \text{TF}_{ik} \times \text{IDF}_{ik} = \frac{\#(w_{1k}, d_i \in D_1)}{|d_i|} \times \log \left( \frac{|D|}{\#(w_{1k}, D_1) + \#(w_{2k}, D_2)} \right)$$
where \( \#(w_{xk}, d_i) \) indicates the number of occurrences of the word \( w_{xk} \) in document \( d_i \), \( \#(w_{xk}, D) \) the number of documents from language \( \text{Lx} \) in which \( w_{xk} \) occurs, \( |d_i| \) the length of document \( d_i \) and \( |D| \) the number of documents in the whole collection.

### 4 Experimental Setup

#### 4.1 Evaluation Corpora

The document collection used in the experiments is a selection of news reports from the Reuters Multilingual Corpus Vol. 1 and Vol. 2\(^2\). This selection includes documents from three languages, namely, Spanish, English and French, and from 16 different categories. Table 2 shows some numbers about this collection.

It is important to remember that all experiments were done using a pair of languages; therefore, we carried out three bilingual experiments: one for Spanish-English considering 922 documents, other for Spanish-French considering 955 documents and another for English-French with 895 documents.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Documents</th>
<th>Vocabulary without stop words</th>
<th>Words per document (average)</th>
<th>Phrases per document (average)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spanish</td>
<td>491</td>
<td>13437</td>
<td>49.19</td>
<td>3.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>431</td>
<td>11169</td>
<td>41.06</td>
<td>3.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French</td>
<td>464</td>
<td>13076</td>
<td>47.34</td>
<td>3.67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 4.2 Clustering Algorithms

Given that our aim was to evaluate the usefulness of the proposed features as an individual factor in the task of BDC, we considered a common platform for all experiments, which uses the same weighting scheme for all types of features (TF-IDF), the same similar measure for comparing the documents (cosine measure), as well as two different clustering algorithms.

\(^2\) http://trec.nist.gov/data/reuters/reuters.html
From the vast diversity of clustering algorithms (for a survey refer to [15]), we decided using the Direct algorithm [4] (a prototype-based approach) and the Star algorithm [1] (a graph-based approach) because:

On the one hand, these algorithms impose different input restrictions; while the first requires knowing the number of desired clusters, the second only needs to consider a minimum threshold ($\sigma$) for document similarity.

On the other hand, the Direct algorithm has been previously used in BDC works [8, 9], and the Star algorithm has been recently used in monolingual document clustering tasks [11].

4.3 Evaluation Measure

The used evaluation measure was the $F$ measure. This measure allows comparing the automatic clustering solution against a manual clustering (reference solution). It is traditionally computed as described below, where a value of $F = 1$ indicates that the automatic clustering is identical to the manual solution, and a value of $F = 0$ indicates that both solutions do not have any coincidence.

$$F = \sum_{i} \frac{n_i}{n} \max\{F(i,i)\}$$

$$F(i, j) = \frac{2 \times \text{recall}(i, j) \times \text{precision}(i, j)}{\text{recall}(i, j) + \text{precision}(i, j)}$$

In this formula, $\text{recall}(i, j) = n_{ij}/n_i$ and $\text{precision}(i, j) = n_{ij}/n_j$; where $n_{ij}$ is the number of elements of the manual cluster $i$ in the automatic cluster $j$, $n_i$ is the number of elements of the automatic cluster $j$ and $n_i$ is the number of elements of the manual cluster $i$.

5 Experimental Results

In order to evaluate the appropriateness of the proposed representation we performed three bilingual experiments and considered two different clustering algorithms. Tables 2 and 3 shows the results corresponding to the best experimental configuration indicated by a particular combination of values of $\alpha$ (orthographic similarity threshold), $\beta$ (co-occurrence similarity threshold) and $\sigma$ (document similarity threshold).
for the Star algorithm). In addition, these tables also include two baseline results: on the one hand, the results achieved by a translation-based method, and, on the other hand, the results from a translation-independent approach using cognate named entities as document features [8, 9]. For the first case we used the translation machine available from Google and applied a document frequency (DF) threshold for dimensionality reduction [16], whereas, for the second we performed the recognition of named entities using FreeLing for Spanish, Lingpipe for English and Lia_NE for French.

The obtained results show that the proposed method clearly outperforms the approach considering the use of cognate named entities as document features; in average, the MAP scores are 11.6% and 8.6% greater when using the Direct and Star algorithms respectively. From these tables, it is also possible to notice that results from the proposed method are very similar to those from the translation-based method, indicating that our proposal is a competitive alternative when dealing with bilingual collections from linguistically related languages, but having the advantage of not requiring any language processing resource or tool.

Table 2. Results obtained with the Direct clustering algorithm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Languages</th>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>F measure</th>
<th>Best combination</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>English-Spanish</td>
<td>Using translation</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Using translation (with DF)</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>DF=5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Using cognate named entities</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>(α = 0.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Using the proposed representation</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>(α = 0.6; β = 0.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French-Spanish</td>
<td>Using translation</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Using translation (with DF)</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>DF=5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Using cognate named entities</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>(α = 0.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Using the proposed</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>(α = 0.8; β =</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3 We considered the following values for these thresholds: α = {1, 0.9, 0.8, 0.7, 0.6}, β = {1, 0.9, 0.8}, and σ = {0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6}.
4 www.google.com.mx/language_tools
5 For the experiments we used DF ≥ 1, DF ≥ 5 and DF ≥ 10; the best results were reached using DF ≥ 5.
6 These tools are available from the following web sites: http://garraf.epsevg.upc.es/freeling/, http://alias-i.com/lingpipe/, http://lia.univ-avignon.fr/.
From Tables 2 and 3 it may be argued that the proposed method is sensitive to the selection of the two/three threshold values. In order to clarify the extent of the influence of this selection in the achieved results, Table 5 shows the average and the standard deviation of the $F$ measure for all the experiments using the proposed representation and the translation-based approach. These results indicate that the proposed method obtained better average values as well as less standard deviation, allowing to conclude that our method is slightly more robust than the translation-based approach, or, in other words, that all approaches tend to be similarly sensitive to the selection of their parameters.
Table 4. Variability of the results using the Star algorithm (considering all values of $\alpha$, $\beta$ and $\sigma$ for our proposal and $DF = 5$ all values of $\sigma$ for the translation-based approach)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>Average $F$ measure</th>
<th>Standard Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spanish-English</td>
<td>Translating all to Spanish</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Translating all to English</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Using the proposed representation</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French-Spanish</td>
<td>Translating all to Spanish</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Translating all to English</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Using the proposed representation</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French-English</td>
<td>Translating all to Spanish</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Translating all to English</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Using the proposed representation</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we presented a translation-independent bilingual clustering approach that represents documents by a set of pairs of related words. Particularly, we considered two kinds of pairs of related words: orthographically related and thematically related words.

In spite of the complexity of the task—as demonstrated by the achieved results—the representation based on translation independent features shown to be an alternative to the translation-based approach. The results demonstrated that proposed representation is suitable for the clustering task, having the advantage of not depending on any linguistic resource. However, it is important to remember that the application of our proposal is limited to linguistically related languages that belong to the same linguistic family or that by historical reasons or geographic closeness have borrowed a number of words.

Even though the proposed method may be applied to general domain collections, we consider it is more adequate for specific domain document sets, where specialized terms are abundant and tend to be orthographically similar. Regarding this hypothesis, as future work we plan to apply our method to this kind of collections. In addition, we plan to extend the proposed representation to deal with multilingual collections that include documents in more than two languages.
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Interactive QA using the QALL-ME Framework
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ABSTRACT

One of the main concerns when deploying a real-world QA system is user satisfaction. Despite the relevance of criteria such as usability and utility, mainstream research usually overlooks them due to their inherent subjective, user-centric nature and the difficulty of the evaluation involved. This problem is particularly important in the case of real-world QA systems where a “0 results found” answer is not very useful. This paper presents how interaction can be embedded into the QALL-ME framework, an open-source framework for implementing closed-domain QA systems. The changes necessary to improve the framework are described, and an evaluation of the feedback returned to the user for questions that have no answer is performed.

1 INTRODUCTION

The need to access information and find answers to questions in vast collections of documents led to the emergence of the field of Question Answering (QA). Despite extensive research in this field, the accuracy of open domain question answering system, i.e., systems that can answer any question from any collection of documents, is still rather modest. For this reason, real-world question answering systems are usually closed domain, which means that they are built for very specific domains and exploit domain knowledge to answer questions [1].

One of the main concerns when deploying a real-world QA system is user satisfaction. Despite the relevance of criteria such as usability and utility, mainstream research usually overlooks them due to their
inherent subjective, user-centric nature and the difficulty of the evaluation involved. QA benchmarks and evaluation fora (such as TREC\textsuperscript{1} or CLEF\textsuperscript{2}) usually focus on achieving highly accurate and robust systems, and quantify their performance in terms of precision and recall. We argue that a successful deployment of QA systems should not solely rely on the correctness of the answers, but also on how they interact with users and satisfy their needs. This was acknowledged by the increasing interest in interactive question answering \cite{2–4}.

The QALL-ME project \cite{5} has developed a framework for implementing question answering systems for restricted domains. The first implementation of this framework was for the domain of tourism, but it is not bound in any particular way to this domain as demonstrated by its adaptation to the domain of bibliographical information \cite{6}. Despite its flexibility, the framework lacks built-in support for user interaction. This paper demonstrates how it is possible to embed interactivity in the existing framework. The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 briefly presents the overall QALL-ME project and framework. The technique used to embed interaction in the framework is presented in Section 3. An evaluation of user satisfaction of the interactivity is presented in Section 4, and the paper finishes with a discussion and conclusions.

2 The QALL-ME Project and Framework

QALL-ME (Question Answering Learning technologies in a multiLingual and Multimodal Environment) is an EU-funded project with the objective of developing a shared infrastructure for multilingual and multimodal open domain Question Answering.\textsuperscript{3} It allows users to express their information needs in the form of multilingual natural language questions using mobile phones and returns a list of ranked specific answers rather than whole web pages.

Language variability, one of the main difficulties of dealing with natural language, is addressed in QALL-ME by reformulating it as a textual entailment recognition problem. In textual entailment, a text (T) is said to entail a hypothesis (H), if the meaning of H can be derived from

\textsuperscript{1} http://trec.nist.gov/
\textsuperscript{2} http://www.clef-campaign.org/
\textsuperscript{3} More information about the QALL-ME project can be found at http://qallme.fbk.eu
the meaning of T. To this end, each question is treated as the text and the hypothesis is a procedure for answering the question [7].

The QALL-ME framework is an architecture for multilingual question answering (QA) systems that can answer questions from structured data sources for freely specifiable domains.\^4 In a closed-domain QA system, a question can be viewed as a composition of constraints regarding instances, types and the relations between them. The QALL-ME Framework does the following:

– reliably identifies constraints with respect to a domain modelled by an ontology
– creates the SPARQL query corresponding to the question interpretation
– retrieves the results from a data repository

The first implementation of the framework was for the domain of tourism which will be used for the examples in this paper. The QALL-ME framework is based on a Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) which, for this domain, is realised using the following web services:

1. **Context providers**: used to anchor questions in space and time in this way enabling answers to temporally and spatially restricted questions
2. **Annotators**: identify different types of entities in the input question. Currently three types of annotators are available:
   – named entity annotators which identify names of cinemas, movies, persons, etc.
   – term annotators which identify hotel facilities, movie genres and other domain-specific terminology
   – temporal annotators that are used to recognise and normalise temporal expressions in user questions
3. **Entailment engine**: used to overcome the problem of user question variability and determine whether a user question entails a retrieval procedure associated with predefined question patterns.
4. **Query generator**: relies on an entailment engine to generate a query that can be used to extract the answer to a question from a database. For the tourism demonstrator the output of this web service is a SPARQL query.\^5

\^5 SPARQL is a query language defined by the W3C RDF Data Access Working Group which can be used for accessing RDF graphs. It is defined
5. **Answer pool**: retrieves the answers from a database using the query produced by the query generator. In the case of the tourism demonstrator, the answers are extracted from RDF encoded data using SPARQL queries.

The answers, encoded as an RDF graph, are passed to a presentation module which is domain dependent and is not defined in any way by the framework. The interaction between services and the cross-lingual capabilities of the system are realised with the help of a domain ontology, which in the case of the first prototype is described in [8]. The ontology is also used to determine the format in which data is stored and to construct SPARQL queries that are used to access the RDF graph.

The services described above are called by a QPlanner that decides which one should be called depending on the setting: monolingual or cross-lingual (for more details see [5]). One of the drawbacks of the existing QPlanner is that it is only feed-forward, meaning that if a question does not have an answer there is no way to inform the user and allow any form of interaction. In the context of QALL-ME, [9] proposed a way to interact with the user, but the approach does not use the existing framework and requires a completely new implementation. The next section discusses how it is possible to integrate interaction with minimum changes to the existing services.

### 3 PROVIDING SUPPORT FOR INTERACTION WITH THE USER

Most QA systems have a very basic level of interactivity consisting of independent (question, response) pairs. This type of interaction can quickly become frustrating for the user unless the accuracy of the system is very high. Unlike their open-domain counterparts, closed-domain systems embed enough knowledge to successfully address most correct questions relevant to the domain. However, misunderstandings can occur and the system should provide feedback regarding its ‘understanding’ of the question, thereby helping the user quickly identify the source of misunderstanding. If the interaction medium is extended to accommodate the user’s feedback using either natural language templates (e.g. *No, I did not ask about ... I wanted to know ...*) or via an interactive user interface (Web, mobile clients), then a feedback loop is created which promotes

---

*in terms of the W3C’s RDF data model and will work for any data source that can be mapped into RDF. More information can be found at: http://www.w3.org/2001/sw/DataAccess/*
a more natural interaction with the user and continuously improves responses from the system.

The treatment of questions that yield no answer should be an important part of any real-world QA system. The first step in clarifying why there are 0 results found consists of providing feedback regarding the interpretation of the question, as mentioned above. When the cause is not a misunderstanding, but an overly-specific question, the system should explain why there is no answer and suggest possible changes to the original question, encouraging the user to pose additional questions, e.g. by suggesting more general questions with relaxed constraints, or suggesting alternative constraints which do yield relevant answers. For example, if the user asks Where can I see Matrix in Wolverhampton tonight? and there is no such screening, it is not useful just to display No results. Users may find an answer such as There is no screening of the movie Matrix in Wolverhampton tonight. Do you want to find out “What movies can I see in Wolverhampton tonight?” more appropriate. This gives them the opportunity to either accept the suggestion and be presented with the information, or pose a different question initiating a new cycle.

In QALL-ME, processing a question ends once the data is retrieved from the database. Results are presented to the user by a presentation module which is specialised for a particular interaction medium. To enable the behaviour suggested above, the presentation module needs more than just a SPARQL query and the actual results. This is mainly because the SPARQL query only encodes the semantics of the question implicitly, while the presentation module needs explicit meta-data about the system’s understanding/interpretation to suggest viable alternatives to the user. In the current QALL-ME architecture, the actual interpretation occurs during the query generation and the entailment engine stages. For this reason, the semantic information is not directly accessible to the QPlanner. The solution is therefore to augment the output returned by the Query Generator (i.e. the SPARQL query) with meta-data which makes the question interpretation explicit, e.g. in terms of EAT and the constraints identified in the question.

In this section, we show how interaction with the user can be achieved without changing the architecture of the QALL-ME Framework. The proposed mechanism consists of two main parts: 1) injecting meta-data explicitly encoding the system’s understanding of the question with respect to the underlying domain ontology, and 2) formulating
informative answers based on the results given and the question interpretation meta-data. Each of these is discussed below.

3.1 *The qmq mechanism (injecting meta-data)*

In order to provide maximum flexibility, we chose to encode the necessary meta-data using an RDFS terminology, and leave implementation details and extensions to be tailored for each actual application. The terminology contains only the basic concepts: expected answer type, question constraint and question interpretation. The mechanism does not require any changes to the current Web Services specification of the QALL-ME framework, being compatible with the current prototype implementations. An added bonus is that the RDFS terminology used for representing the semantic interpretation is extensible, in line with the generic character of the QALL-ME framework, allowing other types of semantic interpretations to be added in future, without breaking existing applications. Figure 1 presents the qmq terminology.
As mentioned above, the output of the Question Generation service is a SPARQL query that can extract the answer to a question. Schematically this query is represented by the following template:

```
[prefix declarations]
CONSTRUCT{
  [[triples containing the results: qmo]]
  [[additional information: qmo]]
  [[answer meta-data: qma]]
}WHERE{
  [[triples for identifying solutions]]
  [[filters for grounding the constraints]]
}
```

In order to accommodate the new features, the base SPARQL template is changed by injecting additional information:

```
[prefix declarations]
CONSTRUCT{
  [[triples containing the results: qmo]]
  [[additional information: qmo]]
  [[answer meta-data: qma]]
  [[interpretation meta-data: qmq]]
}WHERE{OPTIONAL{
  [[triples for identifying solutions]]
  [[filters for grounding the constraints]]
}}
```

Adding the encompassing OPTIONAL keyword ensures that the meta-data triples from the CONSTRUCT part are generated when querying the data-store, even if no actual solution is found. This means that the presentation module can use this extra information to generate informative answers.

### 3.2 Generating Feedback: question interpretation

Providing feedback regarding the system’s understanding helps the user to easily identify misinterpretations, allowing them to rephrase the question in a way that would eliminate the cause of ambiguity or error. The presence of the question interpretation meta-data in the retrieved RDF graph (even in the absence of actual results), enables
the presentation module to describe the systems understanding of the
question to the user. Instead of saying: 0 results found, the presentation
module can use the meta-data to say: No action movies are shown
between 12 and 18 October in Wolverhampton, West Midlands.

For the above example, the triples added to the CONSTRUCT section
to enable feedback generation are:

```
prefuri:qi rdf:type qmq:QuestionInterpretation;
  qmq:hasInterpretation "[GENRE] movies
  that will be showed
during TIME] in [DESTINATION]"@en;
  qmq:eat qmo:Movie.
```

The prefuri prefix can be a standard prefix or a dereferenceable
URI associated with the user session, enabling real dialogue interaction.
The qmq:hasInterpretation property contains a natural language
explanation, which is a form of textual feedback to be shown to the user,
but it can also be the URI of a resource from a custom repository encoding
more complex information (e.g. HTML generation templates).

The actual implementation is application dependent. The content
generation templates can be part of a resource which uses/extends the
qmq terminology to accommodate different presentation media, multi-
linguality, dialogue management, etc. We chose the RDFS semantics for
specifying the terminology in order to maintain flexibility. An actual
implementation could use a richer representation schema if necessary.

3.3 Informativeness: Filters

To find information quickly, users need a certain level of familiarity with
the system such as how to best pose questions, the kind of requests the
system can address and the data that the system can access. In order
to facilitate and create a more natural interaction, the system should go
beyond displaying lists of results by generating informative answers. A
straight-forward way to do this is by extending the meta-data describing
the constraints.

In cases where a question does not yield any results, the system
should be able to suggest ways in which the constraints can be
successfully relaxed, to find some results. The qmq:Filter instances
should therefore mark the value that enforces the constraint. In the
following listing we give an example of such meta-data:
Each of the filters indicates the SPARQL filter clause enforcing it via the property `qmq:hasValue`. Using this meta-data, the presentation module can remove the filter from the SPARQL and pre-emptively check if ignoring this constraint yields any/additional results. This is particularly useful in cases where questions yield no answers: the system can suggest alternatives by removing the filtering clause from the SPARQL, querying the data-store again and identifying alternatives. For example, by relaxing the spatial constraint `c1`, the system can find which Destinations (`qmq:hasType`) actually yield results, and extract their names (`qmq:hasProperty`).

The way such information is displayed depends on the application and the medium used. A textual answer could be: No movies found during `this week` within `Wolverhampton`. Try another DatePeriod(5 movies) or another Destination(12 movies). On a mobile device, a map can be displayed with the number of movies available for every Destination, and on the Web the interface can be much richer: a full list of answers with reviews, ratings, times. The system can have several strategies for generating answers and only display the highest ranked ones based on their informativeness.

4 Evaluation of the Answer Feedback Component

As explained in the previous section, one way to deal with questions with no answers is to relax or remove their constraints. However, there are various ways in which these constraints can be changed. In this section
we present an evaluation where a set of 6 questions, 3 from the domain of movies/cinema and 3 from the domain accommodation, were shown to users telling them they have no answers and showing them alternative questions that can be generated by the system as part of the response. Users were asked to rate each alternative question on a scale from 1 to 4, 1 indicating a very bad alternative, and 4 corresponding to an excellent alternative. 31 participants were involved in the experiment.

The questions considered for this experiment contained constraints about time (this weekend, tonight), location (Wolverhampton), movie name (Matrix), facilities (e.g. disabled access), movie genre (horror movie), hotel rating and room price. We selected these constraints as they are important in user questions and cover a wide range of concepts from the ontology. The following list of questions was used:

1. Where can I see Matrix in Wolverhampton tonight?
2. Where can I see Matrix in Wolverhampton this weekend?
3. What is the name of a hotel in Wolverhampton with disabled access?
4. What horror movie can I see in Birmingham on Friday night?
5. Where can I find a four star hotel in Wolverhampton?
6. What is the name of a hotel in Wolverhampton where single rooms cost less than £57?

For each of these questions between 4 and 6 alternative questions were produced, in addition to a reply indicating that there are no answers. For example, the following alternatives were proposed for the first question:

1. There is no screening of the movie Matrix in Wolverhampton tonight.
2. Do you want to find out What movies can I see in Wolverhampton tonight?
3. Do you want to find out Where can I see Matrix tonight?
4. Do you want to find out When can I see Matrix in Wolverhampton?
5. Do you want to know Where can I see Matrix in Wolverhampton tomorrow?
6. Do you want to know Where can I see Matrix in Wolverhampton tomorrow evening?
7. Do you want to find out Where can I see Matrix in Birmingham tonight?

A score was calculated for each alternative option for a question as the average rating assigned to it by the users. Tables 1 and 2 present these
Table 1. Results for the question in the movie/cinema domain

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q1 avg.score</td>
<td>2.61</td>
<td>3.42</td>
<td>3.35</td>
<td>3.23</td>
<td>2.45</td>
<td>2.16</td>
<td>2.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rank</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2 avg.score</td>
<td>2.65</td>
<td>3.29</td>
<td>3.13</td>
<td>3.06</td>
<td>2.55</td>
<td>2.35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rank</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q4 avg.score</td>
<td>2.61</td>
<td>2.90</td>
<td>2.45</td>
<td>3.13</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>2.39</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rank</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

scores. Paired T-test was used to calculate whether there is a statistically significant difference between the answers.

In our domain, spatially and temporally restricted questions are very common, therefore it is important to suggest follow-up questions that are likely to be useful to users. In the first two questions we investigate if the granularity of the temporal constraint from the question (tonight vs. this weekend) has an impact on the usefulness of alternative time spans. Table 1 presents the average score for each option. The difference between options in the same rank is not statistically relevant. Suggesting a particular alternative value for the temporal constraint (e.g. tomorrow instead of tonight) was considered less useful than showing all the available alternatives (options 5 and 6 vs. 4 in both questions). This is also true for the spatial constraint (option 7 vs. 3 in Q1). In both questions, the three options that inform the user of all the available alternatives (options 2, 3 and 4) were consistently rated the most useful. This suggests that the users want to know what their options are before committing to a decision.

In question 4 there are three constrains: temporal, spatial and film genre. The results show that option 4 (which movies are available, regardless of the genre) is very useful, while option 5 (which romantic comedies are available) is the least useful and the other options are not statistically distinguishable from the reference option. The results are consistent with our findings so far: ignoring the genre constraint and listing the available movies (option 4) is more useful than pre-emptively modifying the initial question with a viable alternative (options 2, 3, 5 and 6). Users found romantic comedies (option 5) a much less desirable alternative to horror movies than action thrillers (option 6), suggesting...
Table 2. Results for the question in the accommodation domain

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q3</td>
<td>avg.score 2.45</td>
<td>1.26</td>
<td>2.23</td>
<td>3.13</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>3.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rank</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q5</td>
<td>avg.score 2.61</td>
<td>2.84</td>
<td>3.19</td>
<td>3.32</td>
<td>2.29</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rank</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q6</td>
<td>avg.score 2.68</td>
<td>2.03</td>
<td>3.03</td>
<td>2.94</td>
<td>3.35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rank</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

that it is not only the constraint type that is important, but also the value specified by the user.

In the accommodation domain we would expect the users to be more rigid regarding temporal and spatial constraints, with factors such as price and star rating also being important.

In question 3 we investigated: alternative facilities - swimming pool (option 2), ignoring the facilities constraint (option 3), alternative destination - Birmingham (option 4), alternative site - cinema (option 5) and alternative type - bed and breakfast (option 6). Only options 1 and 3 do not have statistically significant differences, while options 2 and 5, as expected, have a very low score. The results show that the disabled access facility is the most important constraint in the question: users would accept a bed and breakfast or a different city, before considering giving it up. However not all facilities are this important: at the other end of the scale we can imagine room facilities such as ironing board or complimentary newspaper which usually reflect preference rather than necessity.

In question 5 we investigated: alternative city - Birmingham (option 2), ignoring rating (option 3), alternative rating (option 4), and alternative type - bed and breakfast (option 5). The results suggest that it is useful to inform the users about what hotels are available regardless of star rating, and that a bed and breakfast is less desirable, in this case contrary to the previous question. Therefore, option 4 suggests that when the alternative values are well known (e.g. star ratings for hotels), suggesting an alternative is useful. The last two questions show that the usefulness is influenced not only by the type of the constraints present in the questions, but also by the constrained values.
In question 6, also option 5 which gave the user the full list of hotels and the price charged by each was the most useful (statistically significant). Option 2 was statistically less useful because it just offered a list of hotels, without factoring the price. Picking particular alternatives for constraints (options 3 and 4) scored better than the reference response, but did not prove statistically different.

The analysis presented above shows that suggesting follow-up questions is more useful than just informing the users there were no answers. In most cases, users prefer more general questions which give them information about the available options. Suggesting questions in which one of the initial constraints is changed was not very useful as it may not match the user’s preferences. The analysis also revealed that for most constraint types, the usefulness of alternative values depends on the actual values specified in the question, confirming that usefulness depends on the context. This suggests that in order to factor all possible contexts, a system has to automatically learn from users’ choices in order to improve its performance.

As a result of the analysis, the prototype was updated to generate responses which help users acknowledge their options in a shortened version allowing preference data to be collected: *The movie ‘Matrix’ is not on ‘tonight’ in ‘Wolverhampton’. You can either see other movies, other times (when it is available), or other destinations (where it is available).*

To provide such an answer, the system must pre-emptively check that the alternatives proposed actually yield answers. If the user’s input matches one of the three follow-up words (e.g. *The movies*?), the system does not have to run the entire pipeline again, but instead, simply returns the answers which have been determined already. In these cases, the interaction has more turns than the initial (question, response) pair.

When two of the constraints cannot be satisfied, the system can say: *The movie ‘Matrix’ is not on in ‘Wolverhampton’ (regardless of time). You can see other destinations, or other movies available tonight in Wolverhampton.* However, the generation templates become increasingly complex and the system needs a ranking of constraints to create natural language formulations which are informative and make sense. As result, a rich user interface is perhaps easier to generate.
5 Conclusions

This paper presented an RDF-based approach for implementing interaction in the QALL-ME framework. An analysis of domain questions revealed that they can be represented as a composition of constraints. This usually takes the form of a conjunction of predicates, as in the following question, *What action movies with Bruce Willis are on in Wolverhampton?* which can be represented as:

```
hasType(x,qmo:Movie) && hasGenre(x,qmo:action) && hasActor(x,qmo:BruceWillis) && inDestination(x,qmo:Wolverhampton).
```

These Boolean predicates correspond to constraints identified in the question by an Entailment Engine which is used to address the problem of language variability. Their truth value can be tested against a data repository by means of inference rules determined by the domain ontology. The Query Generation Web service combines the premises of these rules when generating the WHERE block of a SPARQL query which is used to retrieve the answers to the question, at the same time preserving the semantics of the question interpretation.

The proposed mechanism for allowing user feedback consists of injecting an RDF representation of the question interpretation into the triples of the SPARQL query. Having direct access to this interpretation means that the presentation module can provide feedback, suggest alternative ways in which the question can be asked, and even answer those variations and pre-emptively include the findings in informative answers. The interaction is also more natural from the users’ point of view, increasing user satisfaction.

An evaluation of the feedback revealed that simply suggesting follow-up questions is useful, but that usually users want to know all their options in cases where a precise answer cannot be provided. Context is also important, and in order to make competent suggestions the system needs to learn from the choices made by its users. A study is under way to determine whether generating informative answers based on the satisfiability of constraints is useful for the user. A simple feedback loop will be created to allow more interaction based on a single question, via the addition, modification and removal of constraints. This means that the user does not need to pose long or repetitive questions every time they want more information.
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ABSTRACT

Nowadays ontology creation is on the one hand very often hand-knitted and thus arbitrary. On the other hand it is supported by statistically enhanced information extraction and concept filtering methods. Automatized generation in this sense very often evokes “shallow ontologies” including gaps and missing links. In the requirements engineering domain fine-granulated domain ontologies are needed; therefore the suitability of both hand-knitted and automatically generated gap-afflicted ontologies for developing applications can not always be taken for granted. In this paper we focus on fine-tuning ontologies through linguistically guided key concept optimization. In our approach we suggest an incremental process including rudimentary linguistic analysis as well as various mapping and disambiguation steps including concept optimization through word sense identification. We argue that the final step of word sense identification is essential, since a main feature of ontologies is that their contents must be shareable and therefore also understandable and traceable for non-experts.

Keywords: requirements engineering, ontology engineering, rule mapping, incremental linguistic analysis, WordNet querying
1 INTRODUCTION/MOTIVATION

In the last ten years the job of creating ontologies moved from an Artificial-Intelligence question to a central topic of the exploding semantic web community [17]. Usually ontology creation is very often hand-knitted and thus arbitrary or supported by statistically enhanced information extraction and concept filtering methods. This shift resulted in an uncontrolled growth of ontologies on the one hand and a heightened degree of ontology generality on the other hand. Both developments entail that many existing ontologies are not usable in real-world-applications like requirements engineering.

For supporting systematic and application oriented ontology engineering we previously researched and proposed linguistic guidelines for structuring concept and property notions in OWL represented ontologies [1]. But these guidelines only support ontology generation if domain expertise is sufficiently available in a clearly decoded manner. Obviously specific domain information quite often exists in a not explicit and ambiguous textual format. In this case the elicitation of domain specific concepts still poses many difficulties to the ontology designer.

Hence we developed a linguistic system for supporting the ontology designer to make implicit information easier to trace. Our methodology includes algorithms for tagset mapping, multi-level chunking and wordsense identification. The tagging task is carried forward to QTAG, a probabilistic tagger written in Java [2]. The mapping engine we developed for splitting up standard tags into ontologically relevant tags and specific attributes generates unique input for our rule based chunker.

Some chunking heuristics needed for grouping words to morphological units and syntactical chunks are then used for decoding linguistic candidates for conceptualization nodes in the ontology layer. The main contribution of our research work presented in this paper is an efficient method for incrementally including contextual information in the ontology representation. By combining standard natural language processing methods with certain expansion strategies we definitely improve the usability of standard ontologies. Our approach preserves the basic and partially generic knowledge format for storing domain knowledge and its guided updating.

The approach consists of the following three main steps:

1) linguistic preprocessing: extracting words and phrases from natural language text
2) linguistically guided incremental ontology engineering
3) filling up ontology concept description slots through WordNet based word sense identification

The paper is structured as follows. In section 2 we give an overview of related work. In section 3 we roughly present our theoretical approach including the description of the linguistic pre-processing layers, in particular the mapping, and multi-level chunking steps. In section 4 the output of our ontology refinement tool is shown and an ontology example is described. We also propose a list of rules for ontology element creation. In section 5 we describe our Wordnet based tool for incremental optimization of standard ontologies through wordsense disambiguation. Section 6 gives a summary of the proposal presented in this paper.

2 RELATED WORK

[29] argue that the accuracy and robustness of automatically or semi-automatically engineered ontologies needs to be improved for real-world applications and they propose fuzzy algorithms for real-world-ontology engineering. [28] proposes the use of glosses in ontology engineering for improving the accuracy. We agree that for real-world applications like ontology engineering in requirements engineering projects, automatically generated ontologies might not be suitable and we therefore propose linguistic heuristics for supporting ontology creation and fine-tune ontologies through step-by-step integration of domain knowledge.

Concerning linguistic preprocessing the most relevant linguistic methods used in our approach are tagging and chunking. For tagging English free texts many open source systems like the decision based “Treetagger” [3], the rule- and transformation-based “Brill tagger” [4], the maximum-entropy “Stanford POS Tagger” [5], the trigram based probabilistic “QTAG” [2] etc. are available. For chunking some NLP toolkits exist, e.g. “MontyLingua” [8], “MontyKlu” (an online-version of “MontyLingua” developed by members of our research group in Klagenfurt [9]), the OpenNLP chunker [10] and the “NLTK Toolkit” [11]. These systems mainly provide standardized and acceptable output, but as we know according to practical requirements engineering needs they have not been tested yet.
3 LINGUISTIC PREPROCESSING

3.1 Extended Tagging format

We have chosen “QTAG” as the basis for our extended tagging format which we have adopted for these special purpose. Since QTAG is a java-based, extendable, trainable, language independent tagger, it was easy to integrate in our engineering toolset [6,7]. We extract relevant information from the QTAG output and transform it into the extended tagset format described below. Therefore, we have to use some additional methods and heuristics to elicit semantic information needed during the further processing steps of the engineering workflow. Our enriched tagset consists of standard POS-categories with lists of additional specialized attributes (e.g. v0 with subclass attribute “tvag2”\(^3\)). These attributes are necessary for identifying ontological key relations. Table 1 shows how typical standard part-of-speech tags are extracted from the QTAG output and reassigned using the NIBA tagset notation\(^4\). Additional information about concrete part-of-speech instances is presented by using fine-granulated attributes\(^5\). As an example, the verb “is” in QTAG gets the tag <BEZ>. This tag decodes, that “is” is an auxiliary verb with the inherent morphosyntactic values present tense, singular, third person and having “be” as the base form.

Table 1. Mapping Rules for mapping standard tags to attributed tags

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BEZ</th>
<th>v0</th>
<th>verbclass=&quot;aux&quot; temp=&quot;pres&quot; form=&quot;ind&quot; num=&quot;sg&quot; ps=&quot;3&quot; baseform=&quot;be&quot;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NPS</td>
<td>n0</td>
<td>type=&quot;proper&quot; num=&quot;pl&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

\(^3\) We use “tvag2” for annotating a mono-transitive verb with agentive subject

\(^4\) Central NIBA tags are e.g. v0 (= main verbal element), n0 (= noun), a0 (= adjective) etc.

\(^5\) Typical tag internal attributes are “base form = go” or “type = common” etc.
3.2 Chunking rules

Based on some variants of the X-bar Theory [24] and on some core definitions in the existing NIBA Tag system [25] we composed a set of chunking rules for English for the production of syntactically and morphosyntactically motivated chunks (Table 2).

Table 2. Extended Chunking Rules

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule (Summands $\rightarrow$ Result)</th>
<th>Rule level</th>
<th>Rule descriptions</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$n_0 + n_0 \rightarrow n_0$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Compound Noun</td>
<td>blood pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$[p_0] + a_0 \rightarrow a_2$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Adjective Phrase</td>
<td>very nice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$[a_0] + a_0 \rightarrow a_2$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Adjective Phrase</td>
<td>bright green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$[p_0] + q_0 \rightarrow q_2$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Quantor Phrase</td>
<td>very many</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$[q_0] + q_0 \rightarrow q_2$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Quantor Phrase</td>
<td>one million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$[p_0] + adv_0 \rightarrow adv_2$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Adverb Phrase</td>
<td>very often</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$[adv_0] + adv_0 \rightarrow adv_2$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Adverb Phrase</td>
<td>yesterday noon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p_0 + n_0 \rightarrow n_0$</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Noun Phrase</td>
<td>she</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$v_0(verbclass=aux) + [adv_0] + v_0 \rightarrow v_0(type=complex)$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Complex Verb</td>
<td>will certainly go</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$v_0(verbclass=aux) + p_0 \rightarrow v_0(type=complex)$</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Complex Verb</td>
<td>would not write</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$v_0 + p_0(verbclass=verbal) \rightarrow v_0(type=complex)$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Complex Verb</td>
<td>wake up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$q_2 + q_2 \rightarrow q_2$</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Quantor Phrase</td>
<td>two hundred million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p_0 + n_3 \rightarrow p_2$</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Prepositional Phrase</td>
<td>of blood pressure measurement</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
There are several types of chunking rules, which are arranged in a certain order that should be followed during the chunking process. Summands are the array of input nodes which are needed for building the next resulting upper node of the chunking tree. Some of summands are strictly required for rule producing, they are written without square brackets, but some are not obligatory, they are placed inside brackets.

### 3.3 Identification of Semantic Roles

Due to the fixed and transparent subject-verb-object (SVO) structure of English, the identification of semantic roles in chunked sentences is by default a quite simple and straightforward task. According to [31] we propose automatic role labeling using partially mainly propbank and verbnet information. The Verbclass Tag in column a in Table 3 of a concrete verb triggers the assignment of a role in column c to a N3(P2) in d via indexation from left to right.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nr.</th>
<th>Tag (a)</th>
<th>Verbclass (b)</th>
<th>PAS(^6) (c)</th>
<th>Syntactic context(^7) (d)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>aux</td>
<td>Auxiliary verb</td>
<td>V-fin</td>
<td>_V0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>eV</td>
<td>Ergative verb</td>
<td>[TH(_i)](^8)</td>
<td>N3(<em>i)</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>iV</td>
<td>Intransitive verb</td>
<td>AG/TH(_i)[]</td>
<td>N3(<em>i)</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{6}\) PAS = “Predicate Argument Structure”; it includes the verb class specific semantic roles and brackets, which decode the argument status of these roles. They can have an external status (subject function) or an internal status (object function).

\(^{7}\) P2 stands for prepositional phrases; N3 decodes nominal phrases in our framework; N2 is a reduced nominal phrase in predicative function; N3 A2 decodes an adjective phrase in our framework. For further explanation see [23].

\(^{8}\) The acronyms for the default semantic roles are TH = Thema (neutral object), AG = Agens (the Actor of an Action), GO = Goal (the final point of a process), SO = Source (the starting point of a process), LOC = Location and EXP = Experiencer (a person, who undergoes the process of experiencing something).
Nevertheless we have to take into account that the phrasal structure sometimes inhibits simple solutions like for example left to right counting of nouns. Thus we used the following algorithm to cope with the problem of phrasal complexity:

- create a set of rules which can operate on simple singular term subjects and objects (e.g. proper nouns and personal pronouns);
- consult the exception database with already assigned verbal subclass tags using training sentences which include higher level argument patterns referring to more complex phrases;
- reconstruct the structure of the primarily assigned phrases if relevant morphosyntactic features don’t fit;
- leave open the possibility to manually change wrong/exceptional assignments or to add new information about verb classes, noun phrases and other patterns;

4 Our Approach: Linguistically Guided Incremental Ontology Creation

To avoid using non-fitting ontologies for specific domain relevant demands, particularly in requirements engineering, we take textual descriptions as a starting point for our processing. These texts are generated by filtering those text segments from extensive, domain-relevant documents, in which key words or key phrases occur, which
can be accepted as candidates for concept- or relation-notions in the ontology. Utilizing various filtering strategies, in a first step keywords in a text are identified, which are deemed important for a specific domain. Afterwards sentences from the original requirements that contain those keywords are filtered. A precondition is that these sentences form a cohesive text block. For further information about this process see [30]. It was produced.

In the following an examplary text segment from the medical domain is given, that was automatically selected from the original domain-related requirements text using the previously mentioned keyword filtering strategy:

With regard to the monitoring of blood pressure measurements, it is important to clearly define time and date at which the blood pressure of a hemodialysis patient is measured in each hemodialysis session.

We perform the steps of linguistic preprocessing as proposed in section 3 as a first step of transforming the textual input into a domain ontology:

- QTAG output (standard tags)
- Standard Tags transformed to enriched tags
- Chunking output

The XML output of the linguistic preprocessing can be seen in Fig. 1.

This output contains linguistic tags for words, e.g. n0: “regard”, some attributes (e.g. base-form="regard", type="common", corelex="coa" etc.) and chunk-tags (e.g. n3: “the monitoring of blood pressure measurements”). This extended linguistic representation of the input text allows mapping and interpretation in the sense of ontology conceptualization. The Table 4 lists rules used for identifying and creating ontology elements from the preprocessed texts.

In the Table 4 some rules for the most relevant linguistic categories like N3, N0, P0 are listed. The interpretation example in the right column shows that an explicit mapping from text to class names is possible. To sum up: all relevant ontology element types are identified in an unambiguous way. The above listed rules transform linguistic annotators to ontological tags. The tags specify words in a unique manner. The output text below shows strings class candidates, relation designators, attribute identifiers and stop word material, which is filtered out during transformation:
With regard to the **monitoring of blood pressure measurements**, it is important to clearly define **time** and **date** at which the blood pressure of a dialysis patient is measured in each hemodialysis session.  

---

9 **Underlined words** decode relations, **dotted underlines** words function as attributes, **Bold words** are interpreted as classes; All other elements are categorized as stop words and filtered out.
Table 4. Rules for mapping of linguistic categories to ontology elements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule Nr</th>
<th>Rule</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>OWL Type</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>N0 → Class</td>
<td>Default-Rule for N0 if no Exception applies (see Rule 2)</td>
<td>Class</td>
<td>“monitoring” (class)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>N0 (Exception) → Functional Property</td>
<td>Exception for N0 applies, if N0 is found (according to rules described in [26])</td>
<td>Functional Property</td>
<td>“time” (slot in class blood-pressure)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>N3 → Class</td>
<td>Rules 3 to 5 always apply for N3</td>
<td>Class</td>
<td>“hemodialysis session” (class)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>N3 → is_a + Class</td>
<td>Rules 3 to 5 always apply for N3</td>
<td>subClassOf</td>
<td>“hemodialysis session” (isa subclass of Session (class))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>N3 → belongs_to + Class</td>
<td>Rules 3 to 5 always apply for N3</td>
<td>Functional property</td>
<td>“hemodialysis session” (belongs to (FunctionalProperty) hemodialysis (class))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>(P0)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Functional</td>
<td>“blood”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

10 The head (right-most part of the compound) becomes a new class
11 After Rule 4 the head is removed and the remaining of the original N3 becomes a new class
Fig. 2 shows an ontology fragment which is generated by applying the transformation rules in Table 4. For representation of ontology relevant knowledge OWL [15] and RDF [16] are commonly used. We chose Protégé for representing our ontology example.

---

12 Exemplary modern toolkits for ontology engineering are Protégé [12], NeOn [13] and Chimaera [14].
5 ADDING CONCEPT DESCRIPTIONS THROUGH LEXICALLY DRIVEN WORD SENSE IDENTIFICATION

According to Gruber [27] an ontology is "[…] a formal explicit specification of a shared conceptualization". From this follows that ontology contents has to be sharable and reusable among and across projects within the domain. The ontology fragments that were created stepwise from natural language text based on the heuristics described in section 3 still have empty description slots and are therefore not easily shareable and understandable for non-domain experts. Furthermore, missing empty description slots make similarity calculation based on WordNet difficult, since they presuppose a known word sense. Such
similarity calculations are important when new concepts are matched with existing ones in further ontology integration steps. For this reason we propose additional measures for fine-tuning the ontology by refining concept notions that are crucial for the specific domain. The description slots of the ontology (e.g. the example ontology in figure 2) are filled by providing a WordNet related engineering mechanism, which will be described in the following. For ontology concepts that have an empty description slot, WordNet is queried regarding the available word senses and their definitions. The following cases are distinguished:

Case 1: The concept is identified in WordNet and has exactly one meaning. This meaning is automatically assigned to the concept. Example: the concept **blood pressure** was identified from the natural language text, is new to the domain ontology and therefore has an empty description slot. Querying WordNet returns one possible meaning:

**blood pressure** -- the pressure of the circulating blood against the walls of the blood vessels; results from the systole of the left ventricle of the heart; sometimes measured for a quick evaluation of a person's health; "adult blood pressure is considered normal at 120/80 where the first number is the systolic pressure and the second is the diastolic pressure”

This definition is chosen and assigned to the concept, but can still be manually adapted.

Case 2: The concept is identified in WordNet but has more than one possible meaning. In this case the correct meaning is chosen from the list of available word senses. Example: the concept **blood** has an empty description slot and querying WordNet returns the following possible Word Senses, ordered by probability of appearance:

1. **blood** -- the fluid (red in vertebrates) that is pumped by the heart; "blood carries oxygen and nutrients to the tissues and carries waste products away”; "the ancients believed that blood was the seat of the emotions"

2. lineage, line, line of descent, descent, bloodline, blood line, **blood**, pedigree, ancestry, origin, parentage, stemma, stock -- the descendants of one individual; "his entire lineage has been warriors”

3. **blood** -- temperament or disposition; "a person of hot blood"

4. rake, rakehell, profitege, rip, **blood**, roué -- a dissolute man in fashionable society

5. **blood** -- people viewed as members of a group; "we need more young blood in this organization"
In the medical domain the first, literal, sense of the word is chosen (fluid that is pumped by the heart) and assigned to the concept.

Case 3: The concept is not found in WordNet. This usually means that the concept is too specialized and the probability is high that we are dealing with a compound. By applying percolative rules on endocentric compounds we determine the head of the compound, for which again the definitions are determined. Example: the concept hemodialysis session is too specialized and hence has no match in WordNet. However it is an endocentric compound with the head session and the modifier hemodialysis. A search for session returns a word sense list as described in case 2:

1. session -- a meeting for execution of a group's functions; "it was the opening session of the legislature"
2. school term, academic term, academic session, session -- the time during which a school holds classes; "they had to shorten the school term"
3. session -- a meeting devoted to a particular activity; "a filming session"; "a gossip session"
4. seance, sitting, session -- a meeting of spiritualists; "the seance was held in the medium's parlor"

The sense 3 (meeting devoted to a particular activity) is selected. Regarding the modifier, one word sense is returned as described in case 1:

hemodialysis, haemodialysis -- dialysis of the blood to remove toxic substances or metabolic wastes from the bloodstream; used in the case of kidney failure

The definition of hemodialysis session is thus constructed from the definition of its parts:

hemodialysis session -- a meeting devoted to dialysis of the blood to remove toxic substances or metabolic wastes from the bloodstream; used in the case of kidney failure;

Case 4: Although the concept is found in WordNet, the description is considered too specialized by a domain expert and therefore inadequate. In this case the chosen description is either manually adapted or the hypernym definition is automatically determined through WordNet querying of its hypernym’s concept definition. Example: the concept hemodialysis returns the definition

hemodialysis, haemodialysis -- dialysis of the blood to remove toxic substances or metabolic wastes from the bloodstream; used in the case
Since it is considered too specialized the following hypernym definition is established:  
dialysis -- separation of substances in solution by means of their unequal diffusion through semipermeable membranes

Fig. 3. Word Sense identification based on WordNet

The process (summarized in figure 3) is a guided way of fine-tuning ontologies not according to the quantity but the quality of concepts by adding semantics in order to make them easier understandable for non-experts and facilitate reuse. Using a general lexicon like WordNet allows the standardization of definitions. A prototype implementation is available that utilizes Perl for WordNet querying and allows among other things the listing of available word senses in WordNet, the determination of hypernym definitions and the adaption of definitions where required. Furthermore word sense identification is a bidirectional process as gaps in WordNet (see case 3 above) can be identified and filled. The process above is not limited to WordNet: every lexicon providing definitions can be utilized. More comprehensive lexicons are preferable, for this reason WordNet is a good default choice.
6 SUMMARY

In the requirements engineering domain fine granulated ontologies are necessary for efficient generation of models that can be further used in the application engineering steps. In this paper we proposed a step by step strategy of ontology engineering emanating from manually produced or already statistically filtered text.

Our approach focuses on the diversification of standard tags for optimizing the automatic elicitation of classes, relations and attributes in domain ontologies. Doing this with free text input can only be successful, if certain NLP standard techniques like probabilistic tagging get combined with special procedures like filtering, tag-enriching and chunking. The involved procedures are heuristically founded and follow a multilevel chunking strategy. We described a framework for mapping automatically generated linguistic categories to ontology concepts. Beyond that we showed in detail how these concepts can be refined and therefore optimized based on WordNet, in order to ensure their shareability. Our arguments are supported by a tool set that was developed in our research group for linguistically enhanced requirements engineering. The output graph of our example (see chapter 4) proves that creating ontology fragments with linguistic fine-tuning is suitable in the context of requirements engineering.
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ABSTRACT

This study approaches a methodology for the integration of temporal information belonging to a historical corpus in a Geographic Information System (GIS), with the purpose of analyzing and visualizing the textual information. The selected corpus is composed of business letters of the Castilian merchant Simón Ruiz (1553-1597), in the context of the DynCoopNet Project (Dynamic Complexity of Cooperation-Based Self-Organizing Commercial Networks in the First Global Age), that aims to analyze the dynamic cooperation procedures of social networks. The integration of historical corpus into a GIS has involved the following phases: (1) recognition and normalization of temporal expressions and events in 16th century Castilian following the TimeML annotation guidelines and (2) storage of tagged expressions into a Geodatabase. The implementation of this process in a GIS would allow to later carrying out temporal queries, dynamic visualization of historical events and thus, it addresses the recognition of human activity patterns and behaviours over time.

Keywords: TimeML, historical corpus, GIS, semantic annotation.
1 INTRODUCTION

Events are placed in time and space; both are needed to get a full representation of historical events. Traditionally these two components have been studied separately by History and Geography, although both disciplines require for their understanding and reasoning the joint consideration of space and time of any given phenomenon. The Geographic Information Systems (GIS) have greatly facilitated management, editing analysis and visualization of geographic data related to the territory. However, the use of GIS as a tool of spatio-temporal analysis and dynamic representation of historical facts with the purpose of reviewing and strengthening many aspects of geographic history [1] is an issue which has been contemplated since de 70’s [2]. At the present time one of the subjects which is currently an open research line is the incorporation of reasoning and quantification of time and the recognition of temporal patterns.

One of the objectives of the DynCoopNet Project, in which this research study is framed, is to inquire into the dynamics of cooperation commercial networks that were established in the First Global Age (1400-1800). Our contribution to that project is to encourage the use of GIS in social science and humanities and approach the studies of confrontation and review of historical events, incorporating for that end tools capable of carrying out analysis in a temporal GIS.

In this paper we propose a methodology for incorporation of the time variable into a GIS. First, we aim at identifying temporal expressions using TimeML that allows describing both definite and indefinite temporal expressions; it also allows defining the events and establishing temporal relationships inspired by Allen’s temporal algebra [3]. Second, we propose the incorporation of temporal concepts included in written texts into a GIS. For that purpose we intend to extract the temporal information from a historical corpus made up of letters written in 16th century Castilian by the merchant Simón Ruiz by using Natural Language Processing (NLP) tools.

In the next section the temporal component will be studied in depth taking into account the two research areas as described. Subsequently the annotation guide used to extract temporal information will be described, and in the fourth section the methodology used in the identification and normalization of temporal expressions of the Spanish language will be shown, also paying attention to the integration of TimeML into the Geodatabase. Finally the conclusions of the study and future work will be outlined.
The temporal information has been researched from different disciplines. From the computational viewpoint, temporal information processing has aroused great interest in the scientific community, as attested by the large number of workshops which have taken place in the area of creation of extraction and temporal analysis tools (TERQAS [4], TANGO [5], DAGSTUHL [6], MUC [7]); in the area of temporal semantic annotation languages (TIDES [8], TimeML [9]); in the area of annotation systems (TERSEO [10], TARSQI [29]) and in different evaluation workshops (TERN [11], TempEval [12]). Likewise, in the field of geographic information a large number of studies have approached this subject. The incorporation of the temporal variable into GIS has been investigated along the 1990 decade. The first studies focussed on the management of time in the data bases [13] [14]; recent research is focussed on spatio-temporal modelling. This data modelling is being carried out from a conceptual framework and a technical viewpoint [15] [16]. Many models are based on the addition of the temporal variable within the spatial databases, restricted to individual layers, such as the ‘Spatio-temporal Cube’ Model [17], ‘Snapshot’ Model [18] or the Composite Spatio-temporal Model [19]. The most recent spatio-temporal models are associated to objects: Moving Object Data Models [20], Spatio-Temporal Object-Oriented Data Model [21], and Object-Relationship Model [22]). Other studies are currently developing advances in spatio-temporal databases, such as the Intentionally-Linked Entities Model (ILE) [23], which allows representing complex entities and establishing a relational context. However, although great conceptual efforts have been made for the building of databases and prototypes based on spatio-temporal databases and their implementation for a particular application, there is no global model as yet that might be used for any application.

As discussed above, this study will be used markup languages to integrate temporal information of historical phenomena. The specific markup language for geographic information is GML (Geographic Markup Language), delineated by the Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) in 2000. This language has been defined for modelling, transportation and storage of geographic information [24]; however, even though it has a temporal reference system, it lacks a detailed description. Actually there have been initiatives to extend the geographic markup language over the temporal domain so as to being able to represent this type of information [25].
temporal markup language has been made subservient to the geographic tool since an already known language was needed and used for this tool, at the same time enabling description of the temporal variable and information interchange.

Temporal information stored as metadata of the geographic data of a document may be appropriate for queries related to the date of that document but they are insufficient if event duration is queried or other dates other than the publishing date wants to be obtained [26]. For the incorporation of temporal expressions coming from a natural language document into a database, those expressions must be presented with a certain structure and they must be subjected to normalization. To this end the TimeML markup language has been used.

3 TIMEML TEMPORAL MARKUP LANGUAGE

The TimeML temporal semantic annotation is a linguistic specification to annotate events and temporal expressions, that it provides a systematisation for the extraction and representation of temporal information and for information interchange. It came into being with the aim of annotating newspaper articles, although, as we will see, it may be extended to another type of text information. The most characteristic properties of this language are: interpretation of temporal expressions, temporal annotation of events, and arrangement of events to others through a temporal anchorage. TimeML, developed in 2002 [4] [5], is being consolidated as an ISO standard (ISO WD 24617-1:2007), and it is compatible with ISO 8601 which specifies the standard notation to store dates. It should be noted that it has been approved as an annotation language for TempEval, whose objective is to evaluate the automatic systems in text semantic analysis [12].

TimeML combines and extends characteristics of other temporal annotation standards such as STAG [27] (guide to annotate events and time in newspaper texts, whose tag for temporal information is TIMEX) and TIDES [8], developed to mark temporal expressions of a document and identify the value of the temporal expression (TIMEX2). In TimeML the temporal expressions are marked with the TIMEX3 tag, which intends to indicate an improvement in relation to previous tags.

For treatment of the different timexes there are different annotation languages and an annotated corpus for the English language, TimeBank, made up of 183 articles of the US press [28]. There are also automatic tools of temporal annotation, TARSQI [29] and TERSEO
3.1 TimeML: description and characteristics

This markup language has three basic tags: TIMEX3, EVENT, SIGNAL and three link subtypes: TLINK, ALINK and SLINK. Next a brief explanation of each tag is presented:

- **TIMEX3** is used to mark temporal expressions: 21st March 2001, yesterday, at 6 PM, next year.
- **EVENT** is used to mark events mentioned in a text: to occur, to believe, to study, to begin.
- **SIGNAL** is used to annotate temporal signals: before, after, during.
- **TLINK** is used to mark temporal relationships: Louise went to Romania from the 21st to the 27th of March (the temporal information is related to the event to go).
- **ALINK** is used to annotate aspectual relationships: Mary will begin presentation of her paper at 12 noon (the verb will begin is showing a phase of the event).
- **SLINK** is used to annotate relationships of modality or evidentiality: John said he would go to Romania in March. (conjecture is made before the realisation of the event).

TimeML offers the possibility of expressing different granularities. It owns four types for time expression (TIMEX3):

- **DATES** is used for expressions referring to a calendar: on the 22nd of March 2010, last Sunday, yesterday morning.
- **DAY TIMES** is used for a temporal expression less than a day: this afternoon, at twenty minutes to three. Attention should be paid to the distinction between these two types of times because of the different granularity of the expressions.
- **DURATION** is used to describe a duration in time: for four days, two years ago.
SET is used for expressions of repetition in time: twice a week, every eight days.

The natural language does not have a single way of expressing a specific granularity but there may be different temporal expressions referring to the same granule. Granularity is the level of detail with which the time is measured; it may be stated that natural language does not have a canon for time expression [26]; however it is known that the granularity of linguistic temporal expressions differs adapting to the Gregorian calendar. Equivalencies may be found between the natural language and this calendar, at least in western languages. Hence the differences proposed to model time following the calendar [30] [31].

In order to ensure the consistency of data structure in all the documents, a DTD has been used. It allows defining the data format and the document structure, its elements and nesting. Thus, those documents may be validated since the element structure of the elements and their description may be known.

4 METHODOLOGY FOR INCORPORATION OF TEMPORAL EXPRESSIONS INTO A GIS

The purpose of this methodology is the incorporation of the temporal variable, described by means of a temporal markup language coming from a text information, into a GIS. The corpus used comes from a selection of 20 letters of the Spanish merchant Simón Ruiz, dated in the 16th century.

The procedure has been divided into three steps:
- Automatic identification of the temporal expressions of the corpus using the GeoParser server.
- Manual normalization of the temporal expressions with TimeML.
- Incorporation of TimeML into a Geodatabase.
4.1 Identification of the temporal expressions

No automatic tool associated to TimeML has been developed yet for recognition of temporal expressions in the Spanish language. In view of this lack, we have opted to use GeoParser, a text processing tool that identifies these expressions and recognizes the geographic scope of the document, as well as the whole geographic entities mentioned throughout the document. This tool, a spinoff of the DIGMAP Project [32], has been used with the aim of assisting in the detection of temporal expressions, disambiguation and assignment of a geographic environment to those expressions. In this case the document to deal with is written in old Castilian, so that it is necessary to carry out some modifications in the lexicon of the application, so that these expressions are properly recognized, therefore normalized.

This recognition process implements the Named Entity Recognition Method (NER), based on seeds and supplemented by searches in gazetteers and register queries containing names of historical periods. This approach has been extended with rules of expression for recognition of dates, durations and frequencies extracted from the TimeML annotation schema. This process has been carried out manually, marking the temporal expressions recognized by the GeoParser, as well as those that were not identified.
The procedure for recognition of these temporal expressions is facilitated by the DateTime tag, with which GeoParser marks and describes the already identified expressions.

An additional advantage of the utilization of GeoParser is that it facilitates the incorporation of the expression identified in the GIS since not only identifies but it also infers the geographic context to which it is related. For this purpose it relies on a gazetteer having a register of placenames, historical periods and description of their properties, e.g. it contains place types, coordinates, temporal intervals, hierarchies, alternative names and semantic associations. The gazetteer used [33] integrates data from multiple sources, among them GeoNames and the directory of historical periods ECAI [34].

4.2 Normalization of temporal expressions in TimeML

The normalization of temporal expressions has been carried out semi-automatically due to the fact that at the present time GeoParser does not normalize recognized expressions; besides, since we are dealing with a historical corpus of old Castilian, the adaptation of TimeML has been necessary in accordance with that linguistic variety and the incorporation of its rules. This adaptation has already been carried out for the English, Chinese and Italian languages, the adaptation for the Spanish language being underway [35] [36]. It is relevant to note that for the time being no studies have been undertaken about the old correspondence in TimeML. So far the ground on which work about temporal extraction has been done is newspaper or legal texts [37].

After identification of temporal expressions in Renaissance Castilian, the next step has been the TimeML annotation of those expressions that had not been previously normalized. From the beginning XML has been chosen as language, without forgetting that TimeML is not dependent on this format.

Next an example is shown of the corpus of normalization of these temporal expressions in TimeML where the guide values appear: TIMEX3, EVENT and TLINK.

“A primero de agosto recibi la de v.m. de 12 del pasado” (On the first of August I received yours of the 12th of the past month from your honour)
The type of temporal information we are likely to find in the letters is varied and rich due to the rhetoric of that time and the type of document, with temporal expressions of the type: “a tantos días” (within that many days), “de pocos días a esta parte” (from a few days hither) or “diez del que viene” (tenth of next). As can be observed by the example, the linguistic expressions used in the letters may be deictic, i.e. knowledge of the narrative moment in which the expressions are framed is needed to be able to pin down the time interval comprised by the expression. The corpus used allows using the temporal metadata in order to determine at which moment the events occur, so as to be able to locate them on a timeline. This is achieved with the AnchorTime attribute, as in the example, allowing establishment of a temporal axis.

In order to arrange the events of the corpus, there are two ways of proceeding: extrinsic and intrinsic. The former means arranging the letters of Simón Ruiz only taking into account the document publishing dates, i.e. the metadata. The latter consists of arranging all the temporal expressions appearing in the document. Since this one is a more sophisticated process, it is necessary to deal with the entire information of the corpus.
The tag marking the temporal relationships is the `TLINK`, those relationships being based on the thirteen binary relationships of Allen’s temporal algebra. The `TLINKs` represent the temporal relationships existing between two events, two times, or between an event and a time. In the example, the event would be “recibi” (I received), which is accompanied by two temporal expressions, “primero de agosto” (the first of August) and “12 del pasado” (the 12th of the past month). The temporal relationships between these three elements are marked with the `TLINK` tag, as can be seen in the example.

It is relevant to remember that the XML is not inherent to the TimeML since the latter may turn into other formats; as a matter of fact, a web annotation tool is being developed that generates data in database tables from text annotation [39].

4.3 Incorporation of TimeML as part of a geodatabase

After having annotated the corpus in TimeML we go on with the integration of the text in the geographic information system. The GIS have different data formats, all of which assume a database-oriented structuring of information: geodatabases, tables in MS Access, tables in MS Excel (with certain restrictions), etc. The porting of TimeML annotation into any of these formats is guaranteed by the fact that TimeML does not allow for recursive entities, and hence it provides a stable, predictable structure, so that a relational database could be designed to store the information contained by TimeML annotation.

In order to automate the transfer of information, creation of a mapping algorithm between both structures (database and corpus) is required with the purpose of saving and extracting the information freely. Such tool could be implemented as an internal module of the database manager or as an independent software component [38]. Consequently both entities (geodatabase and the DTD defining TimeML) would be practically identical. This would facilitate introduction of the information, and in addition, the annotated expressions of the corpus would not undergo any change. The XML and the geodatabase turn into the two faces of the storage of the temporal expressions.

Finally, having the information within the geodatabase, the representation of the annotated corpus will depend on peculiarities the historical events described; for example if we were dealing with the binnacle of a ship’s captain, the representation of shipping routes, goods transported, oceanic currents, winds and storms could be
emphasized, but if the corpus was made up of texts describing land voyages, the representation details would be substantially different, highlighting other aspects. In this regard, as far as representation of the linguistic annotation of the corpus is concerned, we may add that this is a future line of research which involves the dynamic display of events.

5 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

A methodology has been designed for the recognition and normalization of temporal expressions following the TimeML specifications; the procedure followed has been presented and the union of the two scopes for the development of the temporality in the GIS has been pointed out. Likewise the methodology for link linguistic corpora and the Geographic Information Systems has been presented.

The functional advantages of integrating document texts in natural language and the representation of their temporality in a GIS have been exposed.

The advantages of utilization of the TimeML have been described: its standard character, its format as a database, its applicability to any language by providing a defined grammar and above all, by allowing the arrangement of events on a timeline. TimeML, as other markup languages, allows massive treatment of text information.

Some of the limitations to carry out the proposal have been described: (a) to achieve the representation of the temporal information tagged in the corpus, the Geographic Information System should have a spatio-temporal database allowing storage and querying of the information coming from the corpus, i.e. a temporal GIS reflecting the TimeML; (b) corpora tagged in TimeML are scarce for languages other than English which prevents the use of automatic learning techniques and gives rise to the use of semi-automatic and manual annotation; (c) adaptation of TimeML guide to old Castilian is needed to facilitate identification of temporal expressions in this type of texts.

As future work we intend to get the recognition, normalization and quantification of temporal expressions in wider Spanish historical corpora as well as the integration of temporal and spatial linguistic annotation. In addition we have anticipated the creation of an analysis tool allowing the utilization of temporal expressions at the time of specifying the query within a spatio-temporal GIS, as well as the extension of the SQL queries with diffuse temporal expressions and
temporal proper names, i.e. we seek facilitate the implementation of
natural languages queries containing temporal expressions in a GIS.
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Abstract

We present a dialogue system that automatically generates indoor route instructions in German when asked about locations, using text-based natural language input and output. The challenging task in this system is to provide the user with a compact set of accurate and comprehensible instructions. We describe our approach based on high-level instructions. The system is described with four main modules: natural language understanding, dialogue management, route instruction generation and natural language generation. We report an evaluation with users unfamiliar with the system — using the PARADISE evaluation framework — in a real environment and naturalistic setting. We present results with high user satisfaction, and discuss future directions for enhancing this kind of system with more sophisticated and intuitive interaction.

1 Introduction

Wayfinding in (partially) known environments poses a considerable challenge for humans. This fact is not only confirmed by a substantial body of research [1, 2] but also by the ubiquity and high demand for incremental navigation assistance systems, as well as web-based services providing in-advance information about routes. However, most information provided by such systems is tailored for large-scale navigation using cars or public transport [3]. Indoor wayfinding assistance is not a trivial issue

In the following we present a first substantial step in this direction: a dialogue system that automatically generates indoor route instructions in German when asked about locations, using text-based natural language input and output. The challenging task in this system is to provide the user with a compact set of accurate and comprehensible instructions suitable for navigating in a complex indoor setting. Our test environment is a campus building which, due to a range of asymmetries and unconventional architectural features, poses a range of navigational challenges.

2 System Architecture

This dialogue system aims to provide users with route descriptions in German for navigating in a particular building of our university that is generally recognised as presenting significant navigational challenges to both new and infrequent visitors. A pipeline architecture of this system is shown in the high-level diagram of Figure 1. First, the user interacts with a Graphical User Interface (GUI) by asking questions about route directions using text-based natural language. Second, the language understanding module applies OpenCCG parsing [11] and keyword spotting — the latter is used in case of unparsed inputs — to the user utterance in order to extract a user dialogue act. Third, the dialogue management module specifies the system’s behaviour by mapping knowledge-compact dialogue states (extracted from the knowledge base) to machine dialogue acts such as ‘request’, ‘clarify’ or ‘present info’. Fourth, the language generation module provides high-level route instruction through the use of pCRU that generates logical forms that are then given to the KPML language generator [12], which in turn outputs text to be shown in the
GUI (see Figure 2). Finally, the knowledge base maintains the history of the interaction. These modules were integrated under the DAISIE framework, which provides support for building situated dialogue systems [13]. These modules are described in more detail in the rest of this section.

Fig. 1. A pipeline architecture of our dialogue system for indoor wayfinding.

2.1 Natural language understanding

For parsing the textual user inputs we used the OpenCCG parser [11]. We use a grammar for German and represent the user input in a structure called 'Frame Object Structure' [14], using semantic types derived from the Generalized Upper Model [15]. A sample structure for the sentence ‘Wie komme ich zu Raum a3440?’ (How do I get to room a3440?) is represented as

```plaintext
@g1:gs-NonAffectingDirectedMotion(gum-Coming ^
   <uio-hasSurfaceFunction>uio-Wh-Question ^
   <gum-actor>(p1:gum-ConsciousBeing ^ Pron) ^
   <gum-processInConfiguration>(g2:gum-Process ^
      gum-Coming) ^
   <gs-motionDirection>(x1:gs-GeneralizedLocation ^
      <gs-hasSpatialModality>
      (z1:gs-GeneralDirectionalNearing ^ zu) ^
      <gs-relatum>(r1:slm-Room ^ Raum ^
      <num>sg ^
      <Modifier>(a1:slm-Office ^ a3440))))
```
In addition, we used a keyword spotter to identify locations in case of sentences without parse in the CCG grammars. The task of the keyword spotter is to identify names of locations or names of people and to treat the remaining words as fillers. The output of this module is a user dialogue act represented by a used dialogue act type (‘ask’, ‘provide’, ‘confirm’, ‘silence’) and slot-value pairs. The dialogue act for the sample above can be described as ‘ask(destination=room a3440)’. We used the same format for describing system dialogue acts.

2.2 Dialogue management

Our dialogue manager is based on the Markov Decision Process (MDP) model, but we use a deterministic mechanism for action-selection. The MDP model is used to optimize stochastic sequential decision making problems and is defined as a 4-tuple $< S, A, T, R >$, where $S$ is a finite set of states, $A$ is a finite set of actions, $T$ is a state transition function, and $R$ is a reward function. The solution to an MDP is to find a policy $\pi(s)$ that maps states $s$ to actions $a$. Because we use deterministic action-selection, we can omit the reward function. This form of control is typically used as baseline for learnt dialogue strategies [16, 17].
We applied this model to our system as follows: (1) the space of dialogue states is represented with a vector of state variables as shown in Table 1, (2) the action space is represented with dialogue act types shown in Equation 1, (3) the state transitions are modelled by observing dialogue states from the knowledge base, and (4) the deterministic dialogue policy is defined in Equation 1. A sample human-machine dialogue illustrating this form of interaction is shown in Table 2. This dialogue is described with wordings in German and English and corresponds to the dialogue shown in Figure 2.

### Table 1. Representation of the dialogue state. Each state variable has either three or four possible values, resulting in $3^5 \times 4^7 = 3888$ states.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Domain Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Salutation</td>
<td>$X_1$</td>
<td>0=null, 1=greeting, 2=closing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Origin</td>
<td>$X_2$</td>
<td>0=unknown, 1=requested, 2=known</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Destination</td>
<td>$X_3$</td>
<td>0=unknown, 1=requested, 2=known</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NumTuples</td>
<td>$X_4$</td>
<td>0=null, 1=one, 2=more-than-one</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instructions</td>
<td>$X_5$</td>
<td>0=unknown, 1=known, 2=provided</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UserUtterance</td>
<td>$X_6$</td>
<td>0=unknown, 1=parsed, 2=unparsed, 3=spotted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MoreInstructions</td>
<td>$X_7$</td>
<td>0=null, 1=empty, 2=yes, 3=no</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$$\pi(s) = \begin{cases} 
\text{opening} & \text{if } s \in \{0000000\} \\
\text{request} & \text{if } s \in \{1000000, 1000012\} \\
\text{other_request} & \text{if } s \in \{1220210, 1220220\} \\
\text{query_route} & \text{if } s \in \{1220210, 1220220, 1110030, 1210030, 1220030, 1211030, 1221030\} \\
\text{present_info} & \text{if } s \in \{1221110, 1221130, \} \\
\text{clarify} & \text{if } s \in \{1112100, 1112030, 1212030, 1222211, 1222231\} \\
\text{apologize} & \text{if } s \in \{1110020, 1210020, 1220220, 1210210\} \\
\text{confirm} & \text{if } s \in \{1112010, 1112030\} \\
\text{closing} & \text{if } s \in \{1 * * * * 3\} \\
\text{wait} & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}$$

(1)
Table 2. Sample dialogue in the wayfinding domain, where the dialogue state is formed by the state variables shown in Table 1, and a set of actions (shown in Equation 1) is available per state. The action-selection policy is defined by Equation 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agent</th>
<th>Dialogue State</th>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Sample Utterance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SYS</td>
<td>0000000</td>
<td>opening</td>
<td>Willkommen beim &lt;Hidden&gt; Infokiosk! [Welcome to the &lt;Hidden&gt; info kiosk!]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1000000</td>
<td>request</td>
<td>Brauchen Sie eine Wegbeschreibung auf dieser Ebene? Schreiben Sie Ihre Frage einfach in das Textfeld. [Do you need a route description on this level? Just write your question into the text field.]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USR</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Wo kann ich Raum 3180 finden? [Where can I find room number 3180?]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SYS</td>
<td>1212030</td>
<td>clarify</td>
<td>Ich habe folgende Räume gefunden: b3180, a3180. Welche von diesen suchen Sie? [I have found the following rooms: b3180, a3180. Which of these are you looking for?]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USR</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>b3180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SYS</td>
<td>1220010</td>
<td>query_route</td>
<td>&lt;query the route generation module&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SYS</td>
<td>1221110</td>
<td>present_info</td>
<td>Drehen Sie sich um und gehen Sie geradeaus bis zu dem nächsten Gang auf der linken Seite. [Please turn round and go straight on until the next hallway on the left hand side.] Drehen Sie sich nach links und gehen Sie bis zu der Tür B3180 auf der rechten Seite. [Turn left and go until the door B3180 on the right hand side.]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SYS</td>
<td>1220210</td>
<td>other_request</td>
<td>Sind noch Fragen offen? Brauchen Sie noch eine Wegbeschreibung? Dann schreiben Sie Ihre Frage wieder in das Textfeld. [Do you have further questions? Do you need another route description? In that case please write your question again into the text field.]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.3 Route instruction generation

Our system employs a computational process called GUARD (Generation of Unambiguous, Adapted Route Directions) [18] for generating context-specific route instructions. Context-specific route directions account for
environmental characteristics and a route’s properties. They adapt communication to the action to be taken in the current surrounding environment. Such instructions are termed “context-specific” because of the explicit adaptation to the structure and function in wayfinding [19]. GUARD unambiguously describes a specific route to a destination, with instructions adapted to environmental characteristics. Selection of the route is not part of GUARD itself. GUARD originally has been developed for providing route instructions in outdoor environments. Figure 3 provides an overview of the generation process.

Fig. 3. Overview of GUARD, the generation process for context-specific route directions.

GUARD works on a network representation of paths in an environment. This graph is annotated with information on landmarks, for example, their location and shape. GUARD accounts for different types of landmarks in generating instructions whose role in the route instructions depends on their location relative to the route [20, 21]. Landmarks are associated with decision points based on a heuristic that accounts for distance and potential obstruction. When generating instructions, each associated landmark is tested for whether it can be used as a reference object in the instruction, which depends on its functional role in the given spatial configuration [21].

The generation of context-specific route instructions is a three-step process. First, for every decision point of the route all instructions that unambiguously describe the route segment to be taken are determined. This results in a set of possible instructions for each decision point. Next, GUARD performs spatial chunking. Spatial chunking refers to combining instructions for several consecutive decision points into a single instruction, for example, “turn left at the third intersection” instead of “straight, straight, left.” GUARD is flexible with respect to the principles used in chunking (e.g., [22, 3]). Finally, in the third step, the actual context-specific route directions are generated. Here, from all possible instruc-
tions, those that best describe the route are selected. As this is realized as an optimization process, “best” depends on the chosen optimization criterion. Just as with the chunking principles, GUARD is flexible with respect to the criterion used. As a default, it aims for instructions that contain the least number of chunks, i.e., that require the least number of individual instructions[18]. Optimization results in a sequence of chunks that cover the complete route from origin to destination. Due to the aggregation of instructions performed in chunking, instructions for some decision points will be represented implicitly, thus, reducing the amount of communicated information.

In summary, the approach to context-specific route directions finds the best instruction sequence according to the optimization criterion, but for a previously given route. Recently, there has been work on using GUARD’s principles in a path search algorithm finding the routes that are also the easiest to describe [23].

2.4 Natural language generation

GENERATION OF HIGH-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONS. Our approach for generating high-level route instructions is described in Algorithm 1. Briefly, it operates with the following steps: (a) it receives the output of the route instruction generator; (b) segments the received low-level instructions based on major changes of direction such as left or right; (c) obtains a landmark and direction for the current segment; (d) generates a turning instruction (cf. line 10); (e) generates a go instruction until the current landmark (cf. line 11); (f) unifies the previous two instructions; and (g) generates the language for the unified instruction (cf. line 13). Whilst steps d and e are processed with the pCRUs described in the next subsection, step g is processed with the KPML language generation system [12]. An example of this process using ‘corridors’ as non-terminal landmarks is illustrated in Figure 4.

GENERATION OF ROUTES WITH pCRU. For the generation of route descriptions, we distinguish different route-associated actions that need to be performed in different segments of a route, for example, turning actions or following actions. While these could be verbalised by a template-based approach, we instead use full NLG and aim to make our descriptions more natural by allowing appropriate variation in the realisation of route segments, so as to reflect the same tendencies found in human de-
Algorithm 1 Generator of high-level textual route instructions

1: function GeneratorOfHighLevelInstructions(lowLevelInstructions)
2: segments ← segment low-level instructions based on major changes of
directions such as left and right.
3: for each segment do
4: if non-terminal segment then
5: landmark ← destination landmark for the current segment
6: else
7: landmark ← target destination
8: end if
9: direction ← direction of the current landmark (e.g. left, right, in front)
10: spl1 ← obtain a turning direction (e.g. turn around, turn left, turn right)
11: spl2 ← obtain a go direction to the landmark with corresponding
   direction
12: instruction ← aggregation of spl1 and spl2
13: Generate the textual description corresponding to the current instruction
14: end for
15: end function

Probabilistic context-free representational underspecification (pCRU) [24] is an approach to resolving the nondeterminacy that typically arises in generation between a semantic representation and its possible linguistic surface forms. This relationship is almost always one-to-many as can be illustrated by the following example. Consider the following SPL [25], which serves as an input to the KPML generation system [12].

(v0 / |space#NonAffectingOrientationChange|
 :|actor| ( hearer / |person| )
 :|space#direction| (sd / |space#GeneralizedLocation|
 :|space#hasSpatialModality| (lp / |space#LeftProjection| ) ) )

This semantic representation expresses a simple turning action to the left. A small subset of possible realisations are (1)-(5) below, which differ...
along several dimensions, such as the choice of speech function (imperative versus declarative), tense (present versus present continuous), the phoricity of the direction attribute (PP versus AP), or whether or not to use ellipsis or the exact choice of the verb.

(1) “Turn left.”
(2) “Turn to the left.”
(3) “You are turning left.”
(4) “Left.”
(5) “Go left.”

Under the pCRU framework, we formalise the above variation in a context-free grammar (CFG) consisting of a set of terminal symbols $W$, 

$$
\text{Fig. 4. Sample route with high-level instructions derived from applying Algorithm 1.}
$$
a set of nonterminal symbols $N$, a start symbol $S$ with $S \in N$ and a set of production rules $R$ of the form $n \rightarrow \alpha$, with $n \in N$, $\alpha \in (W \cup N)^*$ and $W$ and $N$ being disjoint. This leads to the following CFG for a TurningSimple action.

TurningSimple = CONFIGTYPE PROCESS ACTOR SPEECHFUN TENSE DIR (0.7)
TurningSimple = CONFIGTYPE PROCESS ACTOR SPEECHFUN TENSE "::ellipsis full" DIR (0.3)
CONFIGTYPE = "|space#NonAffectingOrientationChange|" (1.0)
PROCESS = "::lex turn" (0.8)
PROCESS = "::lex go" (0.2)
ACTOR = "( hearer / |person| )" (1.0)
TENSE = "::tense present" (0.9)
TENSE = "::tense present-continuous" (0.1)
SPEECHFUN = "::speechact command" (0.9)
SPEECHFUN = "::speechact assertion" (0.1)
DIR = ::space#route| (gr / |space#GeneralizedRoute| :space#direction| (sd / ::space#GeneralizedLocation| :phoric-q phoric :space#hasSpatialModality| (sm / LOCATION-DIRECTION ) ) (0.7)
DIR = ::space#route| (gr / |space#GeneralizedRoute| :space#direction| (sd / ::space#GeneralizedLocation| :phoric-q notphoric :space#hasSpatialModality| (sm / LOCATION-DIRECTION ) ) (0.3)

This representation allows us to capture all arising variation within a single formalism as well as control the application of the respective expansion rules by attaching probabilities to them which indicate each rule’s probability of application.

3 DIALOGUE SYSTEM EVALUATION

This evaluation aimed to investigate the performance of our text-based approach for indoor wayfinding. For such a purpose, the dialogue system described above was implemented and tested with a set of users in a real building. This building is complex to navigate; although it has several floors, only one floor was tested.
3.1 Evaluation methodology

We evaluated our dialogue system using objective and subjective metrics mostly derived from the PARADISE framework [26]. This framework is commonly used for assessing the performance of spoken dialogue systems, and can be used for evaluating dialogue systems with different modalities in the wayfinding domain.

The groups of quantitative metrics are described as follows. First, the group of dialogue efficiency metrics includes ‘system turns’, ‘user turns’, and ‘elapsed time’ (in seconds). The latter includes the time used by both conversants, from the first user utterance until the last system utterance. Second, the group of dialogue quality metrics consists of percentages of parsed sentences, sentences with spotted keywords, and unparsed sentences. Third, the group of task success metrics includes the typical binary task success expressed as

\[
\text{BinaryTaskSuccess} = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{for finding the target location} \\
0 & \text{otherwise.}
\end{cases}
\]

In this group we proposed two additional metrics in order to penalize the degree of difficulty in wayfinding. The first is referred to as ‘3-valued Task Success (TS)’ defined as

\[
3\text{-ValuedTS} = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{for finding the target location} \\
1/2 & \text{for finding the target location with small-medium problems} \\
0 & \text{otherwise},
\end{cases}
\]

and the second is referred to as ‘4-valued task success’ defined as

\[
4\text{-ValuedTS} = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{for finding the target location} \\
2/3 & \text{for finding the target location with small-medium problems} \\
1/3 & \text{for finding the target location with severe problems} \\
0 & \text{otherwise.}
\end{cases}
\]

The value of 1 is given when the user finds the target location without hesitation, the value with small-medium problems is given when the user finds the location with slight confusion(s), and the value with severe problems is given when the user gets lost but eventually finds the target location. Finally, the group of quantitative metrics are described in Table 3. The sum of scores from these metrics represents the overall user satisfaction score.
Table 3. Subjective measures for evaluating indoor wayfinding, adapted from [26].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Question</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Easy to Understand</td>
<td>Was the system easy to understand?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System Understood</td>
<td>Did the system understand what you asked?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task Easy</td>
<td>Was it easy to find the location you wanted?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction Pace</td>
<td>Was the pace of interaction with the system appropriate?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What to Say</td>
<td>Did you know what you could write at each point?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System Response</td>
<td>Was the system fast and quick to reply to you?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expected Behaviour</td>
<td>Did the system work the way you expected it to?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Future Use</td>
<td>Do you think you would use the system in the future?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2 Experimental setup

Our experiments evaluated the dialogue system described above with a user population of 26 native speakers of German. They were university students (16 female, 10 male) aged 22.5 on average. Each user was presented with six wayfinding tasks, resulting in a total of 156 route dialogues. They were asked in each case to find a particular location based on the route instruction generated by the dialogue system on request by the user. The locations were spatially distributed. Two tasks used 2 High-Level Instructions (HLIs), two tasks used 3 HLIs, and two tasks used 4 HLIs. The dialogue tasks were executed pseudorandomly (from a uniform distribution). At the beginning of each session, participants were asked about their familiarity with the building using a 5-point Likert scale, where 1 represents the lowest familiarity and 5 the highest. This resulted in a familiarity score of 2.4. Then, our participants received the following set of instructions: (a) you can ask the system using natural language, (b) you can take notes from the received instructions, (c) follow the instructions as precisely as possible, (d) you are not allowed to ask anyone how to get to the target location, and (e) you can give up anytime after trying without success by telling that to the assistant that will follow you. At the end of each wayfinding task, participants were asked to fill a questionnaire (Table 3) for obtaining qualitative results using a 5-point Likert scale, where 5 represents the highest score.

3.3 Experimental results

According to dialogue efficiency metrics, it can be observed from Table 4 that the user-machine interactions involved short dialogues in terms of
system turns, user turns and time. These results suggest that once users receive instructions to find a given location, they tend not to ask further questions. We can also observe a large number of words per system turn mostly due to the textual instructions, where the longer the number of high-level instructions the longer the textual output. In addition, although some users used only keywords in the textual input, overall they asked questions.

According to dialogue quality, it can be noted that our grammars did not have wide coverage. There are many different ways to ask for a given location, including sentences with ungrammatical structures and sentences with words absent in the lexicon. However, the keyword spotter then was crucial for identifying the users’ target location.

According to task success, our dialogue system obtained a very high binary task success, but this measure does not take into account how hard it was for the user to find the given locations. In contrast, whilst our 3-valued task success measure penalizes more strongly, our 4-valued task success measure is between the other two metrics. From these metrics, we found that the latter generated more faithful scores because it predicts more closely user satisfaction. This argument can be validated with statistical analysis, but this is left as future work.

Our qualitative results report very high scores for user satisfaction, mainly for the dialogues with 2 High-Level Instructions (HLIs) and 3 HLIs. However, users found it harder to follow the dialogues with 4 HLIs. One can think that the reason was due to the length of the instructions, but we observed that it was more due to ambiguity in which corridors to follow. The lower scores in the following qualitative metrics support this argument: easy to understand, task easy, expected behaviour and future use. Nevertheless, we found that a dialogue system for indoor wayfinding using language processing capabilities — with only text input and output — can obtain very high overall scores in user satisfaction.

Finally, we included an additional question in the survey filled after each dialogue: ‘Did you find the location only based on the given instructions by the system or did you use additional help such as signs?’ This question also used a 5-point Likert scale, where 5 represents the highest score for strictly following only the system instructions. This resulted in an average value of 4.3, which suggests that the results described above were derived from following almost entirely the system’s instructions.
Table 4. Average results of our wayfinding system for dialogues with different amounts of High-Level Instructions (HLIs), organized according to the following groups of metrics: dialogue efficiency, dialogue quality, task success and user satisfaction.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>2 HLIs (52 dialogues)</th>
<th>3 HLIs (52 dialogues)</th>
<th>4 HLIs (52 dialogues)</th>
<th>All (156 dialogues)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Avg. System Turns</td>
<td>2.25</td>
<td>2.38</td>
<td>2.28</td>
<td>2.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg. User Turns</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>1.61</td>
<td>1.64</td>
<td>1.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg. System Words per Turn</td>
<td>34.05</td>
<td>40.04</td>
<td>49.59</td>
<td>41.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg. User Words per Turn</td>
<td>4.06</td>
<td>5.34</td>
<td>4.84</td>
<td>4.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg. Time (in seconds)</td>
<td>20.69</td>
<td>19.77</td>
<td>25.87</td>
<td>22.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parsed Sentences (%)</td>
<td>23.8</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>22.5</td>
<td>16.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spotted Keywords (%)</td>
<td>74.6</td>
<td>91.4</td>
<td>73.2</td>
<td>79.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unparsed Sentences (%)</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Binary Task Success (%)</td>
<td>96.2</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>88.5</td>
<td>94.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-Valued Task Success (%)</td>
<td>92.3</td>
<td>88.5</td>
<td>63.5</td>
<td>81.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-Valued Task Success (%)</td>
<td>94.9</td>
<td>92.3</td>
<td>75.6</td>
<td>87.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Easy to Understand</td>
<td>4.65</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>4.08</td>
<td>4.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System Understood</td>
<td>4.71</td>
<td>4.62</td>
<td>4.62</td>
<td>4.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task Easy</td>
<td>4.60</td>
<td>4.54</td>
<td>3.73</td>
<td>4.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction Pace</td>
<td>4.71</td>
<td>4.65</td>
<td>4.52</td>
<td>4.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What to Say</td>
<td>4.71</td>
<td>4.63</td>
<td>4.65</td>
<td>4.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System Response</td>
<td>4.60</td>
<td>4.62</td>
<td>4.58</td>
<td>4.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expected Behaviour</td>
<td>4.64</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td>4.21</td>
<td>4.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Future Use</td>
<td>4.46</td>
<td>4.37</td>
<td>4.12</td>
<td>4.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User Satisfaction (sum)</td>
<td>37.1</td>
<td>36.5</td>
<td>34.5</td>
<td>36.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User Satisfaction (%)</td>
<td>92.7</td>
<td>91.2</td>
<td>86.3</td>
<td>90.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4 Conclusions and future work

In this paper we have presented a dialogue system for indoor wayfinding in a complex building using text-based natural language input and output. The system was described with four main components: natural language understanding, dialogue management, route instruction generation and natural language generation. In the latter we described our approach based on high-level instructions. A key advantage of our dialogue system is its support for language-independence, only parsing and generation grammars have to be added in order to support a new language, the rest is reused. Experimental results — using the PARADISE evaluation framework — in a real environment with 26 participants (156 dialogues) pro-
vide evidence to support the following claims: (a) text-based dialogues resulted in very short interactions, they mostly consist of question and answer, though eventually clarifications or apologies occurred; (b) keyword spotting was an essential component to assist the parser with unparsable utterances; (c) our proposed 4-valued task success metric predicts better user satisfaction than binary task success or 3-valued task success; and (d) a text-based dialogue system for indoor wayfinding can obtain very high overall scores in user satisfaction. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first evaluation of its kind in the indoor wayfinding domain.

We suggest the following avenues for future research:

First, text-based language processing, spoken language processing and graphical interfaces (such as maps) can be combined into principled frameworks for building effective wayfinding systems. Such systems should be evaluated as in this paper in order to assess the performance across different system versions. In this way, systematic evaluations can be made by varying different conditions under a given framework. This is an important and useful step to take that has not so far been achieved in indoor navigation.

Second, the dialogue manager is responsible for controlling the system’s dialogue behaviour. When the system’s behaviour becomes complex, it is less recommendable to use hand-crafted behaviour because it is non-adaptive and labour intensive. Machine learning methods such as reinforcement learning can be used to induce the system’s behaviour automatically [27, 17, 28]. This is relevant for learning adaptive and complex behaviour such as learning to ground, learning to clarify, learning to present information, learning multimodal strategies and learning to negotiate route directions.

Third, in the case of indoor route directions, future work can entail covering paths that cross multiple floors. This will require both handling a graph with dedicated transition nodes between floors and a clear communication of floor changes in the route directions. In the present work, we used corridors as main landmarks; however, a principled mechanism to rank indoor landmarks can be investigated. In addition, providing route instructions for new spatial environments is possible by providing spatial representations of additional environments in the form of a route graph.

Finally, future work in language generation can aim to enhance the adaptiveness of route descriptions along three dimensions: (a) to make descriptions more tailored towards a particular user by taking their familiarity of the environment into closer consideration [29]; (b) to present information for users with different cognitive styles for users familiar or
unfamiliar with a given environment [30, 31, 32]; and (c) to investigate how to incorporate interactive alignment [33].
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ABSTRACT

The transfer of textual information from large collections of paper documents to electronic storage has become an increasingly popular activity for private companies and public organizations. Optical Character Recognition (OCR) software is a popular method to effect the transfer of this information. The latest commercially available OCR software can be very accurate with reported accuracy of 97% to 99.95%[6]. These high accuracy rates lower dramatically when the documents are in less than pristine condition or if the typeface is non-standard or antiquated. In general, OCR recovered text requires some further processing before it can be used in a digital library. This paper documents an attempt by a private company to apply automatic word error correction techniques on a "real world" 12 million document collection which contained texts from the late 19th Century until the late 20th Century.

The paper also describes attempts to increase the effectiveness of word correction algorithms through the use of the following techniques: 1. Reducing the text correction problem to a restricted language domain. 2. Segmenting the collection by document quality and 3. Learning domain specific rules and text characteristics from the document collection and operator log files. This case study also considers the commercial pressures of the project and the effectiveness of both rule based and probabilistic word error
correction techniques on less than pristine documents. It also provides some conclusions for researchers/companies considering multi-million document transfers to electronic storage.

1 INTRODUCTION

Real world document collections are not always in pristine condition. The document may have surface contamination which can be due to the age of the document, the quality of the media, the type of media and other material affixed to the document such as official stamps. The typeface may be antiquated which may further degrade the accuracy of OCR software. The recovered text may contain too many errors to be used in a digital library. Frequently, some further correction of the text is required. This paper will describe an attempt by a commercial company to correct Portuguese text which had been recovered by OCR software for inclusion in a digital library.

1.1 Document Collection Characteristics

The document collection contained over 12 million documents which was created over a hundred year period. The quality of the documents ranged from the very good (clear type face and no surface contamination) to the very poor (illegible and heavy surface contamination). The collection contained some homogeneous text, for example correspondence. The correspondence was mainly letters, which on occasion had images as an attachment. This correspondence also included bill and product information which in some circumstances was in a language other than Portuguese. The document collection also contained some non-standard items such as reports.

1.2 Processing Documents

The paper documents were scanned using large commercial scanners which were capable of processing a large number of documents per hour. The scanners produced images of documents in Tagged Information File Format (TIFF) and were in monochrome. The images were then sorted by a simple algorithm and organized into folders which contained related
images. Each image was given a unique number within the folder. The images were then pre-processed (deskew and despeckle) in preparation for the OCR process. The images were processed by the OCR software which ran on two powerful computers which functioned 24 hours a day. The OCR software was set on the slowest and most accurate setting. The OCR software required nearly 2 years to process the 12 million documents. The text from the OCR process was inserted into a Database Management System (DBMS). The text was then subject to a post-processing correction process. The text was to be used in a full text index which would be used for searching, consequently stop words such as “por” could be excluded from the correction process.

1.3 Initial Correction Attempts

A popular approach is to use human operators to correct text. This can be slow. It was reported that an efficient company in Romania with 25 staff could process 600,000 documents a year.[10]. This mirrored our initial experience with a completely manual approach. A software application was built which used the Microsoft Word API to identify word errors and their possible replacements. The operator corrected the text one word error at a time. The mean time for each operator to correct one document was approximately 180 seconds. This was too slow as it would have taken a team of 5 operators approximately 72 years to complete the task. This was not only unacceptably slow, but would have represented a potential enormous cost to the company.

The operators mean time to process each document was reduced with a modified manual approach, which was to correct popular spelling and characters errors automatically. The performance of the application was increased by a multi-threaded approach. The errors and potential word candidates were cached by one thread, whilst another thread updated the user display whilst another thread was responsible for updating and fetching text from the DBMS. The error caching thread was significantly faster than the human operator, consequently there was no delay when moving from one error to the next.\footnote{Although this improved the operators’ mean time, the operators found it difficult to work with the application as the operators had to concentrate 100% of the time. If I were to write the application again I would add random delays to give the operators a small break in concentration.} Fetching the error and word candidates di-
rectly from the Microsoft Word API without caching introduced a significant delay. The mean time was reduced to 30 seconds a document. A team of 5 operators working full-time could process a million documents a year, which was significantly faster than the Romanian case study [10]. This efficiency improvement was still not fast enough as it would have taken 12 years to complete the task and would have represented a cost of approximately 500,000 Euros in labour. An automated process was required to process a significant number of texts, not only to reduce the time required to complete the project, but to ensure the company realised a profit from the project.

It should be noted that the operators required significant supervision. There was pressure for each operator to reduce their times to process each text. The less able operators simply cheated by marking documents as complete when the document had not been processed or marking a good document as unprocessable. This would lower the mean time of the operator. It was necessary to review at regular intervals a statistically significant sample of each operators output to identify which operators were "honest" and which were "cheating".
1.4 **Summarization of Problem**

The initial process is described in figure: 1. This process was too slow and costly. There was a demand to move to a partial automatic system, as described in figure: 2. The rest of the paper will discuss the transformation to the automatic word correction process as described in figure: 2. This will include:

1. Reducing the text correct problem to a restricted language domain.
2. Segmenting the collection by document quality.
3. Learning domain specific rules and text characteristics from the document collection and operator log files.

2 **DOCUMENT COLLECTION PREPARATION**

2.1 **Assessing The Document Collection**

A "quality measure" was assigned to each document, so that it was possible to measure the performance of the error correction techniques. A
simple measure was used, which was the number of correct words divided by the total number of words. A statistically significant sample of the documents was manually verified against the quality score. This simple measure provided an accurate reflection of the document’s quality. Low scoring documents had heavy surface contamination or were handwritten. High scoring documents were free from contamination with a clear typeface. The distribution of quality effectively followed a normal distribution, with the bulk of the documents having a quality score between 0.5 and 0.7.

\[ \text{Quality} = \frac{\text{Number of Correct Words}}{\text{Total Number of Words}} \]

2.2  Rule Induction from Operator Generated Log Files

The five employees had processed the document collection with the modified manual system for three years. Three million documents were processed. The spelling corrections were logged for each operator. It was possible to categorize the error types from the log files into the following categories: 1. Substitution of Characters, 2. Elimination of Characters, 3. Insertion of Characters, 4. Split Word Errors, 5. Joined Word Errors. A number of frequently occurring errors were unique to a Latin based language, for example, the inaccurate splitting or joining of reflexive words, for example "da-me" would be joined as "dame".

2.3  Pre-processing of Text (rule based correction)

**GARBAGE REMOVAL** A large number of documents were printed on ruled paper which was interpreted by the OCR software as miscellaneous symbols. A filter was constructed which attempted to remove text which was generated by physical markings other than text.

**JOIN/SPLIT WORDS** A number of rules to detect and correct split and join errors were inferred from the log files. Join errors were detected by identifying "word boundaries" in continuous text, for example capital letters or punctuation. The text was split on the word boundary and the resulting words checked against a dictionary. If they were both correct than the words were accepted. Split errors were detected by joining two continuous errors and evaluating the resultant text with a dictionary. If the text was a correct word then it was accepted.
CORRECTING COMMON WORD AND CHARACTERS ERRORS  The join and split word rules were incorporated into a pre-processor application with the hard coded rules from the modified manual system for popular word and character substitutions. Two runs were made, the first was "strict" where the resultant words had to be correct. The second was "permissive", where there was a tolerance of one edit distance. The preprocessor was relatively successful and moved the "bulge" of the normal distribution for the quality to the right with a mean average improvement of quality of 0.2, i.e on average a document which scored 0.5 would score 0.7 after the pre-processor runs.

3  PROBABILISTIC ERROR CORRECTION

In recent years there has been a number of advances in probabilistic error correction for text produced by OCR systems. These techniques assume that text recovered by OCR is semi-determinate[9]. The assumption is that OCR systems will consistently identify identical/similar markings on a document as the same character. This semi-determinate nature allows a certain degree of predictability of the errors produced by the software and that some types of errors are more frequent than others.

The following three techniques were utilized in this case study.

CHARACTER CONFUSION MATRIX  A character confusion table provides a list of transformation probabilities from one character to another, for example c → ç would be high where as c → w would be low. A probability of a word candidate substituting an error was achieved by a simple summing of the individual character probabilities and calculating the mean value [3].

The character confusion matrix in this project was built from the operator log files which documented all word error changes over a three year period. The substitution errors were calculated by comparing error and correction words of the same length. Insertion and deletion errors were calculated by comparing error and correction words which had a difference in length of 1 character.

DICTIONARY THINNING  Dictionary thinning allows the reduction of possible word candidates. A custom dictionary was developed which con-
tained only the correct words which were in the document collection and their frequency. The frequency was important because word frequency in a document collection obeys Zipf distribution [7] and may provide an indication of likelihood of the word candidate being correct [8].

The dictionary was constructed by parsing the whole document collection and comparing the words to the J-Spell dictionary. The words which were not in the J-Spell dictionary were initially rejected and written to a file with their frequency. The remaining words were written to another text file which was our initial dictionary. The top 1,000 most frequent errors were analysed by a human operator. The operator identified words which were incorrectly rejected, for example surnames and names of companies. These words were reintroduced into the dictionary.

**Word N-grams** Word n-grams provided an indication of conditional probability of certain word combinations [5]. Words frequently co-occur, consequently the presence of one word may imply the presence of another word. In the case study another measure was developed, the gapped bigram where the middle word from a tri-gram was removed. The gapped bi-gram assisted in the identification of conditional probability of words separated by a stop-word, for example "agua da pedras", where there is a semantic relation between "agua" and "pedras". To generate the n-gram dictionaries the whole corpus was parsed. The n-grams were listed by frequency and the top 2,000 n-grams were selected for their relevant dictionary.

### 3.1 Selection of Word Candidates

Word candidates were selected from the customized dictionary as described in the above section. Although the dictionary had been "thinned", it still contained thousands of possible word candidates. It was not possible to assess each word in the dictionary for each error because the application would have been too slow. Consequently, a reduction of the number possible word candidates would improve the efficiency of the application. A common method is to use n-grams [4] to retrieve word candidates for a given error. Popular letter n-grams however, can lead to large numbers of word candidates being retrieved for a single error. It is possible to reduce the number of word candidates without removing any highly probable replacement through the use of skip grams [1]. Skip
Table 1. character error & replacement character & probability

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Character Error</th>
<th>Character Replacement</th>
<th>Probability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ç</td>
<td>ç</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>ã</td>
<td>5.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

grams are formed from letters which occupy either odd or even numbered positions in a word, for example the word "testê" would have the following 2 letter skip gram "ts et se". The popular letter n-grams were broken up into less popular skip grams and consequently when the word candidates were returned through the application of a skip gram distance a smaller and more relevant set was returned.

The use of skip grams highlighted a "quirk" of the OCR system. The OCR software frequently failed to recognize the Portuguese characters 'ç' and 'ã'. It frequently replaced them with the characters 'c' and 'a'. This was a significant error as 'ç' and 'ã' frequently appear together in Portuguese. This mistake would result in two incorrect skip grams, which may have excluded a valid word candidate from being selected.

The frequency of this mistake is shown in Table 1.

Note: These figures understate how often the OCR software made these mistakes as these figure were taken after the pre-processors had corrected the common character errors.

3.2 Alignment of Word Candidate and Error

The calculation of the transformation probability of error to word candidate required alignment of the word candidate and the error. This was a trivial task, if the word candidate and error were the same length. When the word candidate and error were different lengths it was necessary to return the most probable alignment with a '#' representing the missing character(s). There were two considerations for the algorithm design, which were accuracy and efficiency. Two algorithms were developed, one algorithm was for when the difference in length between the error and word candidate was 2 or less and the other was when the difference in length was 3 or more. The first algorithm calculated every alignment permutation and returned the most probable. The second algorithm was a compromise between accuracy and efficiency this was because the larger
the difference the more the total permutations and consequently there would be a drop in performance of the algorithm. A "sliding alignment" algorithm[8] was used where the shorter word would be moved across the longer word one character at a time. At each stage the alignment would be verified for successfully aligned characters. The word form with the most correctly aligned characters was returned.

3.3 Calculating the Word Candidate Scores

The scoring process initially applied a transformation probability for each of the word candidates. Word candidates were eliminated if they had less than a 0.5 transformation probability. This was because through experimentation with a statistically significant sample it was determined that word candidates with a score of less than 0.5 were unlikely to be correct. Elimination was necessary to improve the efficiency of the application. The remaining word candidates were scored for their co-occurrence probabilities with existing word n-grams and gapped n-grams and the log frequency of the word candidate in the corpus was calculated as follows:

\[ S = P(E \rightarrow W_c) \times (\log(W_c F) + 50) \times (1 + P(X, W_c)) \times (1 + P(Y, W_c)) \]

- \( S \) = Score
- \( W_c \) = Word Candidate
- \( E \) = Error
- \( W_c F \) = Word Candidate Frequency
- \( X \) = Word which has position ± 1 of \( E \)
- \( Y \) = Word which has position ± 2 of \( E \)

3.4 Excluding Documents

Automatic processing of the whole collection was not possible because the document collection was not of a uniformly high quality. It was possible to automatically process a large number of documents, which reduced the number of documents which needed to be processed manually. This reduced the time that was required to process the documents, but also reduced the costs involved.

The documents were classified into three categories: poor quality (no manual processing possible), low-medium (manual processing only) and medium-high quality (automatic processing possible). The quality borders were set by operators who analysed a statistically significant sample of documents at varying quality levels. The quality measures are shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Document Classification

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Quality measure</th>
<th>Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Poor quality</td>
<td>$0 &lt; q &lt; 0.5$</td>
<td>no processing possible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low-medium quality</td>
<td>$0.5 \leq q &lt; 0.7$</td>
<td>manual processing possible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium-high quality</td>
<td>$0.7 \leq q &lt; 1$</td>
<td>automatic processing possible</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Poor / low quality documents had surface contamination, degraded document media and obscure or unclear typefaces which provoked an erratic response from the OCR software. In some circumstances the document was too degraded to perform any form of manual correction or re-keying. There were other documents where Tong’s assumption that OCR software is semi-determinate system no longer held, but were of sufficient quality to be re-keyed or manually corrected. The exclusion of documents on which probabilistic methods would function poorly allowed the algorithm to process “good quality” documents where there was sufficient certainty that the results would be acceptable. The operators worked on the remaining documents.

4 Results

The probabilistic approach worked well on word errors which were not the result of errant splitting and joining and had a small number of character errors. The probabilistic approach functioned adequately on words with a larger number of character errors, however there were a significant number of incorrect choices which declined with the increasing length of the error. The same results were gained with split and joined word errors. The probabilistic approach functioned well on good quality documents because they contained more errors with a small number of character errors. Accuracy declined rapidly with decreasing document quality because of the increased number of split and joined words errors as well as errors with increased number of incorrect characters. The probabilistic approach was tested on documents which were earmarked for manual processing only and for a large number of errors there were no suggested replacements.

The rule based pre-processors corrected a larger proportion of errors than the probabilistic technique because error frequency followed a Zipf
distribution, consequently common errors constituted a very large proportion of the total error count.

This approach reduced the number of documents that needed to be processed from 9 million to 2.2 million. Approximately 5 million documents were processed by probabilistic methods and 1.8 million were rejected as too poor to process. This allowed the reduction of time required to transfer the remaining documents to electronic storage from 9 years to 2 years. It had taken the previous three years to process three million documents manually. If the project had been approached in this manner from the beginning it is estimated that the total project length would have been less than 3 years, which was the original project estimate. The project was two years late.

5 Conclusion

Transferring large numbers of less than pristine documents to a digital library / storage with a high degree of accuracy is a time consuming process. Manual correction / re-keying is only feasible if there are sufficiently large numbers of staff or the document count is reasonably small. Probabilistic methods work well on pristine documents with errors which have a low number of character errors, but their performance declines dramatically as media quality drops. Rule based methods are more robust as quality declines. Error frequency follows a Zipf distribution, consequently correcting common errors will have disproportionate effect on document quality. Portuguese has its own unique challenges with accents and the "ce de cedilha (ç)" which OCR software frequently misinterprets.

Companies which attempt to transfer large numbers of documents to electronic storage via OCR software with the text requiring certain degree of accuracy should consider automatic methods of correcting text. The reduction of the time required for manual processing equates to a saving in costs which will pay a programmers time in constructing the text correct algorithms. Automatic text correction should be considered from the beginning of the project, not when the project is in obvious trouble. The economic case of automatic text correction methods increases with the size of the document collection.
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